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1. Introduction

After the first isolation of graphene—a single layer of carbon atoms arranged in
a honeycomb structure—in 2004 [1], a sort of gold rush started in the research of
two-dimensional materials. High mobilities even at room temperature [1], the abil-
ity to carry high current densities [2] and excellent thermal conductivity [3] render
graphene a suitable material for future device application [4]. Considering also its
high transparency [5] and outstanding flexibility [6], the usage of graphene in organic
electronics seems promising as well [7]. The emergence of two-dimensional carbon
as a possible transistor material comes at the right time since the miniaturization of
silicon-based transistor technology is approaching its limits. Therefore, many exper-
iments were—and are—conducted to explore the intriguing properties of graphene
and graphene-related materials.
The biggest drawback of graphene regarding its electronic applications is its lack
of a band gap in its pristine form [1]. This gap is needed to switch on and off the
current flow in a device. One way to modify the electronic structure of graphene is
to cut it into narrow strips, so-called graphene nanoribbons (GNRs). Thereby the
much needed band gap arises due to quantum confinement [8].

There are many ways to fabricate such GNRs. The most promising approach for
mass production of high-quality GNRs to this date is chemical synthesis [9]. In
recent years, the branch of on-surface synthesis chemistry has made huge advances,
enabling the fabrication of a manifold of specifically designed precursor molecules.
By placing them onto a catalytic surface, GNRs with different widths and edge
shapes can be tailored [10].
Since the width of the GNR directly influences its band gap [11], it is thus possible
to engineer the electronic properties of the GNRs. Hereby, the addition or removal
of only a single row of atoms to the GNR width can decide over the existence of a
band gap. Furthermore, certain edge shapes may also lead to the emergence of edge
magnetism [12, 13].
The formation of different GNRs from precursor molecules on various substrates is
an intensely studied topic in surface science [14, 15]. However, little is known about
the impact of single adatoms on the electronic properties of the GNRs.

In this work, the electronic properties of GNRs are modified on the atomic scale by
adding single Co adatoms to the GNRs. Depending on the exact adatom position,
a Kondo-like resonance can be observed in differential conductance spectroscopy.
In order to find applications for GNRs in devices, their transport properties on the
mesoscopic scale are investigated as well [16–18]. Thus, we contacted GNRs with
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1. Introduction

metal leads and measured their I-V -characteristics.
In an attempt to combine the atomistic and mesoscopic worlds, we investigated
how the current flow through GNRs influenced possible doping atoms on the atomic
scale.

As an introduction to the topic, some theoretical basics are discussed in chapter 2.
Starting with the physical properties of graphene, the characteristics of GNRs are
described. Different methods of GNR fabrication are presented.
Further, the principles of scanning tunneling microscopy and atomic force microscopy
are reviewed since both pose important methods to characterize the topography and
electronic structure of surfaces with high resolution.

In chapter 3, the deposition of chemically synthesized GNRs on mechanically exfo-
liated hexagonal boron nitride (hBN) flakes is described. We observe the formation
of ordered GNR domains by means of atomic force microscopy. The GNRs are
contacted with different metals and their I-V -characteristics are measured under
ambient conditions. Since the realization of reliable contacts is of key importance
for the implementation of GNRs in electrical circuits, special focus is put on the
formation of Schottky barriers at metal-semiconductor interfaces. Some GNRs are
encapsulated with a second hBN flake to protect them from environmental influ-
ences, and zero-dimensional end contacts are tested.

Chapter 4 shows how the electronic properties of GNRs can be manipulated by
adding single adatoms to the GNR. Here, GNRs are grown under ultra high vac-
uum (UHV) conditions in the chamber of a scanning tunneling microscope (STM).
Subsequently, single Co atoms are added to the surface and manipulated under-
neath the GNRs with the help of the STM tip. The modifications of the electronic
structure of the GNRs upon Co intercalation are probed by differential conductance
spectroscopy. For certain intercalation sites, the appearance of a Kondo-like reso-
nance can be observed. The experimental results are compared to density functional
theory and tight-binding calculations.

The diffusion of Co atoms adsorbed on top of on-surface synthesized GNRs is studied
in chapter 5. The GNRs are contacted with an STM tip and current is injected
which causes a displacement of the Co adatoms. Remarkably, the Co atoms show
a tendency to stay on the GNR during their dislocation, rendering the motion one-
dimensional. Temperature dependent measurements are performed to extract the
Co diffusion rate.

A summary of the results and a short outlook conclude this thesis.
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2. Theoretical basics

This chapter will give a brief introduction into the electronic band structure and
fabrication of graphene nanoribbons (GNRs) and introduce the basics of scanning
probe microscopy. More specific theoretical details will be given at the beginning of
the individual chapters.
We begin with a short tight-binding description of graphene. From this starting
point, graphene will be confined to one dimension, yielding GNRs. In these narrow
strips, quantum confinement leads to quantization of the allowed wave vectors and
the development of an electrical band gap. The results are not only dependent on
the width of the GNR, but also on the width of the unit cell used to describe the
GNR.
To round up this part, different methods of fabricating GNRs are presented and
their advantages and disadvantages are discussed.

In the second part, the fundamentals of scanning tunneling and atomic force mi-
croscopy are explained. First, an expression for the determination of the tunneling
current is derived. Then, the working principle of scanning tunneling spectroscopy
is sketched. Last, a short introduction into atomic force microscopy is given and
two of its operational modes are introduced.

2.1. Graphene nanoribbons

To understand how the band structure of GNRs evolves form the electronic dis-
persion of graphene, some considerations about the lattice and band structure of
graphene are presented first. Then, boundary conditions are introduced that occur
at the edges of GNRs.

2.1.1. Graphene

Carbon is a very versatile element which constitutes the basis of life with its ability
to form various types of complexes with diverse binding partners in different kinds of
geometries. In its pristine form, it can appear in all kind of dimensionalities. Some
examples are depicted in Fig. 2.1. Carbon atoms can connect to form diamond or
graphite in three dimensions (3D), graphene in 2D, carbon nanotubes (CNTs) and
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2. Theoretical basics

Figure 2.1.: Allotropes of graphene. Various forms of carbon atom arrangement
in different dimensions. From 3D (diamond, graphite) over 2D (graphene) and 1D
(carbon nanotubes) to 0D (fullerenes). From [19].

graphene nanoribbons (not depicted here, but discussed in detail later on) in 1D
and fullerenes in 0D.
The versatility of carbon is linked to its electronic configuration which is 1s22s22p2

in its ground state [20]. However, the formation of hybrid orbitals by mixing s and p
orbitals allows carbon to form different types of covalent bonds (single, double and
triple) and to develop different structures [21]. Depending on its arrangement, it can
hold distinctively different properties. Whereas diamond is electrically insulating,
for instance, graphite is conductive.

In graphene, the 2D allotrope of carbon, the carbon atoms are sp2 hybridized and
form a planar honeycomb lattice with bonding angles of 120◦. Three of the four
valence electrons develop strong σ bonds with the neighboring atoms. The remain-
ing valence electron occupies the pz orbital which is oriented perpendicular to the
graphene plane. Due to the lateral overlap with neighboring pz orbitals, π bonds
are developed. These are delocalized over the graphene plane and account for the
conductivity of graphene [22].
The hexagonal lattice of graphene is depicted in Fig. 2.2 (a) and consists of two
trigonal sublattices—labeled A (white atoms) and B (black atoms) [20]. The lattice
vectors ~a1 = (a0, 0) and ~a2 = (1

2a0,
√

3
2 a0) span a unit cell (shaded in gray) which

contains one atom of each sublattice. The distance between two neighboring carbon
atoms is aCC = 1.42 Å and the lattice constant a0 =

√
3aCC = 2.46 Å [23].

The corresponding reciprocal lattice is hexagonal as well. Fig. 2.2 (b) shows the
first Brillouin zone (BZ) with the reciprocal lattice vectors ~b1 and ~b2 and the high
symmetry points Γ at the center of the BZ, K and K ′ at the corners of the BZ and
M halfway between them. K and K ′ are not equivalent due to the two distinct
trigonal sublattices of graphene [22].

The band structure of graphene can be calculated using a tight-binding approach.
This was done for graphite by Wallace already in 1947 [25]. In the simplest form,
only interaction between nearest neighbors is taken into account. In the tight-
biding model, the electrons are considered to be localized at the carbon atoms
(one electron per atom) and to hop from one pz orbital to the pz orbital of the
neighboring carbon atom. Next-nearest-neighbor hopping and Coulomb interaction
between the electrons are neglected in the simplest model but can be implemented.
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2.1. Graphene nanoribbons
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Figure 2.2.: Lattice and electronic structure of graphene. (a) Honeycomb
structure of graphene composed of sublattice atoms A (white circles) and B (black
circles) with nearest neighbor distance aCC . The lattice vectors ~a1 and ~a2 span the
unit cell (gray) with the lattice constant a0. The armchair direction is emphasized
by a red line, the zigzag direction by a blue one. (b) First Brillouin zone of graphene
with the reciprocal basis vectors ~b1 and ~b2. The high symmetry points Γ, K, K ′
and M are marked. (c) Band structure along the dashed line in (b). The energy
is given in units of t. From [24]. (d) 3D energy dispersion of graphene (including
next-nearest-neighbor hopping) exhibiting a conical structure at the Dirac points.
From [22].
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2. Theoretical basics

The derivation of the band structure is not shown here but can be found in detail
in Refs. [21, 22, 26]. In short, by writing the eigenfunctions of graphene as a linear
combination of Bloch waves, one can solve the Schrödinger equation and obtain the
following dispersion relation [21, 22]

E(~k) = ±t

√√√√1 + 4 cos
(√

3a0kx
2

)
cos

(
a0ky

2

)
+ 4 cos2

(
a0ky

2

)
(2.1)

Hereby, ~k = (kx, ky) is the wave vector and t ≈ 3 eV the nearest-neighbor hopping
energy (also referred to as transfer integral or hopping parameter). The correspond-
ing band structure can be seen in Fig. 2.2 (c) where the bonding π band (described
by the “−” sign in Eq. 2.1 and corresponding to the valence band (VB)) and anti-
bonding π∗ band (described by the “+” sign, corresponding to the conduction band
(CB)) are depicted along the dashed line in panel (b).
In panel (d), the 3D energy dispersion is depicted as a function of kx and ky. Note
that for this plot also the next-nearest-neighbor interaction was taken into account
which leads to an asymmetry between VB and CB [22]. In the vicinity of the
K and K ′ points (see zoom-in), the bands have a conical form exhibiting linear
dispersion. In the absence of band curvature, the electrons can be described like
quasi-relativistic (massless) particles. For this reason, the K and K ′ points are
also called Dirac points. The energy dispersion close to the Dirac points can be
approximated by

E(~k) = ±~vF |~k| (2.2)
with the reduced Planck constant ~ and the energy-independent Fermi velocity
vF = 3taCC/(2~) ≈ 106 m/s.

2.1.2. Lattice and electronic structure of graphene nanoribbons

As evident from the last section, there is no band gap in pristine graphene which
would be needed for an application as a transistor material. A gap can be intro-
duced by cutting graphene into narrow strips which are called graphene nanoribbons.
Then, quantum confinement can lead to the opening of a band gap [8].
There are two basic shapes of graphene edges [12]. One arises when cutting a
graphene sheet along the blue line in Fig. 2.2 (a). Due to the zigzag arrangement
of the carbon atoms along this line, the resulting edge is called zigzag edge and the
corresponding GNRs are referred to as zigzag GNRs (zGNRs). Analogously, cutting
graphene along the red line yields armchair edges and armchair GNRs (aGNRs).
There are also other types of GNR edges but these can be considered as (often pe-
riodic) mixtures of armchair and zigzag cusps along the edge.
Usually, the width of aGNRs and zGNRs is counted in terms of graphene unit cells,
and therefore in carbon dimers instead of carbon atoms. The corresponding scheme
is explained in Fig. 2.3. Here, the black circles represent the carbon atoms belong-
ing to the GNR. The gray circles indicate the imaginary neighboring atoms of the
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2.1. Graphene nanoribbons

a0

aCC

x

y

0 1 2 3 4 Na-1 Na Na+1

0

1

2

3

4

Nz

Nz-1

Nz+1

a

az

0 waGNR

Figure 2.3.: Lattice structure of GNRs. Armchair and zigzag edge are marked
by a red and blue line, respectively. Corresponding dimer lines are counted by the
colored markers. The width of the aGNR is indicated. Unit cells of aGNR and
zGNR are depicted by shaded rectangles. More details in the text.

graphene lattice. To prevent effects of dangling bonds, the carbon atoms along the
GNR edges are considered to be passivated by hydrogen atoms in most theoretical
descriptions. In this way, the edge carbon atoms are sp2 hybridized as well and thus
host one π electron, just like the carbon sites in the interior1.
The red line emphasizes an armchair edge that runs along the y-direction. The red
labels clarify the counting of the dimer lines and the width of the aGNR is given by

waGNR = 1
2(Na − 1)a0 (2.3)

with Na being the number of carbon dimer lines parallel to the armchair direction
and a0 the lattice constant of graphene. The unit cell of the aGNR is displayed as
shaded red rectangle. Accordingly, the lattice constant of an aGNR is given by a.
Note that it measures a =

√
3a0 and is therefore different from the graphene lattice

constant.
1This is still only an approximation. Although certain aGNRs are predicted to be metallic,
they are found to be semiconducting in experiment. The reason for this is that the hydrogen
termination causes a contraction of the carbon-carbon bond at the edges of these aGNRs that
leads to stronger electron hopping between these edge atoms and thus the opening of a band
gap (see supplemental of Ref. [27]).
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2. Theoretical basics

V0

x

λ/2
ψA,B λ/2

ψA,B

waGNRwaGNR *

(a) (b)

Figure 2.4.: Particle-in-a-box model. Cross section of a wave function ψA,B (blue)
across an aGNR in the ground state with wave length λ. Carbon atoms of the aGNR
are displayed as black circles, imaginary next neighbors as light gray circles. The
potential V0 outside the aGNR is assumed to be infinitely high (dark gray areas).
(a) and (b) depict the situations for different boundary conditions (see text).

A zigzag edge is highlighted in blue. For zGNRs, the dimer lines run in x-direction
and the width is counted as indicated by the blue labels. The zGNR has a unit cell
as plotted by the shaded blue rectangle and a lattice constant of az = a0.

In the following, the width of the GNRs will be indicated by adding the number of
dimer rows (Na or Nz) as a prefix to the notation of the GNR. For instance, 7-aGNR
refers to an armchair graphene nanoribbon with a width of 7 carbon dimers across
the GNR.

Since GNRs share the same lattice with graphene, their band structures are very
similar. However, the lateral confinement of the GNRs leads to a quantization of
the wave vectors in one direction. In the following, the discretization of the wave
vector for aGNRs will be discussed.
In contrast to graphene—which is assumed to be extended infinitely—aGNRs have
boundaries. Here, we assume that the aGNRs have a finite size perpendicular to
their edges and are infinite along their long axis. These additional constrictions pose
special boundary conditions for the wave functions in aGNRs.
The wave vector in ky direction (i. e. along the infinitely extended aGNR) is con-
tinuous. For the determination of the wave vector across the aGNR, in a first ap-
proximation, the wave functions are assumed to vanish on the outer carbon atoms
of both armchair edges2—as displayed in Fig. 2.4 (a). Since the armchair edges host
both, A and B sublattice atoms, this means that the wave functions should vanish
on both sublattices at both armchair edges [22]:

ψA(x = 0) = ψB(x = 0) = ψA(x = waGNR) = ψB(x = waGNR) = 0 (2.4)

Further, one can assume the potential V0 outside the GNR to be infinitely high and
treat the GNR states like a particle-in-a-box model. The wave functions ψA,B then
have a wavelength of λ = 2waGNR/n with n = 1, 2, ..., Na. Since wave vector and
wave length are related by k = 2π/λ, the quantized wave vector along this direction

2As will be clarified below, this assumption is not very realistic. Since it is frequently used in
literature, though, it will be discussed here nonetheless.
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2.1. Graphene nanoribbons

then reads
kx = n · π

waGNR
(2.5)

Hence, the difference between two allowed wave vectors in kx-direction is

∆kx = π

waGNR
= 2π

(Na − 1)a0
(2.6)

In practice, however, the electrons are not strictly localized at the positions of the
carbon atoms but are delocalized due to finite size of the pz orbital lobes. That
means that the wave function is not necessarily zero on the carbon edge atoms. To
take this into consideration, the boundary conditions can be modified in such a way
that the wave functions vanish at the position of the imaginary neighbors of the
edge atoms instead—see Fig. 2.4 (b)—and thus leave a finite amplitude on the edge
sites. The width of the aGNR then becomes an effective width

w∗aGNR = 1
2(Na + 1)a0 (2.7)

and the spacing between two allowed kx wave vectors reads [28]

∆kx = π

w∗aGNR
= 2π

(Na + 1)a0
(2.8)

Since Eq. 2.8 models the boundary conditions for the wave functions in a more
realistic way, only this convention will be used in the following3.
At this point, it should also be mentioned that the Hamiltonian for the system is
sometimes expanded around the K point [22, 29]. In that case, an additional offset
for the wave vector appears in Eq. 2.5. This does, however, not affect the spacing
∆kx between allowed kx values.

Since the k vectors of GNRs are continuous in one direction (along the GNR)
and discrete in the direction perpendicular to that, one obtains a series of parallel
lines when plotting the allowed wave vectors for GNRs onto the Brillouin zone of
graphene [30, 31]—as is shown in Fig. 2.5. Here, the first BZ of graphene is plotted
as a black hexagon. The dashed red lines are the allowed wave vectors of a 7-aGNR
which are numbered by the index n from above. The red rectangle marks the first
BZ of the 7-aGNR which has a width of 2π/a and a length of 2π/a0. One can now
obtain the band structure of the GNR by projecting the lines of allowed k vectors
onto the 3D graphene energy dispersion which is shown above the graphene BZ.
This is indicated in the zoom-in. The GNR bands are therefore line cuts through

3The choice of the effective aGNR width may appear to be arbitrary. Since the wave function
has to vanish outside the aGNR and its amplitude is defined only at the atom sites in a tight-
binding model, there is a margin on the scale of a few atoms to choose appropriate boundary
conditions. Letting the wave function vanish on the imaginary nearest neighbor site is the most
common method used in literature.
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=n

KΓ

1 2 3 4 5 6 7
−π/a

π/a
ky

kx0

2π/a0

Figure 2.5.: First Brillouin zone of 7-aGNR. First BZs of graphene (black
hexagon) and of a 7-aGNR (red rectangle). The allowed wave vectors for the 7-
aGNR are plotted with red dashed lines and numbered by the index n. As depicted
in the inset, the band structure of GNRs is obtained by projecting the GNR wave
vectors onto the 3D graphene energy dispersion that is plotted above the graphene
BZ. See also Fig. 2.6. After [30].
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2.1. Graphene nanoribbons
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Figure 2.6.: Band structure of 5-aGNR. (a) Electronic dispersion of graphene
and lines of allowed k vectors. (b) Cutting lines form (a) projected onto the E − kx
plane. a and t are set to 1. After [32].

the 3D energy dispersion of graphene.
This can be seen even more clearly in Fig. 2.6 from Ref. [32]. Panel (a) shows the
energy bands of a 5-aGNR projected onto the 3D graphene energy dispersion. The
colored lines are cutting lines of the allowed wave vectors with the graphene disper-
sion. Projecting these line cuts onto the E − kx plane, as shown in panel (b), yields
the band structure of 5-aGNRs. t and a are set to unity in this graph.
Interestingly, the bands labeled with n = 4 touch at E = 0 which makes the 5-
aGNR metallic. Graphically, the closed gap results from an intersection of one of
the allowed k value lines with a Dirac cone of the graphene dispersion.

The spacing ∆kx of the allowed k lines depends, as shown in Eq. 2.8, on the width of
the GNR. The orientation of the lines, on the contrary, is given by the shape of the
GNR edges [12]. For zGNRs, the BZ is rotated by 90◦ and for chiral GNRs (GNRs
with mixtures of armchair and zigzag cusps) an angle between 0◦ and 90◦ results4.
Whenever a k line cuts a Dirac cone, the corresponding GNR is metallic5. In the
other cases, the GNRs have a band gap.
For aGNRs, it turned out that the resulting band gaps can be grouped into three
different families, depending on the aGNR width [11]. According to their number
of dimer lines across the aGNR, they are referred to as NA = 3p, 3p+ 1 and 3p+ 2
family with p being an integer. The 3p + 2 family is always metallic in the tight-
binding description. 3p and 3p + 1 GNRs, on the contrary, have a gap. Due to the
increasing effect of quantum confinement with decreasing GNR width, the size of

4This is also reminiscent of the band structure of CNTs [33–35].
5At least in the framework of the tight-binding model. Considering effects like electron-electron
interaction can open a band gap in supposedly metallic GNRs.
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(a) (b)

Figure 2.7.: Band gaps of aGNRs. Calculation of the size of the band gap with
(a) tight-binding and (b) local density approximation. From [11].

the band gap Egap scales inversely with the GNR width [11]:

Egap ∝
1

wGNR
(2.9)

Fig. 2.7 shows the band gap of aGNRs in dependence on the aGNR width. The
different families are marked by different colors and symbols. In the tight-binding
description shown in panel (a), the 3p+ 2 family has always a vanishing band gap—
and thus metallic character—and the other two families possess an equally large gap
that decreases with aGNR width. Panel (b) shows the band gaps obtained by local
density approximation. In that case, all GNRs have a gap, with the 3p + 1 family
exhibiting the largest gaps.
Further details on the calculation of the band structure and the determination of
the band gaps for the different families can be found in Ref. [32].

Last, the band structure of zGNRs shall be outlined briefly. For zGNRs, the sit-
uation is slightly more complicated than for aGNRs because the transversal wave
vector does not only depend on the zGNR width but also on the longitudinal wave
vector. Details are not discussed here but can be found in Refs. [22, 32].
To give a short summary, tight-binding calculations lead to partially flat bands that
give rise to magnetic order along the zigzag edges. This ordering can be schemati-
cally seen in Fig. 2.8 (b). The color and the size of the circles correspond to the sign
and the magnitude of the local magnetic moment at this position. Note that the
sign of the magnetic moments is the same for all atoms on one sublattice and oppo-
site to the one of atoms on the other sublattice. Thus, all magnetic moments along
one zigzag edge point in the same direction. The magnetic ordering will be further
discussed in chapter 4. At this point, it shall only be stated that the wave functions
are completely localized on one sublattice along the zigzag edge for ky = π/az and
extended across the zGNR for ky = 2π/(3az) [13]. The situation in Fig. 2.8 (b) is an
intermediate state where the magnetic moments are most pronounced at the zigzag
edges but decay towards the zGNR center.
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ky0 π
az

(b)(a)

Figure 2.8.: Local magnetic moments and band structure of zGNR.
(a) Mean-field Hubbard-model band structure (solid lines) compared with tight-
binding band structure (dashed lines). (b) Corresponding distribution of the local
magnetic moments. Color and size of the circles indicate sign and magnitude of the
magnetic moments. From [36].

According to tight-binding calculations, zGNRs are always metallic. The introduc-
tion of Coulomb interaction in the framework of a Hubbard model, however, leads
to an opening of a band gap in zGNRs as well. The difference between these two
models can be seen in Fig. 2.8 (a). Using a Hubbard model still yields flat bands
and therefore magnetic moments at the zGNR edges.

2.1.3. Fabrication of graphene nanoribbons

GNRs with a band gap have great potential in the semiconductor industry, since it
allows to turn on and off the current flow in GNR based devices and therefore the use
of GNRs as transistor material [4, 12, 37]. There are several ways to obtain GNRs.
GNRs can be fabricated by etching lithographically structured graphene sheets [37],
unzipping carbon nanotubes [38, 39] or cutting GNRs out of a graphene sheet with
the help of an STM tip [40]. These methods are called top-down approaches because
they start with a larger entity which is then reduced to a GNR. The disadvantage of
this method is the lack of atomic precision with which the GNR edges are obtained.
This negatively influences the transport properties of the GNRs [41–43].

Another approach is to grow GNRs epitaxially on the stepped surface of SiC. Such
GNRs showed ballistic transport [44]. Furthermore, GNRs were grown inside etched
trenches in hBN [45]. But again, both of these methods do not yield atomically
precise edges.

An alternative path was opened by advances in on-surface chemistry. During the
so-called bottom-up approach, GNRs are formed by fusing small building blocks on
a catalytic metal surface [46, 47]. These surface synthesized GNRs can be fabricated
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with atomic precision. Their fabrication process relies on a surface assisted bottom-
up assembly of precursor molecules in UHV [46]. By choosing the right precursor
molecule, almost all GNR geometries can be realized. Experiments showed the
successful on-surface synthesis of aGNRs of different widths [10, 18, 30, 47–51],
zGNRs [52], chiral GNRs [53], “chevron”-type GNRs [47] and “cove”-type GNRs
(cGNRs) [54]. The shape of the precursor also determines the width of the GNR.
Furthermore, side groups can readily be added to the GNRs [52, 55–57] and doping
atoms can be incorporated in the GNR frame [48, 58–61], altering their electronic
properties.

A wide range of different catalytic surfaces adds an additional tool to grow GNRs in
different shapes and also in specific directions. For instance, placing the precursor
molecule DBBA6 on a Au(111) or Ag(111) surface yields 7-aGNRs whereas placing
it on Cu(111) gives chiral GNRs [53]. The orientation of the substrate can also be
exploited to grow GNRs in a specific direction. The narrow, parallel terraces of the
Au(788) surface were used to grow arrays of parallel aGNRs for transistor applica-
tion [62, 63].
An advantage of on-surface synthesized GNRs is that no solvents have to be involved
in the ribbon growth. Since the process takes place in UHV, the surface stays ex-
tremely clean. Additionally, there is an enormous number of precursor molecules,
allowing a huge variety of possible GNR shapes.
On the other hand, performing the synthesis in UHV demands sophisticated equip-
ment. Additionally, the GNRs are typically grown on metallic substrates which pre-
vents their direct electronic characterization, since the GNR states hybridize with
the states of the metal substrate. This requires a transfer of the GNRs to an insu-
lating substrate which usually involves etchants leaving residues that contaminate
the GNRs [16, 18, 64]. There are possibilities to grow GNRs on the semiconducting
surfaces of TiO2 [65] and Ge(001) [66], but those GNRs cannot compete with the
ones synthesized on metals in terms of edge quality.

To circumvent these problems, one can use solution-processable GNRs [17, 67–69].
They offer a large variety of different shapes as well. Additionally, they are typically
longer than their on-surface synthesized counterparts and easy to process. Typically,
the synthesized GNR powder is dispersed in a solvent and drop-cast onto an arbitrary
surface. This method will be introduced in chapter 3.

6This molecule will be introduced in chapter 4.
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2.2. Scanning Probe Microscopy

This section will give a short introduction into scanning probe microscopy (SPM)
which is an important tool to gain insight into the atomic and electronic structure of
GNRs and molecules on surfaces. The principles of scanning tunneling microscopy
(STM) and atomic force microscopy (AFM) will be introduced. The invention of
these two microscopes in the 1980s [70, 71] enabled the direct determination of
surface structures in real space and therefore boosted the analysis of surfaces with
atomic resolution. Furthermore, it enabled the investigation of (single) adatoms and
molecules on surfaces in terms of their geometry and electronic configuration. In
SPM, a probe is scanned in close proximity over a sample surface. Whereas STM
measures a current between probe and sample, AFM senses the forces between probe
and surface. The resulting signals can be transformed into information about the
sample topography and electronic structure, as will be explained in the next sections.

2.2.1. Scanning Tunneling Microscopy

The functionality of STM is based on the quantum mechanical tunneling effect.
The principle of tunneling is sketched for one dimension in Fig. 2.9 (a). An electron
wave function ψ can penetrate a barrier with height Φ (much) higher than its own
energy. Classically, the barrier would reflect the particle, but the electron can tunnel
through it. In the barrier region, the wave function decays with the decay constant
κ =
√

2meΦ/~, where me denotes the electron mass.

0
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E, Re(Ψ)
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Figure 2.9.: Tunneling at a barrier and energy level alignment in STM. (a)
A wave function ψ (blue) penetrates a tunneling barrier of height Φ. (b) Energy
level alignment in an STM tunneling junction with tip-sample distance dts. A bias
voltage Vbias is applied across the junction which causes a tunneling current Itunnel.
Fermi level and work function of sample (Es

F , Φs) and tip (Et
F , Φt) and vacuum

energy EV are indicated.
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When bringing together two electrodes very closely, electrons can tunnel through
the vacuum gap from one electrode into the other. In STM, one of the electrodes
is a conductive probe—called tip—the other one is referred to as sample. When
applying a bias voltage Vbias across the junction, a net tunneling current Itunnel
arises. A scheme for the energy level alignment in this situation can be seen in
Fig. 2.9 (b). Es

F and Et
F mark the Fermi energies of sample and tip, respectively.

Their respective work functions—i. e. the energy required to remove an electron from
the material to the vacuum—are labeled with Φs and Φt. For reasons of simplicity,
it is assumed that Φs ≈ Φt ≈ Φ. The vacuum level is denoted with EV and tip and
sample are separated by a distance dts along the z direction.

To find an explicit expression for the tunneling current, one can follow the description
of tunneling introduced by Bardeen [72]. He determined the tunneling current for
a metal-insulator-metal junction already in 1961 using a perturbative approach. In
this picture, sample and tip are assumed to be separable and their wave functions,
ψµ for the sample and χν for the tip, can be treated independently. The proximity of
sample and tip is considered as a perturbation for the states of the respective other
electrode. Thus, the following expression for the tunneling current can be derived:

Itunnel = 2πe2

~
Vbias

∑
µ,ν

|Mµν |2δ(Eµ − EF )δ(Eν − EF ) (2.10)

with e the charge of an electron, δ(E) the Dirac delta function andMµν the tunneling
matrix element between states ψµ from the sample and χν from the tip:

Mµν = ~2

2m

∫
Ω

(ψµ∇χ∗ν − χ∗ν∇ψµ) · d~S (2.11)

Here, the surface integral d~S integrates over an area Ω separating tip and sample.

In order to adjust this expression to STM, Tersoff and Hamann [73] evaluatedMµν by
modeling the tip as a locally spherical potential well. This potential has a curvature
of radius R with its center at position ~r0. The model assumes elastic tunneling from
occupied to unoccupied states—i. e. conservation of energy—and is valid in the limit
of small voltages and temperatures only. By expanding the wave functions of sample
and tip and inserting them into Eq. 2.11, the expression obtained for the tunneling
current reads

Itunnel = 32π3e2VbiasΦ2ρt(EF )R2

~κ4 e2κR∑
µ

|ψµ(~r0)|2δ(Eµ − EF ) (2.12)

The sum is also referred to as local density of states (LDOS) of the sample at the
Fermi level at the position of the tip:∑

µ

|ψµ(~r0)|2δ(Eµ − EF ) ≡ ρs(EF , ~r0) (2.13)
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The decay constant κ in the vacuum region is affected by the applied bias voltage
as

κ =
√

2m(Φ− e · Vbias)
~2 (2.14)

When measuring at liquid helium temperatures, the limit of small temperature is
fulfilled. Sometimes, however, higher bias voltages are used. The Tersoff Hamann
model can therefore be extended to finite bias voltages. By assuming that the matrix
tunneling element is independent of energy, the equation for the tunneling current
reads [74]

Itunnel = 4πe
~

∫ eV

0
ρt(EF − eV + ε)ρs(EF + ε)|M |2dε (2.15)

with ρs(E) and ρt(E) the density of states (DOS) of sample and tip, respectively.
The integral takes into account that all states in the interval between EF and EF+eV
contribute to tunneling. The DOS of the tip is assumed to be constant over the
energy range of interest and can thus be extracted from the integral. Furthermore,
M ∝ ψ(~r0) and ρs(E,~r0) = |ψ(~r0)|2ρs(E). Therefore, Eq. 2.15 yields

Itunnel ∝ ρt(EF )
∫ eV

0
ρs(EF + ε, ~r0) (2.16)

From this equation, one can see that the tunneling current is proportional to the
integrated local density of states in the sample. That implies that one can map the
electronic structure of a sample by means of STM. By considering that the DOS
in a metal usually varies smoothly, the changes in electronic structure on a surface
can also be related to a change in the geometrical sample topography. Additionally,
one always has to keep in mind that the tunneling current is a convolution of tip
DOS and sample DOS. Therefore, careful preparation of the STM tip is required in
experiments to guarantee a flat DOS of the tip around EF .
Furthermore, one can see that the tunneling current is proportional to the sample
wave function ψ which decays exponentially to the vacuum. Thus, Itunnel depends
critically on the tip-sample separation:

Itunnel(z) ∝ exp(−2κz) (2.17)

For typical metals (Φ ≈ 5 eV [74]), a change of 1Å in tip-sample separation changes
Itunnel by roughly one order of magnitude. This fact forms the basis of the high
spatial resolution of STM.
The derived theory is based on the assumption of a spherically symmetric tip
(with s-wave character). Imaging with a p-wave tip—as in the case of CO tip
functionalization—and the correspondingly changed imaging contrast will be dis-
cussed in section 4.1.2.

STM has two operating modes to map surfaces. In the constant height mode, the
tip is scanned in x and y direction over a surface whereby the tip height z is kept
unchanged—see Fig. 2.10 (a)—and the tunneling current is recorded. During this,
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the tunneling current is measured. Due to its high sensitivity on z, atoms on the
surface with diameters of 2–3Å lead to an increase in Itunnel by a factor of 100–1000.
The disadvantage of this scan mode is that for highly corrugated surfaces this can
lead to a loss of the tunneling signal or—worse—that the tip runs into the sample
surface.

z

x,y

z

x,y

Itunnel
Itunnel

dts
Vbias

Itunnel

Itunnel
dts

Vbias

(b)(a)

Figure 2.10.: STM operating modes. (a) Constant height mode. The tip is
scanned in x and y direction across the sample without changing z. Simultaneously,
Itunnel is measured. The tip-sample distance dts varies. (b) Constant current mode.
The tip is scanned in x and y direction over the sample. z is regulated in order to
keep the tunneling current Itunnel constant. Images after [75].

To avoid these so-called crashing events, the constant current mode can be used.
Here, z is regulated via a feedback loop in order to maintain a constant tip-sample
separation and therefore a constant tunneling current (see Fig. 2.10 (b)). Extension
and retraction of the tip give information about the sample topography in that
case.
The scanning in x and y direction as well as the control of z are usually done
via piezoelectric elements. These elements—typically ceramics in a plate or tube
shape—can change their dimensions on the Å scale upon applying a voltage to
them.

2.2.2. Scanning Tunneling Spectroscopy

Apart from mapping a surface at a constant voltage (i. e. at a fixed energy), one
can also probe the DOS of the sample as a function of energy with an STM. Since
the tunneling current is proportional to the integral over the sample LDOS (see
Eq. 2.16), its derivative with respect to the current—also called dI/dV or differential
conductance—directly reflects the sample LDOS:

dI

dV
∝ ρs(EF + eV, ~r0) (2.18)
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To obtain a dI/dV spectrum, the STM tip is spatially fixed at a certain position
over the sample and a bias voltage sweep is performed. By measuring the resulting
tunneling current, the LDOS can not only be studied at EF , but at arbitrary energy
levels. The corresponding technique is referred to as scanning tunneling spectroscopy
(STS). A peculiarity about STS is that it can probe both, empty and occupied states
of the sample.
To obtain a better signal-to-noise ratio for the differential conductance spectra, a
lock-in amplifier can be employed. In this case, a sinusoidal modulation voltage
Vmod is added to the bias voltage with a fixed modulation frequency ω. This leads
to a periodic modulation of the tunneling current. By Taylor expanding the current
as function of the bias voltage and inserting the modulation voltage, one obtains

I(V + Vmod · sin(ωt)) = I(V ) + dI(V )
dV

· Vmod · sin(ωt) + ... (2.19)

One can thus easily extract the dI/dV signal and hence the LDOS of the sample.

2.2.3. Atomic Force Microscopy

Like in STM, a sharp tip is scanning a sample surface in AFM. In contrast to STM,
however, AFM can also map insulating surfaces. Instead of a tunneling current,
the forces between tip and sample yield information about the sample topography.
Here, only a brief overview of the basics of AFM and its different operating modes
is given. More details can be found in Refs. [74, 76].
To conduct AFM studies, a sharp tip is mounted to a cantilever and brought in
vicinity of the sample surface (see Fig. 2.11 (a)). The interaction between tip and
sample then leads to a deflection of the cantilever. Various types of cantilevers are
employed in AFM—depending on the type of measurement that is performed.
One distinguishes between static (also called contact) and dynamic (non-contact)
operation mode. In static AFM, the tip is dragged over the sample surface. The
interaction with the sample leads to a deflection of the cantilever which is then used
as the measurement signal. In dynamic AFM, the cantilever is driven to oscillate at
or close to its resonance frequency. Due to the tip-sample interaction, the frequency
and the amplitude of the cantilever oscillation can change. These quantities are
then used as imaging signal in frequency modulation (FM) or amplitude modulation
(AM) mode.

To derive a theory for frequency modulated AFM (FM-AFM), the cantilever is
modeled as a spring of mass m∗ and stiffness k0 (see Fig. 2.11 (b)). The cantilever
is treated as a harmonic oscillator that oscillates at its eigenfrequency

f0 = 1
2π

√
k0

m∗
(2.20)
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Figure 2.11.: Model for tip-sample interaction. (a) AFM tip mounted on a
qPlus sensor oscillating over a surface. Fts results from interactions between tip and
sample. Picture of qPlus from [76]. (b) The cantilever is modeled as a mass m∗
attached to a spring of stiffness k0. The coupling between tip and sample is taken
into account as an additional spring of stiffness kts.

For small oscillation amplitudes, the tip-sample force Fts can be modeled as an addi-
tional spring of stiffness kts. Then, the oscillation frequency of the cantilever becomes

f = 1
2π

√
k0 + kts
m∗

(2.21)

By assuming kts � k0 (i. e. stiff cantilevers) the square root can be Taylor expanded.
Hence, one obtains for the frequency shift

∆f = f − f0 = f0
kts
2k0

(2.22)

Since ∂Fts/∂z = −kts, it follows

∆f = − f0

2k0

∂Fts
∂z

(2.23)

By determining the frequency shift of the cantilever oscillation, one thus measures
the force gradient perpendicular to the sample surface—i. e. in direction of the can-
tilever oscillation.
Various forces can contribute to Fts. The individual contributions are, e. g., van
der Waals force, electrostatic force, magnetic force and chemical forces. Whereas
the van der Waals force and the electrostatic force are long-ranged and attractive
in nature, the Pauli repulsion (a chemical force) is short-ranged and repulsive. A
detailed description of the individual forces can be found in Refs. [74, 76].

FM-AFM is a non-invasive technique. The tip is kept oscillating with a constant
amplitude7 in close vicinity to the sample but is not touching the surface. Static

7Which is established by feedback loops.
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AFM, on the other hand, concedes tip-sample contact which can lead to damaging
of both, tip and sample.
An intermediate way of operation is the so-called tapping mode [77] (also referred
to as intermittent mode). This mode is based on AM-AFM. Here, a cantilever is
actuated at a fixed frequency fdrive which is close to but different from its resonance
frequency f0. The oscillation amplitudes for the cantilever are typically much larger
than in FM-AFM [77]. When the tip starts to make contact with the surface, its
oscillation amplitude decreases. A scheme is depicted in Fig. 2.12 (a). The reduction

free
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reduced
amplitude
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cantilever
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Figure 2.12.: Amplitude modulated AFM. (a) Schematic illustration of the tap-
ping mode. A cantilever oscillates over a sample surface. Upon decreasing the
tip-sample distance, the tip-sample interaction leads to a decrease of the oscillation
amplitude—which is detected with a laser diode and a photo sensor. Image after [78].
(b) The cantilever is kept oscillating with the driving frequency fdrive. When ap-
proaching the surface, its resonance curve shifts (from dashed to solid curve) leading
to a decrease of the amplitude by ∆A.

of the oscillation amplitude can be registered (for instance) with a laser diode and
a position sensitive photo sensor—as indicated in the figure. For this purpose, the
cantilever has to be coated with a reflecting material.
The reason for the decrease in oscillation amplitude can be understood from panel (b).
As long as the tip is still far away from the sample, the cantilever has a resonance
curve with eigenfrequency f0 (dotted line). When the tip is approached towards
the sample, the tip-sample interaction leads to a shift of the resonance frequency
of the cantilever to f1 (solid line). Since the driving frequency fdrive is kept fixed
during the approach, the oscillation amplitude drops by an amount ∆A. Note that
tapping mode is more gentle than contact mode because the tip makes contact with
the sample only during a short time of the oscillation cycle.

The choice of AFM operating method depends on the requirement and circum-
stances of the experiment. In this thesis, two different modes are deployed. Tapping
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mode is employed to image solution-processed GNRs deposited on hBN flakes. The
cantilevers used for this purpose are made out of coated Si. Furthermore, on-surface
synthesized GNR are characterized in UHV conditions at low temperatures by means
of FM-AFM. In that case, a qPlus sensor is utilized [79]. Apart from its higher stiff-
ness it also allows the simultaneous recording of tunneling currents which is needed
for STM operation.
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3. Transport measurements on
cGNRs on hBN

In this chapter, solution-processable “cove”-type GNRs (cGNRs) are investigated.
They are dispersed in a solvent and drop-cast onto hexagonal boron nitride (hBN).
By means of ambient AFM investigations, a formation of ordered cGNR domains on
the hBN flakes is found. Using electron beam lithography, the cGNRs are contacted
with different metals. Mostly, standard top contacts were applied, but also zero-
dimensional end contacts were attempted. The I-V -characteristics of the cGNR
devices are dominated by the Schottky behavior of their contacts. By fitting the
data with the thermionic field emission model, the height of the Schottky barriers
is extracted.

The main results of this chapter are published in [80]. Two master students, Andreas
Lex [81] and Christian Kick [82], made considerable contributions in the device
fabrication and measurement of the cGNR samples. Some of the images shown in
this chapter are similar or identical to images from the publication or their master’s
theses.
The samples with zero-dimensional contacts as well as the characterization of further
molecules, namely DBOV-TDOP, in the outlook section were done together with the
student intern Dhruv Mittal.

For understanding the measured I-V -curves, the principles of Schottky barrier for-
mation are of key importance. Therefore, a short theoretical introduction into this
topic will be presented at the beginning of this chapter.

3.1. Theory of Schottky barriers

The GNRs investigated in this chapter are of semiconducting nature and they are
contacted by different metals. In general, bringing a metal and a semiconductor into
contact causes a bending of the semiconductor bands and leads to the formation of
a Schottky barrier. This phenomenon is well described in literature and therefore,
the metal-semiconductor junction will be treated only shortly here. More details
can be found, e. g., in Refs. [83–87].
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Figure 3.1.: Schottky barrier formation. (a) Energy level alignment for a nor-
mal metal (left) and an n-doped semiconductor (right). Em

F and Esc
F refer to the

Fermi levels of metal and semiconductor, respectively, and Φm to the work function
of the metal. χsc is the electron affinity of the semiconductor, Eg its band gap,
ECB the bottom of the conduction band, EV B the top of the valence band, ζ the
distance between Esc

F and ECB and EV the vacuum level. (b) Upon joining metal
and semiconductor, electrons flow into the metal causing a charge Qm at the metal
surface and a depletion layer of width w in the semiconductor. The semiconductor
bands bend upwards by an amount Φi—called the built-in potential—and a Schottky
barrier of height Φb emerges at the interface. After [86].

3.1.1. Formation of a Schottky barrier

Fig. 3.1 (a) shows an energy band diagram for a metal on the left hand side and
an n-doped semiconductor on the right hand side. Both materials are separated by
vacuum and far enough apart so that they do not disturb each other. EV refers to
the vacuum level. The metal states are occupied up to the Fermi level of the metal
Em
F and the work function of the metal is denoted by Φm.

For the semiconductor, ECB denotes the bottom of the conduction band and EV B
the top of the valence band. Eg refers to the band gap and Esc

F to the Fermi level
of the semiconductor. Its electron affinity (i. e. the distance between bottom of
conduction band and vacuum energy) is indicated with χsc, and ζ is the distance
between Fermi level and conduction band edge. Often, the work function of the
metal is larger than the electron affinity of the semiconductor and the two Fermi
levels are not aligned.
When bringing metal and semiconductor into contact, as shown in panel (b), the
Fermi levels start to equalize. Charge transfer occurs until a thermal equilibrium is
established. For n-type semiconductors, electrons from the semiconductor flow into
the metal and lead to the accumulation of a charge Qm at the metal surface. At
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the same time, the area in the semiconductor close to the interface gets depleted of
free charge carriers and only positively charged ion cores remain. In this so-called
depletion region of width w, an electric field evolves due to the charge imbalance
that counteracts the flow of electrons from semiconductor to metal. Assuming a
homogeneous distribution of the uncompensated donor ions in the depletion region,
the electric field in this region will increase linearly with distance from the edge of
the depletion region towards the interface and therefore lead to a parabolic band
bending. The amount of the band bending is expressed by the built-in potential Φi.
The resulting potential barrier is referred to as Schottky barrier and has a height of

Φb = Φm − χsc (3.1)

Since Schottky [88] and Mott [89] were the first to describe this relation theoretically,
Eq. 3.1 is also known as Schottky-Mott approximation.
Analogously, a Schottky barrier forms for holes when joining a p-type semiconductor
and a metal with Φm < χsc. The corresponding band diagram is not shown here
but can be found in the literature [83, 84, 86].

3.1.2. Modifications to Schottky barriers

Experimentally obtained values for Schottky barriers, however, were found to deviate
from Eq. 3.1. The discrepancies were explained by the presence of an interface layer
of thickness δ between metal and semiconductor [90]. In this layer, interface states
form, which are continuously distributed in energy at the semiconductor surface
and can be characterized by a neutral level Φ0 that is measured from the top of the
valence band of the semiconductor. When these states are occupied up to Φ0 and
empty above, the surface is electrically neutral. In general, Fermi level and neutral
level do not coincide. This means that a net charge at the semiconductor surface
exists—which in turn causes an image charge in the metal surface1. Thus, a dipole
layer develops altering the potential difference at the interface [84, 90]:

Φb = γ(Φm − χsc) + (1− γ)(Eg − Φ0) (3.2)

with
γ = εi

εi + e2δDit

(3.3)

being a parameter that is indirectly proportional to the density of interface states
Dit. εi refers to the permittivity of the interface layer and e to the electron charge.
If there are no interface states, γ = 1 and the Schottky-Mott approximation results
from Eq. 3.2. For a very high density of interface states, on the contrary, γ becomes

1When an electron is placed in front of a metal at a distance xe, a positive charge will be induced
on the metal surface. The attractive force between electron and induced charge—also known
as image force—is equivalent to the force that would exist between the electron and an equal
positive charge located at −xe which is called image charge.
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3. Transport measurements on cGNRs on hBN

very small and Φb = Eg −Φ0 follows. In this case, only a small change of the Fermi
level leads to a large charge transfer at the interface (due to the high density of
interface states), establishing an equilibrium in the junction. For this reason, the
Fermi level is said to be pinned by the high density of interface states. The barrier
height is independent of the metal work function and is determined completely by
the surface properties of the semiconductor.

Historically, the existence of interface states was first proposed by Bardeen [91]. He
suggested that dangling bonds at the surface of a semiconductor lead to surface
states in the gap of the semiconductor which also persist when bonds to a metal
surface are formed2.
Cowley and Sze [90] developed a model in which metal and semiconductor are sep-
arated by a thin interfacial layer, as mentioned above. Practically, this interfacial
layer might stem, e. g., from oxidation at the respective surfaces during the fabrica-
tion process. The layer is thin enough so that electrons can tunnel through it.
An alternative approach to explain the presence of interface states was given by
Heine [92]. He proposed that the wave functions of electrons in the metal at the
interface do not abruptly terminate but decay into the semiconductor where they
create metal-induced gap states (MIGS). The exchange of charge between metal
and semiconductor leads to the dipole layer that alters the Schottky barrier height.
Presently, the MIGS-model is the most frequently invoked model in literature to
describe Schottky barriers [87].
More details on the different models and their limitations are discussed in the review
of Tung [87].

Moreover, one should mention that the Schottky barrier may also be influenced
by a voltage applied across the metal-semiconductor junction. The electric field in
the junction paired with the image charge effect lead to a lowering of the Schottky
barrier height and make it dependent on the applied external voltage. More details
can be found in Ref. [86].

3.1.3. Transport across the Schottky barrier

There are several ways how charge carriers can get from the semiconductor into the
metal or vice versa. Here, the case of a degenerately doped n-type semiconductor is
discussed with Esc

F lying in the conduction band. When a voltage is applied across
the junction, the Fermi level of the semiconductor can be shifted up or down with
respect to the Fermi level of the metal. An upwards shift of Esc

F is referred to as
applying a voltage in forward direction, as depicted in Fig. 3.2 (a). In this situation,
electrons from filled conduction band states can penetrate the Schottky barrier by
tunneling. The corresponding process is referred to as field emission (FE) and is the
dominating process at low temperatures.

2Even though adsorbed foreign atoms may reduce the density of surface states by completing
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Figure 3.2.: Transport mechanisms. A metal-semiconductor junction is depicted
with an applied voltage V under (a) forward bias and (b) reverse bias. The semicon-
ductor is degenerately doped and Esc

F is situated in its conduction band. Electrons
can pass the barrier via tunneling (field emission, FE), thermally activated tunneling
(thermionic field emission, TFE) or by thermally overcoming the barrier (thermionic
emission, TE). After [93].

At higher temperatures, electrons can get thermally excited up to an energy Em
above ECB. For these electrons, the barrier is much thinner and therefore the
tunneling process is enhanced. This mechanism is called thermionic field emission
(TFE).
Upon further increasing the temperature, electrons have enough energy to directly
overcome the barrier—which is referred to as thermionic emission (TE).
Further effects like recombination are not discussed here.
Applying a voltage in forward direction is usually accompanied by a strong increase
in current across the junction because the barrier for electrons from the semicon-
ductor is effectively lowered.

When changing the sign of the applied voltage, one speaks of running the current
in reverse direction. This scenario is displayed in Fig. 3.2 (b). Esc

F is lowered with
respect to Em

F and electrons flow from the metal to the semiconductor. The processes
to overcome the barrier (FE, TFE, TE) are as described above. One has to note that
the height of the Schottky barrier Φb that electrons in the metal see stays always
the same—regardless of the voltage applied across the junction3.

It is most common to describe the I-V -characteristics of a Schottky barrier by the
TE model. In this case, only thermal activation over the barrier is considered and
the current density J per unit area through a metal-semiconductor contact is given
by [83]

J = AT 2 exp
(
− Φb

kBT

)
exp

(
qV

ηkBT

) [
1− exp

(
− qV

kBT

)]
(3.4)

broken bonds.
3... neglecting the effect of image charge lowering.
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3. Transport measurements on cGNRs on hBN

Here, A denotes the Richardson constant, T the temperature, Φb the height of the
Schottky barrier, kB the Boltzmann constant, q the charge, V the voltage applied
across the barrier and η the ideality factor. η describes how the barrier height
changes when a voltage is applied across it and η = 1 for ideal junctions. Deviations
from the ideal behavior result from effects like the presence of an interface layer
or image force lowering. Under large reverse bias, the current across the barrier is
constant. The main component that is missing in the TE model is the tunneling
of electrons through the barrier. Tunneling becomes the dominating process under
reverse bias [94] and is especially important for nanostructures [95].

In the TFE model, tunneling of electrons that are thermally activated to a higher
energy Em (still below the barrier) and have therefore an enhanced tunneling prob-
ability are considered. For the reverse direction, the TFE model yields a current
density of [93, 94]

J = AT
√
πqE00

kB
exp

(
−Φb

qE0

)
exp

[
V
(

q

kBT
− 1
E0

)]
×

√√√√q(V − ζ) + Φb

cosh2(qE00/kBT )
(3.5)

with the variables defined as above. Additionally, ζ is the distance between band
edge and Fermi level and E0 = E00 coth(qE00/kBT ). Here,

E00 = ~
2

√
Nd

m∗eεs
(3.6)

with ~ the reduced Planck constant, Nd the donor concentration, m∗e the effective
electron mass and εs the permittivity of the semiconductor.
This equation is valid for voltages V > 3kBT/q [95] (which is roughly 75mV at
room temperature). The reverse bias increases the field in the junction and thus the
probability for an electron to tunnel from the metal to the semiconductor [93].
As a rule of thumb, TE dominates when kBT � E00, FE prevails for kBT � E00
and TFE is the main mechanism when kBT ≈ E00 [83].

In the case of a metal-contacted semiconducting nanostructure (as the GNRs pre-
sented in this chapter), a metal-semiconductor-metal (MSM) junction forms with
two Schottky barriers, one at each metal-semiconductor interface. A corresponding
scheme is presented in Fig. 3.3 (a). In panel (b), an equivalent circuit is shown. The
Schottky contacts that form at the metal-semiconductor interfaces are represented
by diode symbols. Since electrons passing through the MSM junction see one Schot-
tky barrier in reverse direction and the other one in forward direction, this setup
is called back-to-back configuration. Source and drain are applied at the two metal
leads and the nanostructure is depicted as a resistor.
Panel (c) displays a band schematics for the MSM junction under an applied source-
drain voltage Vsd. Esource

F and Edrain
F denote the Fermi levels for source and drain

contact, respectively. Φb1 and Φb2 are the Schottky barrier heights at the metal-
semiconductor interface of contact 1 and 2. Note that Φb1 and Φb2 can be different
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Figure 3.3.: Back-to-back configuration. (a) Schematic for a semiconducting
nanostructure (e. g. a GNR) contacted by metal leads on both sides and (b) its
equivalent circuit. (c) Band structure of the MSM contact under applied bias.
Contact 1 is in reverse direction, contact 2 in forward direction. After [94].

for reasons that will be discussed later in this chapter. An electron moving from
source to drain contact first passes contact 1 in reverse direction, travels through
the nanostructure and then sees a lowered barrier at contact 2 in forward direction.
In this configuration, the current is mainly limited by the Schottky barrier in reverse
direction. Therefore, the experimentally obtained I-V -curves in this chapter will be
fitted by the TFE model from Eq. 3.5 in reverse direction to extract parameters like
the Schottky barrier height. This was shown in literature to yield good results for
metal-contacted semiconducting nanostructures [94–96].
Last, it should be noted that also models specifically designed for fitting Schottky
barriers in back-to-back configuration can be found in literature [97, 98]. These
models, however, mainly focus on thermionic emission over the barrier and thus un-
derestimate the tunneling occurring in reverse direction. Therefore, the TFE model
was preferred in the analysis conducted here. An analysis of some I-V -curves with
the back-to-back model can be found in the master’s thesis of Andreas Lex [81].
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3. Transport measurements on cGNRs on hBN

3.2. Sample preparation

The chemical structures of the GNRs investigated in this chapter can be seen in
Figs. 3.4 (a) and (b). The GNRs have a modified zigzag shape with additional
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Figure 3.4.: 4- and 6-cGNRs. (a)–(b) Chemical structure of “cove”-type GNRs of
4 and 6 carbon dimers in width, respectively. Both have alkyl side chains attached
for better solubility. (c) Dispersion obtained after sonicating 4-cGNR powder in
THF (left) and 6-cGNR powder in chlorobenzene (right).

benzene rings along the edges. Owing to the cove shape of their edges, they are
called “cove”-type GNRs (cGNRs). As indicated in the figure, their width is 4
carbon dimers for the 4-cGNRs (a) and 6 carbon dimers for the 6-cGNRs (b). Their
band gap is predicted to be 2.0 eV and 1.5 eV, respectively [99, 100]. The alkyl side
chains are attached for better solubility and were shown to have no substantial effect
on the electronic structure [101].
The synthesis of the cGNRs was carried out by Akimitsu Narita and coworkers at
the Max Planck Institute for Polymer Research in Mainz. The detailed process relies
on the Diels-Alder polymerization and can be found in [67, 102]. As a result, not
single cGNRs, but many cGNRs agglomerated as a black powder are produced.
This powder was put in a solvent to disperse the cGNRs. Tetrahydrofuran (THF)
was used for 4-cGNRs and chlorobenzene for 6-cGNRs. Hereafter, the mixture
was sonicated for at least 1 hour, until the powder was mostly dispersed. The
dispersion turned violet for the 4-cGNRs and gray for the 6-cGNRs, as can be seen
in Fig. 3.4 (c).
The violet color of the 4-cGNR dispersion stems from a strong absorbance of the
dispersed 4-cGNRs in the green spectral range [67, 100]. Therefore, mainly the red
and blue portions of the visible light can pass the dispersion, yielding the violet
appearance. The absorbance of the 6-cGNRs, on the other hand, is much broader
[100, 102], turning the dispersion gray. The influence of the solvent on the spectrum
is expected to be minor, whereas aggregation of the cGNRs could lead to a change
of the optical properties [103, 104].

Subsequently, hBN was exfoliated on a freshly cleaned Si/SiO2 chip using the Scotch
tape method [1]. hBN has a hexagonal lattice structure with alternating B and N
atoms and a lattice mismatch with graphene of only 1.7% [105, 106]. It was shown
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3.3. Sample characterization by means of AFM

to greatly increase the mobility of graphene due to its atomic flatness and screening
of charged impurities that are trapped in SiO2 [107, 108]. This makes hBN an
excellent support material.
The cGNR-dispersion was drop-cast onto the hBN-Si/SiO2 chip lying on a 60◦C hot
plate. The hot plate is used to evaporate the solvent which leaves only the cGNRs
on the surface. Dipping the chip into solution for one minute with subsequent drying
on the hotplate was also performed and yielded similar results.
When the dispersion on the chip evaporates, it forms a droplet that diminishes until
it eventually vanishes. The dispersion left most residues at the spot that dried last.
Therefore, it is advantageous to tilt the chip slightly when drying it in order to get
the residues close to the edges of the chip instead of somewhere in the center.

3.3. Sample characterization by means of AFM

To investigate the cGNR adsorption on the sample, the hBN flakes of interest were
examined with an ambient condition atomic force microscope in tapping mode after
depositing the dispersion on the chip.

Figs. 3.5 (a) and (c) show AFM phase images of 4-cGNRs on hBN. The first
observation is that the cGNRs appear to be wiggled. This stands in striking contrast
to the deposition of 4-cGNRs on an HOPG surface where the cGNRs were found to
be parallel, straight lines [67]. The wiggled structure can most likely be explained by
the small lattice mismatch of the cGNR carbon backbone and the underlying hBN
substrate of roughly 1.7%. The cGNRs presumably buckle in order to match the
carbon atom positions with the boron and nitrogen positions of the hBN. This effect
has been predicted for 7-aGNRs on hBN with molecular dynamics simulations—see
Fig. 3.5 (e) [109]. Here, we assume a similar effect to take place. The fact that
the cGNRs are very mobile on hBN, as will be discussed later, could facilitate the
wiggling of the cGNRs.
Furthermore, the alkyl side chains of the cGNRs could affect the ordering on the
hBN. They might adsorb non-homogeneously on the substrate and contribute to the
formation of the wiggled cGNR appearance. The single alkyl side chains could not
be resolved by AFM.
One should also mention at this point that—although the formation of a monolayer
of cGNRs on the hBN flake is assumed—the adsorption of more than one layer of
cGNRs cannot be ruled out with the given measurement resolution.

Another interesting observation is the formation of domains in which the cGNRs are
parallel to each other. A domain formation of cGNRs on HOPG was already seen
in Ref. [67] where 4-cGNRs adsorbed as straight, parallel lines. On hBN, we could
observe the formation of multiple domains with different directions. The domain
sizes varied between 50 nm to over 2µm, both in length and width.
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Figure 3.5.: AFM investigation of 4-cGNRs on hBN. (a) AFM phase image.
Small domains of 4-cGNRs with single cGNR lengths of up to 370 nm can be seen.
(b) Height profile along the green line in (a). (c) AFM phase image of 4-cGNRs of
a different batch of samples, exhibiting larger domain sizes. (d) Typical 2D-FFT of
an AFM phase image revealing three preferential directions of the cGNR adsorption
on hBN. (e) Molecular dynamics simulation of a 7-aGNR (C atoms represented
by yellow balls) on hBN (pink and blue balls) showing wiggled ribbon adsorption
due to registry mismatch between ribbon and substrate. From [109]. (f) Length
distribution of the 4-cGNRs shown in (a).
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3.3. Sample characterization by means of AFM

For further characterization, Fig. 3.5 (b) shows a height profile taken along the green
line marked in Fig. 3.5 (a). The apparent width of the 4-cGNRs is roughly 5 nm.
Theoretically, the ribbon backbone (without alkyl side chains) is only 1.4 nm wide.
The discrepancy can be explained by considering the attached alkyl side chains and
the limited sharpness of the AFM tip.
The alkyl side chains can be regarded as a string of 12 singly bonded C atoms with
a C–C bond distance of 1.42Å. Each C atom is passivated by two hydrogen atoms
and forms tetrahedral bonding angles of 109.5◦ to its neighbors. The alkyl chains are
attached perpendicularly to the long cGNR axis on both cGNR sides. This yields
a broadening of the cGNR by 2 · 12 · 1.42Å · sin(109.5◦/2) = 2.8 nm. Adding the
length of the alkyl chains to the cGNR backbone width, one obtains a total width of
4.2 nm, showing good agreement with the experimentally acquired value. The slight
deviation from the exact value might be explained by the limited sharpness of the
AFM tip.
The apparent height of the 4-cGNRs lies between 0.3 nm and 1.0 nm. The variation
in measured cGNR height is probably also due to fluctuating tip sharpness or buck-
ling because of the wiggled adsorption on hBN. For comparison, the layer-to-layer
distance in graphite is 0.33 nm [110].
The distance between two neighboring 4-cGNRs (center-to-center) is 10–12 nm. This
is by far larger than the distance between 4-cGNRs on HOPG measured with STM
by Narita et al. [67]. They obtained straight, parallel 4-cGNRs with a center-
to-center distance of 1.8 nm. In their case, the 4-cGNRs with their alkyl chains
partially overlapped with neighboring 4-cGNRs. Here, the alkyl chains presumably
fit in between the cGNRs. The spacing between the 4-cGNRs might be larger here
due to their wiggling on the hBN surface.
The single 4-cGNRs reach lengths of up to 370 nm. A length distribution of the
4-cGNRs from Fig. 3.5 (a) is shown in Fig. 3.5 (f). The average length is 76 nm with
standard deviation of 42 nm.

Fig. 3.5 (c) shows 4-cGNRs on hBN from a different batch of samples, exhibiting
domain formation as well. The same 4-cGNR powder was used and the sample was
prepared in the same way as for (a). Nevertheless, the domain size of these 4-cGNRs
is much larger than in (a).
To track down possible reasons for the varying domain sizes, dispersions with differ-
ent amounts of 4-cGNR powder in the solvent were studied, but no clear influence
of the concentration on the domain size could be detected.
The duration of the sonication did not influence the domain size as well4.
The aging of the dispersion does also not affect the domain sizes, although older
solvents might leave slightly more residues on the cGNR films.
Possibly, different qualities of the hBN crystals have an influence on the cGNR

4With two exceptions: When the dispersion was sonicated for too long, the cGNRs broke into
little ribbon fragments, yielding smaller domains. On the other hand, if the sonication time
was too short, the cGNRs did not go into dispersion at all (no coloring of the solution was
visible in that case), and no cGNRs adsorbed on the hBN flakes.
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3. Transport measurements on cGNRs on hBN

domain formation. Additionally, varying times between hBN exfoliation and depo-
sition of the cGNRs might play a role as well.
Altogether, the reason for the formation of different domain sizes remains open.

The ordered cGNR domains on hBN are found to be rotated by 60◦ with respect
to each other. This becomes especially clear when looking at the two-dimensional
Fast Fourier Transform (2D-FFT) of an AFM image. Fig. 3.5 (d) shows a typical
2D-FFT of cGNRs on hBN. The highest intensity in this plot lies along three major
axes corresponding to three major domain directions. Blue lines serve as guides to
the eye and underline that the domains are oriented by 60◦ towards each other. The
angle distribution is broadened because of the wiggled structure of the cGNRs on
hBN.
A possible reason for the directional alignment is the similarity of the graphene
backbone of the cGNR with the hBN lattice structure. As already mentioned, both
have a hexagonal lattice with only a small lattice mismatch. The interaction of
B and N atoms with the π-electrons of the hexagonal carbon lattice leads to an
alignment of the cGNRs along the hBN lattice [109, 111, 112]. Together with the
three-fold symmetry of the hexagonal lattice this results in 60◦ angles.
The occurrence of parallel ordered domains facilitates the implementation of cGNRs
in electrical devices, since it is possible to deliberately contact multiple cGNRs with
a given orientation at the same time. Additionally, the cGNR domains align mostly
with the crystallographic axes of the hBN flakes, as will be discussed in more detail
below. This can be utilized when fabricating cGNR devices.

The sample characterization and fabrication process for 6-cGNRs works analogous
to the one for 4-cGNRs.
The only difference is that 6-cGNR powder did not go into dispersion in THF, even
after heat treatment on a hot plate and over-night sonication. Therefore, the 6-
cGNR powder was dispersed in chlorobenzene (C6H5Cl) instead, yielding a gray
color of the dispersion (see right hand side of Fig. 3.4 (c)).

Fig. 3.6 (a) shows an optical microscope image of an hBN flake on a Si/SiO2 sub-
strate after drop-casting 6-cGNR dispersion onto it. When exfoliating hBN on SiO2,
it often cleaves in angles in multiples of 30◦, following its crystallographic axes (along
the zigzag or armchair edge of its hexagonal lattice [113]). Two of those axes are
indicated with black dashed lines.
Fig. 3.6 (b) is a zoomed-in AFM phase image of the area highlighted in panel (a).
One can identify two domains enclosing an angle of 60◦. When comparing the op-
tical microscope image with the AFM image, one can see that the directions of the
cGNR domains are aligned in parallel to the crystallographic axes of the hBN flake.
This could enable the fast identification of cGNR domain directions by optical mi-
croscopy analysis of the hBN flake edges instead of time consuming AFM imaging.

The optical micrograph in Fig. 3.6 (a) exhibits stains on the hBN flake as well as
on the SiO2 surface. These are residues from the chlorobenzene solvent which leaves
more remnants than THF.
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Figure 3.6.: 6-cGNRs on hBN. (a) Optical micrograph of an hBN flake on Si/SiO2.
(b) AFM phase image of 6-cGNRs (area highlighted in (a)). (c) AFM phase image
of a different 6-cGNR sample showing smaller domains. (d) Height profile along
green line in (c). (e) AFM topography image of a sample edge: The cGNRs adsorb
only on the hBN flake (top right area) whereas the SiO2 surface (bottom left area)
stays free of cGNRs. (f) Length distribution of the 6-cGNRs shown in (b).
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The AFM image (Fig. 3.6 (b)) on this flake is, however, surprisingly clean. Appar-
ently, there are some areas that are left free from residues.

Nevertheless, the cleanliness of the surface has a crucial effect on how well the
cGNRs could be resolved by AFM. A higher degree of solution residues leads to
lower image quality. Furthermore, the AFM tip shape is an important factor in
obtaining well resolved cGNR images (the sharper the tip, the cleaner the image).
Using the standard AFM tapping mode tips5, the cGNRs could only be resolved
when using completely new tips and carefully optimizing the scanning parameters.
Imaging was easier when using super sharp tips6.
For AFM imaging, the tapping mode was used, where tip and sample repeatedly
come into contact. Therefore, the tip is worn down over time which reduces the
resolution.

The domain sizes for the 6-cGNRs on hBN reach from 60 nm to over 1.2µm, for
both, length and width. An example for smaller 6-cGNR domains can be seen in
Fig. 3.6 (c), which stems from another batch of samples, prepared after the same
procedure.
The 6-cGNR lengths ranged up to 240 nm. A histogram for the length distribution
of Fig. 3.6 (b) can be seen in Fig. 3.6 (f), showing an average length of 97 nm with
standard deviation of 53 nm. These values are comparable to the results obtained
for 4-cGNRs. The 6-cGNRs seem to be longer on average than the 4-cGNRs. This
is probably due to the many short 4-cGNR segments present in Fig. 3.5 (a) which
might stem from a too long sonication process. The 4-cGNRs, on the other hand,
provide the longest single ribbons with measured lengths of up to 370 nm.
Fig. 3.6 (d) shows the height profile along the green line marked in Fig. 3.6 (c). The
apparent width of the 6-cGNRs is roughly 6 nm, again wider than the theoretically
expected value of 1.8 nm [102]. As expected, the 6-cGNRs are a little wider than
the 4-cGNRs.
The 6-cGNRs are separated by 8–14 nm (center-to-center distance), which is roughly
the same spacing as for the 4-cGNRs (10–12 nm).
With values of 0.5–0.7 nm, their apparent height is less deviant than for the 4-cGNRs
(0.3–1.0 nm).
Resolving the 6-cGNRs with AFM was more challenging than finding 4-cGNRs and
the images tended to be noisier. This is presumably because the 6-cGNR solvent
chlorobenzene left more residues on the sample than the 4-cGNR solvent THF.

A further interesting observation is that the cGNRs stick readily to the hBN surface
whereas they do not adsorb on the SiO2 surface at all. This can be clearly seen
in Fig. 3.6 (e). Only the area of the hBN flake (top right corner) is covered with
cGNRs whereas the SiO2 surface (bottom left area) stays free of cGNRs.
This makes hBN an appealing substrate for GNR based devices because in previous
experiments, the SiO2 surfaces had to be carefully functionalized to enable GNR ad-

5model “TESPA” from Bruker
6model “SHR300” from BudgetSensors
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sorption [17, 68]. Here, hBN enables GNR adsorption and triggers oriented domain
formation at the same time.

Since dirt and residues left by the solvent hamper the quality of the AFM images,
it is desirable to get rid of the contamination. Commonly, samples are cleaned by
thermal annealing. However—as already mentioned—the cGNRs are quite mobile on
the atomically flat hBN surface, especially at elevated temperatures. Fig. 3.7 shows

(a) (b)

Figure 3.7.: Annealing of 4-cGNRs on hBN. AFM topography images. (a) Be-
fore the annealing process, the hBN flake is covered homogeneously with 4-cGNRs.
(b) After annealing to 450◦C for two hours in a low pressure atmosphere, the 4-
cGNRs have apparently formed agglomerates and the bare hBN surface is visible.

that annealing a 4-cGNR covered hBN flake to 450◦C in a low pressure forming
gas atmosphere for two hours7 leads to an apparent agglomeration of 4-cGNRs and
uncovers the underlying bare hBN surface. The texture seen in the background of
both AFM images probably stems from the SiO2 substrate which can still be seen
through the 25 nm thick hBN flake used here (c. f. Ref. [114]). Nevertheless, the
hBN substrate is much flatter than the bare SiO2 surface [108, 115].
In UHV experiments, the superlubricity of 7-aGNRs on a Au(111) substrate was
already reported [116]. In our case, the high mobility of the cGNRs at elevated
temperatures could be explained by the atomic flatness of hBN.
To prevent the agglomeration of cGNRs, the samples were not annealed.

7Ramp up to maximal temperature at 8mbar, annealing at 8mbar for 90min and finally at
100mbar for another 30min.
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3.4. Fabrication of contacts

For transport measurements, the cGNRs have to be contacted. To this end, contacts
were structured by electron beam lithography (EBL) and metal evaporation.
The process steps employed for the contact fabrication can be seen in Fig. 3.8 and
are explained in the following. (a) After exfoliating hBN (cyan) onto heavily p-doped
Si/SiO2 (gray/violet), the cGNR dispersion is drop-cast onto the sample, yielding a
coating of the hBN flake with cGNRs (black)—as described in the previous section.
(b) Subsequently, the sample is covered with a thin layer of the e-beam resist CSAR
(green) by spin coating. (c) EBL is performed and (d) the exposed resist is removed
by dipping the sample in a developer. (e) Hereafter, metal contacts (golden color)
are evaporated thermally and with e-beam. Pd, NiCr/Au or Cr/Au served as contact
materials. (f) Eventually, redundant e-beam resist and metal were removed in the
lift-off step by putting the sample in resist remover on a hotplate. Pd was deposited
without any adhesion layer, and therefore, special care had to be taken during the
lift-off step not to damage the fine metal structures. The detailed process parameters
can be found in the appendix.

p++Si

SiO2

hBN
cGNRs

CSAR

EBL

metaldevelopment lift-off

(a) (b) (c)

(d) (e) (f)

Figure 3.8.: Process steps for contact fabrication. Details are given in the text.
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3.4. Fabrication of contacts

Contacting very small objects—such as the cGNRs presented here—by employing
EBL brings along a couple of challenges. First, alignment on the sub 100 nm scale
is an issue due to the limited precision of the scanning electron microscope (SEM)
used to perform EBL. Therefore, contacting specific cGNRs that were previously
identified by AFM is not always possible. As a work around, one can place the
contact leads in such a way that they are perpendicular to one of the cGNR domain
directions (see Fig. 3.9). This way, one can contact an entire domain (or even several
different ones) in which the cGNRs are perpendicularly aligned to the contact leads.
Additionally, domains oriented by 60◦ with respect to the leads will be contacted.
In that case, only the longest cGNRs can span the gap between two contact leads.

Figure 3.9.: Orientation of contacts.
Scheme of an hBN flake (blue) with differ-
ently oriented cGNR domains (black). Con-
tact leads (golden) are placed in such a way
that they are perpendicular to one domain di-
rection.

For this reason, it is desirable to minimize the distance between two contact leads as
much as possible. The limiting factor in this aspect is caused by the proximity effect:
The electron beam—used to expose only parts of the e-beam resist—is scattered
within the resist layer and also partially backscattered from the substrate, which
leads to exposure of neighboring resist areas. This causes over-development of the
contact structures which can lead to shorts between contacts or failure during the
lift-off process. One can gain precision by using thinner resist layers. The minimum
resist thickness is, however, dependent on the thickness of the contacts. To ensure
successful lift-off, the resist layer should not fall below two to three times the height
of the contacts. The lower bound for the height of the contacts, on the other hand,
is given by the hBN flake thickness to assure integrity of the contacts when passing
the flake edges.

To increase the chances for successful cGNR contacting, several contact leads were
placed in parallel, using an intertwined comb structure (see Fig. 3.10, right). The
thickness of the contact metals varied between 15–50 nm and the spacing of the
contact fingers between 70–120 nm. The width of the fingers was in the range 100–
120 nm and their length 2–3µm.

Fig. 3.10 shows images of a typical sample structure with 6-cGNRs on hBN and
15 nm thick Pd contacts. On the left hand side, one can see rectangular contact
pads, connected by leads to the central hBN flake (blue color). The pads exhibit
some scratches from the needles of a probe station which were used to measure the
I-V -characteristics of this device. For better orientation on the sample, the chip is
provided with a Cr/Au coordinate system.
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3. Transport measurements on cGNRs on hBN

Figure 3.10.: Typical sample design. Left: Overview optical microscope image
of a complete device after measurement. Middle: Zoom into the central area of the
device. Distance between markers: 50µm. Right: SEM image of the contact area
showing the intertwined comb structure of the contacts.

The middle image shows the center part of the structure. Since the thickness of the
Pd layer is only 15 nm, the contacts appear transparent. The contact fingers in the
central region are barely visible. The distance between two numbered markers is
50µm.
On the right hand side, a magnified SEM image of the contact area is visible. At
the upper contact pair, two fingers are missing due to a partially failed lift-off,
documenting the vulnerability of the fabrication process.

Slight differences in the resist height8 lead to an over- or underexposure during
EBL. This can result in fused contact combs, which was one of the main issues
during device fabrication. Sometimes, these shorts could be repaired by cutting
shorted fingers with the help of a focused ion beam (FIB). Fig. 3.11 shows such an
example. The contact material is Pd with a thickness of 15 nm. In the top part,
three fingers (two from the right, one from the left) are fused together due to a
partially unsuccessful lift-off. By cutting trenches (marked with white arrows) in
the hBN substrate with the help of FIB, the clumped fingers were severed from the
intact contact leads.
To ensure that the Ga+ ions (used as focused ion beam source) are not deposited
on the substrate creating shorts themselves, reference samples with FIB cut contact
pairs without cGNRs were fabricated, yielding no electrical conduction.
Furthermore, one can observe in Fig. 3.11 that step edges in the hBN flake can cause
disruption in the leads as (almost) happening in the central finger region.

8arising from the spin coating step, Fig. 3.8 (b)
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3.4. Fabrication of contacts

Figure 3.11.: FIB cutting of fused contact combs. Some shorts could be repaired
by cutting through fused contact lines with the help of a focused ion beam (trenches
indicated by white arrows).

A further attempt to improve the contacts and the device quality was to encapsulate
the cGNRs with a second hBN flake and apply side contacts. In the case of graphene,
1D side contacts have proven to be reliable and of high quality [117]. For cGNRs,
side contacting means to contact the short ends of the cGNRs, thus reducing the
dimensionality of the contacts even further, leading to 0D contacts. This method of
fabricating contacts has also been used to contact CNTs [118].
An additional advantage of encapsulating the cGNRs is that they are protected from
environmental influences like adsorbates from the air.

For the encapsulated cGNRs, the fabrication process was modified. After identifying
an hBN flake with homogeneous cGNR coverage, a second hBN flake was placed on
top of the first hBN flake, sandwiching the cGNRs. The principle of this technique
is shown in Fig. 3.12 and works as follows. (a) A polypropylene carbonate (PPC)
film is spin coated onto a Si/SiO2 chip and hBN is exfoliated on top of it. Then, the

(b) (c)(a) (b) (c)

Figure 3.12.: Stacking process. Fabrication steps for the encapsulation of cGNRs
with hBN flakes.
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Figure 3.13.: Contact fabrication for encapsulated cGNRs. Details are given
in the text.

PPC film is carefully peeled off the substrate by using an adhesive tape9. (b) The
PPC film is flipped over and mounted to a transfer setup in an optical microscope.
Another hBN flake—exfoliated on a Si/SiO2 chip and covered with cGNRs—serves
as target flake. The two flakes are brought into contact by carefully lowering the
PPC film. (c) After contact formation, the PPC film is dissolved by exposure to
chloroform. More details for the stacking procedure can be found in the PhD thesis
of Martin Drienovsky [119].

The further procedure is shown in Fig. 3.13. Panel (a) depicts an hBN-cGNR-
hBN stack. (b) CSAR e-beam resist is spin coated onto the sample and EBL is
performed. (c) After development, the sample is placed into a reactive ion etching
(RIE) chamber and the sample is etched with a mixture of CHF3 and O2 plasma.
(d) The CSAR resist acts as a hard mask during etching, leading to trenches in
the hBN-cGNR-hBN stack after the process. (e) The contact metal is deposited
directly after the etching process to establish side contacts to the cGNRs. Only
Cr/Au was used for the encapsulated cGNRs. (f) Redundant e-beam resist and

9To avoid that the surface of the hBN comes into contact with the sticky surface of the adhesive
tape, a hole is cut in the tape leaving the area around the hBN flake untouched.
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3.5. Transport characterization

Figure 3.14.: Encapsulated sample.
Optical image of an encapsulated and
side contacted 4-cGNR sample. Areas
of stacked hBN flakes are highlighted
with dashed lines. The distance be-
tween two markers is 50µm.

metal are removed during the lift-off step.

Fig. 3.14 shows an optical micrograph of a sample with encapsulated and side con-
tacted 4-cGNRs. The large hBN flake was placed on top of two smaller hBN flakes
whose outlines are highlighted by dashed lines. Cr/Au served as contact material.
The reddish structure on top of the contact leads is presumably contamination ap-
pearing after measurement and storage in ambient conditions for a couple of weeks.

3.5. Transport characterization

After successful contact fabrication, the cGNRs were measured electrically using a
probe station at ambient conditions. In this section, the results for non-encapsulated
devices will be presented.

The schematics of the measurement setup is sketched in Fig. 3.15. A source-drain
voltage Vsd is applied across the cGNRs and a resistor to protect the cGNRs from
high currents. The drain current Id is recorded and the heavily p-doped Si substrate
can be used as back gate electrode by applying a back gate voltage Vbg. The SiO2
layer is 285 nm thick and the thickness of the bottom hBN flakes varies between
10–40 nm.

Fig. 3.16 shows the I-V -characteristics of a Pd contacted 6-cGNR device (labeled
sample 6-1, blue triangles) as well as a NiCr/Au contacted 4-cGNR device (sample
4-1, black squares) and a Pd contacted 4-cGNR device (sample 4-2, red dots). The
drain current Id is plotted versus the source-drain voltage Vsd and is in the range of
tens to hundreds of nA.
The NiCr/Au contacted 4-cGNRs exhibit the steepest current onset when increasing
the source-drain voltage. The Pd contacted 4- and 6-cGNRs look very similar on
the negative voltage side and differ only slightly on the positive side. This is quite
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3. Transport measurements on cGNRs on hBN

Figure 3.15.: Measurement setup.
The cGNRs are contacted with metal
leads. A source-drain voltage Vsd is ap-
plied across a resistor and the drain cur-
rent Id is measured. A back gate voltage
Vbg can be applied at the p-doped Si layer
of the substrate.
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cGNRs

contact 1 contact 2

Figure 3.16.: I-V -curves. Experimental data (symbols) of 4- and 6-cGNR devices
contacted with NiCr/Au or Pd and corresponding TFE fits (lines). Inset: Scheme
for two Schottky contacts connected back-to-back over the cGNRs (represented by
a resistor).
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3.5. Transport characterization

surprising, since their different band gaps should be reflected in the I-V -curves.
Moreover, the I-V -curve for the 6-cGNRs is fairly symmetric. On the other hand,
the curves for the 4-cGNRs are asymmetric which is untypical for this two-terminal
geometry.
Taking all these effects into account, it seems likely that the measurements are
dominated by the Schottky behavior of the contacts.

The Schottky barriers form at both cGNR ends where the metallic leads come into
contact with the semiconducting cGNR(s)10. These two Schottky barriers are con-
nected back-to-back. This is sketched in the inset of Fig. 3.16 where the cGNRs
(one or many) are depicted as a resistor.
The contacts at both cGNR ends can be quite distinct, though. First, the overlap
area between metal and cGNRs can differ at both sides, leading to a different current
injection/extraction area. Further, residues stemming from the fabrication process
might be distributed unevenly over both sides. The alkyl side chains might also play
a role here by flipping over and acting as an extra insulating layer between cGNRs
and metal. Therefore, the shape of the I-V -curves and the drain currents of the
devices presented in this chapter vary considerably.

Determination of the number of cGNRs in the junction

The experimental data in Fig. 3.16 are fitted with the thermionic field emission
model (see Eq. 3.5). Since the detected current is limited by the current leaking
through the Schottky diode in reverse direction, the fits to the I-V -curves (gray
lines) are performed to the negative and positive voltage regions separately, and
always for the reverse direction of the Schottky diode.

Eq. 3.5 displays a current density. Therefore, one has to multiply the expression for
J with the contact area in order to fit the model to the experimental data.
Since the overlap between cGNRs and metal is unknown, the cross sectional area of
a cGNR is taken as the contact area. It is assumed to be the width of the cGNR
backbone times the layer distance in graphite. That yields 0.23 nm2 for the 4-cGNRs
and 0.39 nm2 for the 6-cGNRs. This area needs to be multiplied with the number
of cGNRs in the junction.

As already mentioned, it is uncertain how many cGNRs have been contacted at
the same time. Even by carefully planning the sample design and executing the
lithography with great diligence, it is impossible to fabricate contacts with precision
on the nanometer scale due to aberrations of the SEM.
Since it is not possible to check the contact formation after metal deposition by
AFM, the number of successfully contacted cGNRs had to be estimated.
To do so, the device was examined by SEM after measurement. There, the actual
10The determination of the number of cGNRs in the junction will be addressed later.
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3. Transport measurements on cGNRs on hBN

ℓ2

ℓ3

ℓ1 d

Figure 3.17.: Determination of the effective contact length. The effective
contact length l∗ is the combined length of the segments in which cGNRs (black
stripes) can cross the gap between two contact leads (golden fingers): l∗ = l1+l2+l3.
The distance d between the contact leads is indicated as well.

distance d between the contact leads was measured as well as the effective contact
length l∗ (see Fig. 3.17 for clarification).

The cGNRs on hBN exhibit three different domain orientations. One of them is
perpendicular to the contact leads11 which means that only cGNRs with lengths L
larger than d can span the gap between two contact leads.
cGNRs in the other domains are rotated by 60◦ with respect to the contacts. In
that case, the cGNR length has to be larger than d/cos(60◦) = 2d to connect both
leads.
Since all three domain orientations are equally probable to occur, it is assumed that
for one third of the effective contact length the cGNRs have to be longer than d,
and for two thirds the cGNRs have to be longer than 2d.
From the length distribution of the cGNRs (see Figs. 3.5 (f) and 3.6 (f)) one can
determine the number of cGNRs with L > d and L > 2d and therefore obtains
the probability P that a cGNR gets contacted. This has to be done separately for
every domain orientation and the results have to be summed up to get the total
probability.
When multiplying the probability with the effective contact length divided by the
spacing of the cGNRs (on average 11 nm for both, 4- and 6-cGNRs), one obtains
the expected number of cGNRs in the junction12.

11This is achieved by designing the EBL according to the cGNR domains previously determined
by AFM.

12Note that the real number of cGNRs in the junction is probably lower than this value because
the cGNRs are not necessarily centered in the gap between the contacts (i. e. a cGNR that is
sufficiently long to span the gap could be mostly lying underneath one of contacts, and thus its
remaining length might be too short to reach to the other contact). One could therefore also
speak of the maximum expected number.
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3.5. Transport characterization

As an example, the calculation for the expected number of cGNRs in the junction
of sample 6-1 is done here. An SEM image of its contact fingers is displayed in
Fig. 3.11. From this image, one can determine the distance d between the contact
leads to be 70 nm and the effective contact length l∗ to be 6.3µm. Thus, for one
third of this effective contact length (= 2.1µm), the 6-cGNRs have to be longer
than d = 70nm and for two thirds (= 4.2µm), the 6-cGNRs have to be longer than
2d = 140nm. From evaluating the length distribution in Fig. 3.6 (f), it turns out
that 65.3% of the 6-cGNRs are longer than 70 nm and 20% are longer than 140 nm.
The spacing between the 6-cGNRs is 11 nm.

Therefore, the expected number N of 6-cGNRs in the junction is given by

N = effective contact length
spacing between 6-cGNRs · P (cGNR length ≥ spacing between contacts)

N =
1
3 · 6.3µm

11 nm · 65.3% +
2
3 · 6.3µm

11 nm · 20% = 201

The same method was used to determine the expected number of 4-cGNRs in the
junctions of samples 4-1 and 4-2 (Fig. 3.16). Here, up to 526 cGNRs are expected
to be contacted at the same time. Even though the 4-cGNRs were a bit shorter on
average, i. e. less likely to be contacted, the effective contact length was longer for
these samples, thus leading to the higher number of potentially contacted 4-cGNRs.

Fitting procedure

The TFE fits to the experimental data were performed by manually adjusting the
parameters Φb, E00 and ζ from Eq. 3.5 for a single cGNR in the junction. Since
changing the contact area has the same effect as changing the Schottky barrier height
[94], the fitting was repeated for the maximum expected number of cGNRs in the
junction. In most cases, only Φb had to be changed to obtain a matching fit curve
whereas the values for E00 and ζ remained the same. The difference between the
values for Φb obtained by fitting for one cGNR in the junction and for the maximum
expected number of cGNRs in the junction was taken as uncertainty margin.

Further, it has to be noted that strictly speaking, the Richardson constant A used
in Eq. 3.5 is dependent on the effective electron mass m∗e [83, 84]:

A = 4πm∗ek2
Bq

h3 (3.7)

with h being the Planck constant. The effective electron mass, however, is unknown
for this contact configuration.
On the basis of DFT calculations, Ivanov et al. [100] predicted an effective electron
mass of m∗4−cGNRs = 0.24 ·m0 for the 4-cGNRs and m∗6−cGNRs = 0.16 ·m0 for the
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3. Transport measurements on cGNRs on hBN

6-cGNRs, with m0 being the free electron mass. These calculations were done with-
out considering the alkyl side chains. Instead, the GNR edges were passivated with
hydrogen. For aGNRs, however, it was shown that the effective mass can vary with
different edge functionalizations [120]. Therefore, the data were fitted using both,
the free electron mass and the reduced values obtained by Ivanov and coworkers.
Here, only the values obtained by fitting with the free electron mass are presented.
When fitting with the reduced effective masses, the Schottky barriers are ∼30%
lower, whereas the values for E00 and ζ stayed unchanged.
In spite of the unknown effective electron mass, the large variation in possibly con-
tacted cGNRs is the main source for uncertainty in the evaluation of the barrier
height, exceeding also further uncertainties like thermal broadening.

Finally, the difference between fitting with the TFE model (Eq. 3.5) and the TE
model (Eq. 3.4) is briefly discussed. As pointed out in more detail in section 3.1.3,
the TFE model should be suited better to fit back-to-back configurations (as present
here) because it takes into account tunneling through the Schottky barrier. Indeed,
the TFE model yielded superior fitting which becomes apparent when plotting the
drain current as a logarithmic function of the source-drain voltage. Fig. 3.18 re-
produces the I-V -curve for sample 6-1 in the range of positive voltages only. In
panel (a), the current is plotted on a linear scale and both, the TFE and the TE
fits seem to match reasonably well to the experimental data points. When plotting
the same data on a logarithmic scale in panel (b), however, one can observe that
the TE fit yields either good fitting for higher voltages and deviates for the lower
voltages (as depicted here) or good fitting for lower voltages and deviates for higher
voltages (not shown here). The TFE fit, in contrast, matches for all voltage ranges.
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Figure 3.18.: Fitting procedures for sample 6-1. Manually optimized TFE and
TE fit curves to experimental data on a (a) linear and (b) logarithmic scale. The
TFE model yields better matching over the entire measurement range.
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Turning back to the I-V -curves in Fig. 3.16, the TFE fits match the experimental
data quite nicely. The fitting results can be found in Table 3.1. For the positive
voltage side, the NiCr/Au contacted sample 4-1 has a substantially higher Schottky
barrier (≈ 220meV) than the Pd contacted devices (≈ 110meV for sample 4-2
and ≈ 150meV for sample 6-1). On the negative voltage side, the heights of the
Schottky barriers are roughly the same (≈ 150meV for all three devices). The
Schottky barrier heights obtained here are in line with experiments on CNTs known
from literature [85].
E00 is almost twice as high for the NiCr/Au contacts as for the Pd contacted cGNRs,
irrespective of cGNR type. A higher value for E00 corresponds to a faster increase
in Id as the voltage is increased. ζ lies in most of the devices between 0.2–0.4V,
meaning the Fermi energy lies quite close to the band edge.

From the point of reliability, Pd seems to be the better contact material. Sample
4-1 is the only device with working NiCr/Au contacts, which is why no data for
6-cGNRs with this contact material are shown in this thesis.

Device degradation

Next, the long-term stability of 6-cGNR devices was tested. Fig. 3.19 shows data
of two Pd contacted 6-cGNR devices measured directly after fabrication and two
weeks later. Forward and backward sweep direction of the source-drain voltage are
shown. Apart from slight deviations in the first measurement of sample 6-2, the
measurements are free of hystereses.

On the first run, the I-V -curve of sample 6-2 (black squares) has a pronounced
s-shape whereas the curvature of sample 6-3 (green dots) is less prominent. Both
devices exhibit fairly symmetric I-V -characteristics. The drain currents are higher
than for sample 6-1 which might be explained by a higher number of 6-cGNRs
spanning the gap between the metal leads or better contacts.
The TFE fits produce lower values for the Schottky barrier heights for these devices
in comparison to the previously measured ones (see Table 3.1). The fits yield a
Schottky barrier height of Φb ≈ (50±150)meV for sample 6-2 on both voltage sides
and Φb ≈ (20± 110)meV for sample 6-3, also on both voltage sides.
Apparently, the TFE fits to the low barrier height sample 6-3 do not trace the
experimental data in the low voltage regime as nicely as the TFE fits to the other
I-V -curves, because of its less prominent curvature. The shape parameter E00 is in
this case lower (5mV for sample 6-2 and 4mV for sample 6-3) than for the previous
devices.

After storing the devices two weeks under ambient conditions, their I-V -characteris-
tics were measured again. Now, the drain current for both samples decreased by
roughly a factor of three. The drop in drain current in the second run could be ex-
plained by degradation of the cGNRs, degradation of the contacts or contamination
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3. Transport measurements on cGNRs on hBN

Sample volt. Φb E00 ζ

4-1 (NiCr/Au) pos. (218 ± 194)meV 17mV 0.2V
neg. (156 ± 175)meV 14mV 0.3V

4-2 (Pd) pos. (106 ± 175)meV 9mV 0.2V
neg. (150 ± 168)meV 9mV 0.1V

4-3 (Pd) pos. (231 ± 168)meV 9mV 0.6V
neg. (256 ± 175)meV 9mV 0.1V

4-4 (Cr/Au, end contacted) pos. (87 ± 131)meV 7mV 0.4V
4-5 (Cr/Au, encapsulated) pos. (106 ± 137)meV 7mV 0.3V
6-1 (Pd) pos. (147 ± 146)meV 9mV 0.4V

neg. (137 ± 144)meV 8mV 0.2V
6-2 (Pd) pos. (47 ± 146)meV 5mV 0.05V
(1st measurement) neg. (55 ± 145)meV 6mV 0.4V
6-2 (Pd) pos. (53 ± 147)meV 4mV 0.05V
(2 weeks later) neg. (53 ± 147)meV 4mV 0.7V
6-3 (Pd) pos. (15 ± 110)meV 4mV 0.2V
(1st measurement) neg. (15 ± 110)meV 4mV 0.2V
6-3 (Pd) pos. (36 ± 108)meV 4mV 0.3V
(2 weeks later) neg. (41 ± 109)meV 4mV 0.4V
6-4 (Pd, 64 cGNRs in junction) pos. (90 ± 90)meV 7mV 0.4V

Table 3.1.: Fitting results. Summary of the fitting results for all devices presented
in this chapter. The parameters Φb, E00 and ζ were obtained by using the TFE model
from Eq. 3.5 to fit the experimental data. All fits were performed to the positive
and negative voltage side separately (indicated in the column “volt.”) assuming a
single cGNR in the junction. Considering the maximum expected number of cGNRs
in the junction yielded the uncertainty margins.
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Figure 3.19.: Device degradation Two Pd contacted 6-cGNR devices (samples
6-2 and 6-3) measured directly after fabrication (black and green) and after storing
them for two weeks in ambient conditions (red and cyan). Gray lines are TFE fits
to the experimental data.

of the cGNRs by particles in the air.
When repeating the TFE fitting procedure, the E00 value for sample 6-2 decreased
to 4mV, reflecting the slower increase of current with voltage, but the Schottky
barrier height stayed the same. For sample 6-3, on the other hand, the E00 value
stayed the same, but the height of the Schottky barrier increased to roughly (40 ±
110)meV.
Thus, a decrease in current can be related to both, an enhanced Schottky barrier
height or a changed barrier shape (i. e. a lower barrier shape parameter E00).

Back gate dependence

Next, the back gate response of the devices was tested. As an example, Fig. 3.20
shows a Pd contacted 6-cGNR device (sample 6-4) measured at three different back
gate voltages. The three I-V -curves are (almost) identical and no effect of the
applied back gate voltage could be detected. Similarly, the other devices showed no
back gate dependence.

A possible explanation of the lacking gate dependence could be Fermi level pinning
at the Schottky contacts. Furthermore, the distance from the cGNRs to the Si
back gate is much larger than the spacing between the electrodes (see scheme in
Fig. 3.21). Therefore, screening could greatly reduce the gate coupling.
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Figure 3.20.: Back gate dependence. I-V -curves of Pd contacted 6-cGNRs (sam-
ple 6-4) show no dependence on the applied back gate voltage.
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Figure 3.21.:True to scale model of
a typical contact configuration.
The relevant distances are indicated
in the drawing.

Remarkably, the drain current is one order of magnitude higher than for the previ-
ously studied devices. Furthermore, the I-V -curve is symmetric.
When trying to perform the TFE fitting for a single cGNR in this junction, the
fit followed the experimental data only when choosing a Schottky barrier height of
Φb ≈ 0meV. On the one hand, this could mean that the Schottky barrier is really
(vanishingly) low for this sample, thus explaining the high drain current.
On the other hand, it could also mean that the TFE equation is not suited to model
these high drain current curves. For some reason—possibly due to doping—the
Fermi level might be shifted in such a way, that it is more likely for electrons (or
holes) to overcome the barrier. Here, the Fermi level could lie in the conduction
band (valence band in the case of hole transport), whereas it was situated in the
band gap for the previous samples.
Moreover, the number of actually contacted cGNRs could be much higher in this
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case than for the other samples. By contacting more cGNRs, the contact area in-
creases which has the same effect as lowering the Schottky barrier [94]. Therefore,
instead of having only a few cGNRs with a low Schottky barrier in the junction,
it is also possible to have many cGNRs with a moderate Schottky barrier. When
assuming the maximum expected number of 6-cGNRs in the junction (64 for this
device), the fit agrees well with the experimental data (fit not shown here), yielding
a Schottky barrier height of 90meV and a shape factor of E00 = 7mV.

The back gate dependence was also tested for the 4-cGNR devices. Fig. 3.22 (a)
shows the I-V -curve of a Pd contacted 4-cGNR device (sample 4-3). The curve is
asymmetric with respect to the source-drain bias. Here, the drain current measures
only a few nA which is two to three orders of magnitudes lower than for the previous
samples. Accordingly, relatively high Schottky barriers result. The TFE fits match
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Figure 3.22.: I-V -characteristic and gate response of Pd contacted
4-cGNRs. (a) I-V -measurement of sample 4-3 at zero gate voltage and TFE fits
to the experimental data. (b) Back gate sweeps at Vsd = 2.5V exhibiting no clear
gate dependence.

the experimental data quite nicely and yield Schottky barrier heights of Φb ≈ (230±
170)meV for the positive voltage side and Φb ≈ (260 ± 170)meV for the negative
one. The shape factor was E00 = 9mV and thus similar to the other Pd contacted
4-cGNR device. A possible explanation for the lower drain current might be that
more residues stayed between 4-cGNRs and metal leads and therefore lowered the
contact quality.

Fig. 3.22 (b) displays consecutive back gate sweeps of this device at a fixed source-
drain voltage of Vsd = 2.5V. The sweeps reveal run-to-run variations, but no clear
back gate dependence.
Usually, one can extract the doping level by measuring the source-drain resistance
Rsd of the sample in dependence of the back gate voltage Vbg. Here, unfortunately,
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3. Transport measurements on cGNRs on hBN

no information could be extracted from the back gate sweeps. Therefore, neither
the doping level nor the mobility of the investigated cGNRs could be determined.

Comparison to literature

The results for 4-cGNRs are in line with previous experiments from literature
whereas no transport measurements have been performed for 6-cGNRs so far. In
preceding studies, 4-cGNRs prepared from organic solvents and aGNRs of different
widths obtained by on-surface synthesis exhibited device currents in the range of
1 nA to 1µA for a source-drain bias of 1V, which is in agreement with the observa-
tions made here [16–18, 69].
Zschieschang et al. [68] measured drain currents for 4-cGNRs prepared from solution
of up to tens of µA. However, their devices showed signs of agglomerated cGNRs,
leading to a greatly reduced band gap. This could explain a lower Schottky barrier
and correspondingly higher drain currents.

3.6. Encapsulated cGNR devices

The large variation in the magnitude of the drain currents and the shape of the I-V -
curves of the previously presented samples show that the contact fabrication needs
to be improved in order to get more uniform and reliable contacts. One approach
towards this direction is the implementation of side contacts.
With this method, a heterostructure with different layers (e. g. graphene encapsu-
lated between hBN) is fabricated with the help of the stacking process (see Fig. 3.12).
Then, the structure is etched and metalized. The metal forms a contact to the en-
capsulated material only at the edge which was exposed during the etching process.
Applying this technique to cGNRs, only the ends of the cGNRs are contacted, pro-
ducing 0D end contacts.

One of the main advantages of this technique is that the cGNRs stay free of EBL
resist. Therefore, less residues should be left between cGNRs and metal leads pro-
ducing a better contact. Additionally, the top hBN flake protects the cGNRs from
adsorbates from air and therefore keeps them pristine.

Moreover, it was shown for CNTs that the contact behavior is different when the
CNTs were contacted only at their ends or when the contacts partially overlapped
with the CNTs [85, 121, 122]. For the end contacted CNTs, a covalent bond forma-
tion was predicted and the contacts were shown to be basically unaffected by Fermi
level pinning [121]. This might also play a role when contacting cGNRs. The cGNRs
were so far contacted by placing the contacts over a domain of oriented cGNRs of
different lenghts. Most of the cGNRs were presumably partially buried under the
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3.6. Encapsulated cGNR devices

contact metal whereas some could potentially only be end contacted. When encap-
sulating the cGNRs and applying etched end contacts, only one type of contact (the
end contact) is established.

Opposing to these very appealing properties of the etched end contacts stands the
complicated fabrication process. Due to the high precision that is needed for the
contact placement (including the low spacing between the contact fingers), it is not
possible to use the standard fabrication recipe for encapsulated graphene for the
cGNRs. Usually, the EBL resist used as hard mask during the etching process is
removed and the sample is cleaned to remove etching residues. Subsequently, the
sample is again covered with resist, EBL is performed and the sample is metalized.
Here, the structures are so fine that it is impossible to align the lithographies for
etching and metalization. Therefore, the metalization was performed directly after
the etching step, omitting resist removal and cleaning of etching residues in between.

Despite the delicate fabrication process, some first devices with edge contacts could
be produced. Unfortunately, the samples did not yield reproducible I-V -curves,
but failed after only a few voltage sweeps. Therefore, no gate dependence could be
tested.
For the encapsulation process, only 4-cGNRs were used since they exhibited the
longer single ribbons.
Cr/Au turned out to be the best contact material for the end contact configuration.
In two out of three Cr/Au contacted devices, a drain current could be measured
whereas not a single Pd end contacted device was functional.

Fig. 3.23 shows the I-V -characteristics for end contacted 4-cGNRs on hBN (sample
4-4). These cGNRs were not fully encapsulated, but the contacts were fabricated
using the same procedure as for encapsulated cGNRs, i. e. the cGNRs were etched
and end contacted (see inset for contact configuration). Cr/Au served as contact
material for this device.
One can see that the I-V -curve has a rectifying character. On the positive voltage
side, the drain current increases exponentially reaching µA values. For this voltage
range, the experimental data were fitted with the TFE model. Despite the noisy
data, the fit matches quite well and yields a relatively low Schottky barrier of Φb ≈
(90± 130)meV. The shape parameter E00 = 7mV is comparable to the ones of the
standard-contacted 4-cGNR devices.
On the negative voltage side, no stable current is transmitted.
The curve is quite noisy for source-drain voltages |Vsd| > 3.5V which is probably due
to bad contact between metal and cGNRs. Especially on the negative voltage side,
there are some spikes in the curve where Id seems to follow an exponential behavior,
but then the current drops back to nearly zero. This could be due to rearrangement
between cGNRs and metal in the contact area or the fact that the contact between
metal and cGNR gets lost due to the increasing source-drain voltage. The sweep
was performed starting at +5.5V down to −7V.

The rectifying behavior might be explained by different Schottky barrier heights at
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Figure 3.23.: End contacted 4-cGNRs on hBN. I-V -curve of sample 4-4 ex-
hibiting high current on the positive voltage side. Red line is the TFE fit for this
region. The inset illustrates the contact configuration.

both cGNR ends or by destruction of the cGNR–metal contacts during the voltage
sweep.
If the barrier at one contact is substantially higher than at the other one, it has the
following effect (c. f. also section 3.1.3): When the bias voltage is applied such that
the contact with the higher barrier is in forward direction, the current is limited by
the lower Schottky barrier contact in reverse direction. If this second barrier is low
enough, a notable current can flow. When the bias voltage, however, is applied in
opposite direction, i. e. such that the higher barrier contact is in reverse direction,
the current flow can be completely suppressed.

A situation that might cause this behavior is sketched in Fig. 3.24. When the
contact metal is evaporated under an angle, the EBL resist casts a shadow leading
to (almost) no metal deposition at one side of the etched trench. This effect is
enhanced by the undercut of the resist that is caused by the proximity effect during
EBL. For one side of the contact (blue circle), this has no negative effects. But for
the other side (red circle), the shadow cast by the resist leads to a gap between metal
and cGNRs. Since the evaporation process takes place at room temperature, the
incident hot metal atoms can still diffuse over the surface and close the gap between
metal and cGNR—as depicted in Fig. 3.24 (a). For this reason, the non-etched and
non-encapsulated cGNR devices from the previous section showed a current response
for both bias voltage polarities.
When an etching step is involved, however, the situation gets more complicated, as
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Figure 3.24.: Metalization of a tilted sample. Scheme illustrating that a slight
tilt in the evaporation angle can lead to a bad contact between metal and cGNRs.
Situation for (a) standard and (b) encapsulated and etched devices.

depicted in Fig. 3.24 (b). Since the etching rate is highly non-linear and changes
during the etching process, it is almost impossible to stop the etching exactly at
the point when the upper hBN flake is etched away and the cGNRs are uncovered.
Instead, a (more or less) small trench is etched in the bottom hBN flake, creating a
step edge between the bottom of the etching trench and the encapsulated cGNRs.
This step edge could prevent proper contact formation at one side of the cGNRs (see
red arrow). The finite size of the evaporation source, however, leads to a widening
of the incident metal atom stream. Thus, there is still a chance that contact to the
cGNRs can be made.

An alternative explanation might be that the Cr used as adhesive layer in the met-
alization process could oxidize before the Au is evaporated13. Thus, an additional
tunneling barrier would arise at the interface between cGNRs and metal contact.
This increases the thickness of the tunneling barrier that electrons have to penetrate
to participate in the current transport.

Fig. 3.25 finally shows the I-V -characteristics of a fully encapsulated 4-cGNR device
with Cr/Au end contacts (sample 4-5). This device also exhibits rectifying behavior
and therefore only the positive voltage side of the I-V -curve is displayed. The voltage
sweep was performed from 0V to 4V, this voltage was kept for some seconds, and
then lowered back to 0V. The sweep direction is indicated with arrows in the graph.
In the forward sweep direction, the drain current stays close to zero up to a voltage
of roughly 3.5V and then suddenly jumps to 170 nA. A possible explanation for this
behavior is that a small layer of resist residues, etching residues or contamination

13The oxidation might happen directly after Cr deposition (although the vacuum in the evaporation
chamber is in the range of 10−7 mbar and Au evaporation starts only a few minutes after Cr
deposition) or the Cr might already be partially oxidized before deposition on the surface.
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Figure 3.25.: hBN encapsulated 4-cGNRs. I-V -curve of sample 4-5. The current
follows an exponential trace only for the backsweep direction. The red line is the
TFE fit to this region.

from air stayed between cGNRs and metal before starting the measurement. When
ramping up the voltage, this layer could have been burned away which caused a
sudden increase in the drain current.
On the back sweep, the drain current has an exponential decay and can be fitted with
the TFE model. It is not obvious why the drain current dropped by approximately
50 nA before starting the back sweep. A possible reason is that—while keeping the
current at roughly 170 nA for some seconds—some of the 4-cGNRs could have been
damaged or the contact to some of them might have got lost. The TFE fits yield
a Schottky barrier height of Φb ≈ (110 ± 140)meV, being slightly higher than for
sample 4-4. Still, the Schottky barrier is lower than for most standard-contacted
4-cGNR devices.

3.7. Conclusion and outlook

Even though there are still some difficulties in the fabrication of high quality con-
tacts, the approach presented here seems suitable to characterize the adsorption and
electronic properties of solution-processed cGNRs. hBN as a flat and clean substrate
plays a key role in this regard.

Concerning the standard-contacted samples, the 6-cGNR devices have mostly sym-
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metric I-V -curves, whereas the presented 4-cGNR devices tend to be more asym-
metric. In general, TFE fitting yielded higher Schottky barriers for the 4-cGNRs.
The strong variation in Schottky barrier heights is presumably due to a differing
number of contacted cGNRs or different levels of contamination between cGNRs
and metal contacts. The 6-cGNRs were more stable and transport measurements
could be performed repeatedly without changing the shape of the I-V -curves. For
the 4-cGNRs, on the other hand, the devices stopped working after only a few runs.

Despite the challenging fabrication process, encapsulated 4-cGNRs could be suc-
cessfully contacted. Cr/Au appears to be a promising contact material for the
encapsulated cGNRs. The end contacts, however, could not fulfill the expectations
regarding reliability and higher sample quality so far. Possibly, a layer consisting of
residues from EBL resist or etching, or contamination from air could have formed be-
tween cGNRs and metal. An additional gentle etching step with O2 plasma before
the metalization could possibly reduce residues and improve the contact quality.
Furthermore, letting the sample rotate during the metalization might yield more
homogeneous contacts to both cGNR ends.

An option for achieving better contact to non-encapsulated cGNRs is to first struc-
ture the contacts on the substrate, and then deposit the cGNRs. However, simply
pre-structuring metal contacts on hBN with the help of EBL and subsequent cGNR
deposition was not possible, because residues from the EBL resist remained on the
surface hindering the adsorption of cGNRs on hBN.
A workaround might be to use (fewlayer) graphene contacts. One can fabricate
very tiny gaps in the nm range into graphene sheets with the help of electroburning
[123, 124]. During this process, a relatively high current is sent through a graphene
sheet14. The graphene gets hot and a chemical reaction of carbon atoms with oxy-
gen is triggered. This leads to local breakage of the graphene sheet, leaving a small
gap between the carbon atoms. Solution deposited cGNRs could bridge this gap.
Through the introduced heat of the electroburning process, the graphene sheet gets
also cleaned from EBL resist that is used for pre-structuring and contact fabrica-
tion. This technique was already successfully applied to make contact to electro
spray deposited 4-cGNRs [69] and bottom-up synthesized GNRs [125].

Another possibility to obtain small gaps in graphene sheets is to cut trenches into
freshly exfoliated graphene with the help of a FIB. The beam diameter of the FIB
can reach down to a few nm. Following this method, no EBL resist has to be used.

To tackle the issue of lacking gate dependence, one could decrease the distance from
the back gate to the cGNRs. One possible approach is to use exfoliated (fewlayer)
graphene as a back gate electrode and place hBN on top of it. Then, the distance
between back gate and cGNRs is determined by the thickness of the bottom hBN
flake which is usually in the range of 10–40 nm.
14Sometimes a pre-structured narrow point is added to ensure the electroburning takes place at a

specific point.
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Figure 3.26.: Towards organic electronics. (a) Chemical structure of DBOV-
TDOP molecules. (b) Three consecutive I-V -sweeps of a contacted molecule film.
(c) AFM topography image of DBOV-TDOP molecules on hBN and SiO2. (d) SEM
image of Pd contacted molecule film.

Apart from the investigation of cGNRs, the methodology presented in this chapter
is also suited to step further in the direction of organic electronics.
Fig. 3.26 sums up some first results on this path. 3,4,5-tridodecyloxyphenyl-dibenzo-
[hi,st]ovalene (DBOV-TDOP) molecules (see Fig. 3.26 (a)), synthesized from the
group of Akimitsu Narita at the Max Planck Institute in Mainz [126], were dispersed
in solution and drop-cast onto exfoliated hBN on a Si/SiO2 substrate. AFM images
(see Fig. 3.26 (c)) reveal that the molecules stick not only to the hBN but also to the
SiO2 surface. Fig. 3.26 (d) shows an SEM image of Pd fingers contacting a patch of
DBOV-TDOP molecules on SiO2. I-V -curves of these molecules were taken and are
presented in Fig. 3.26 (b). The measured current is very low and drops from run to
run, showing that the contact quality still needs to be improved.
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nanoribbons by magnetic dopants

As was shown in the previous chapter, surface contamination can hamper the ex-
ploration of the intrinsic properties of GNRs. Therefore, it is desirable to minimize
the amount of adsorbates on the sample. One possibility to achieve this goal is to
directly synthesize the GNRs under UHV conditions. Like this, the GNRs are not
exposed to any solvents which might leave residues on the GNRs.
In this chapter, 7-aGNRs are synthesized on a Au(111) surface in an UHV-STM
chamber using the recipe of Cai et al. [47]. Subsequently, magnetic Co atoms are
evaporated onto the sample. The Co atoms exhibit a Kondo effect on the Au sur-
face. With the help of an STM tip, the Co atoms are manipulated towards the
7-aGNR, whereupon they get buried underneath the GNR. The interaction between
the 7-aGNR and the Co states is investigated using scanning tunneling spectroscopy.
Different intercalation sites of the Co atom are studied. Density functional theory
(DFT) and tight-binding calculations are compared to the experimental findings.

The measurements in this chapter were done together with Sujoy Karan and the
DFT calculations were performed by Tobias Frank.

4.1. Theoretical basics

First, the electronic structure of GNRs shall be reviewed. Special attention is paid to
the states emerging from the zigzag configuration of graphene edges. Furthermore,
STM imaging with a CO-terminated tip is briefly discussed. The difference in STM
contrast formation in comparison to imaging with a pure metal tip is explained.
Last, the Kondo effect is introduced and a short overview of recent experiments is
given.

4.1.1. Electronic states in GNRs

One of the most appealing properties of GNRs for possible applications is their
tunable band gap. Depending on the geometrical width, the edge shape, but also
the environment, large variations in the electrical properties of GNRs are possible.
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7-aGNRs, for instance, were shown to exhibit a band gap of 2.3 eV–2.7 eV when
investigated on a Au(111) surface by means of STS [28, 127]. Slight variations of
reported band gap values result partly from the varying definitions of the band gap.
While Ruffieux et al. [28] measured the gap as the distance between the onsets of
conduction and valence bands, Koch et al. [127] defined the gap as peak-to-peak
distance between resonances at the conduction and valence band edges, thus leading
to higher values.
Additionally, shorter GNRs have slightly higher band gap values due to additional
quantum confinement [128].
However, the experimental values are substantially smaller than the theoretically
predicted 3.8 eV for a free standing 7-aGNR obtained by first-principles calculations
[8]. The lower band gap seen in experiments can be ascribed to screening by the
metal surface [28]. The placement of a GNR onto a metal surface leads to a surface
polarization which acts back on the energy levels of the GNR and lowers the band
gap [129, 130].
Separating the GNRs from the metallic substrate by introducing an insulating spacer
layer leads to the decoupling of the electronic structures of GNRs and conductive
substrate. It was shown that the experimental band gap of 7-aGNRs increases
from 2.4 eV to 2.7 eV upon intercalation of a monolayer of Si atoms between the
Au(111) substrate and the 7-aGNRs [131]. In another experiment, 7-aGNRs were
manipulated onto NaCl monolayers on a Au(111) surface with the help of a STM
tip [132]. Here, the measured band gap of the decoupled 7-aGNRs was found to be
2.9 eV.
These experimental findings are in accordance to calculations addressing the role of
a substrate layer for the band gap formation [130].

The reported band gap values, both experimental and theoretical, classify 7-aGNRs
clearly as semiconductors, if not as insulators. One possibility to get a lower band
gap is to use GNRs with zigzag edge configuration. According to simple tight-
binding calculations, zGNRs are always metallic [13]. Taking into account electron-
electron interactions, however, leads to a band gap opening in zGNRs [11, 133]. An
additional peculiarity of zGNRs is that they are predicted to host magnetic moments
[12, 13].
The zigzag configuration of the carbon atoms along the zGNR edges gives rise to
flat bands located at the Fermi level in the band structure, as was shown by differ-
ent levels of theory [12, 134]. This behavior is not unique to carbon, but appears
generally in honeycomb structures, when the edge atoms see a different chemical
environment than their bulk counterparts [135]. For the zGNRs, the inner carbon
atoms bond to three other carbon atoms, whereas for the edge atoms, one bonding
partner is replaced by a hydrogen atom.
The flat bands lead to a high DOS at the Fermi level and the corresponding wave
functions are highly localized at the zGNR edges [12, 13, 134].
The high localization of the electrons at the edges longs for the inclusion of electron-
electron effects. Therefore, Coulomb interaction was integrated into the theoretical
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investigations of zGNRs [8, 11, 36]. As a result, the opening of a band gap was
reported and a special ordering of the spins was obtained: The electrons favor a
ferromagnetic (FM) ordering along the zigzag edge [11, 136] which can be rational-
ized in the framework of the Stoner criterion [137]. Since the flat bands lead to a
low kinetic energy of the electrons, the gain in magnetic energy by FM ordering can
overcome the cost to align the spins and therefore the FM ordering causes a lowering
of the total energy.
Considering the spin orientation of opposing zGNR edges, it turned out that an anti-
ferromagnetic (AF) ordering is energetically most favorable [138]. That means that
in the ground state all spins along one zigzag edge are aligned in the same direction,
but opposite to the spins at the other zigzag edge. This is because the atoms of
opposing zGNR edges belong to different sublattices. That leads to a constructive
interference effect of the magnetic tails of the polarized edge states in the zGNR
center which enhances the magnetic moments in the center for the AF configuration
(see Fig. 4.1 (a)). In the case of FM ordering across the edges, destructive interfer-

Edge AtomsEdge Atoms

FMAF(a) (b)

Figure 4.1.: Interedge coupling in zGNRs.
AF (a) and FM (b) coupling of edge states
across a narrow 3-zGNR. Red and blue arrows
represent sign and magnitude of magnetic mo-
ments along the zigzag edges and their tails
decaying towards the GNR center. After [136].

ence takes place in the zGNR center (see Fig. 4.1 (b)), yielding a lower energy gain
[136]. Therefore, the total energy of the AF configuration is lower than that of the
FM case, but only by a few meV per carbon edge atom [136, 138].
The AF spin alignment across the zGNR leads to a cancellation of the magnetic mo-
ments of opposing edges and renders the zGNR spin neutral. This is in accordance
to Lieb’s theorem for bipartite lattices which predicts magnetic moments only for
an imbalance of sublattice sites [139].

Interestingly, the staggered sublattice potentials from magnetic ordering open a gap
in the band structure for the AF ground state whereas the FM configuration is
metallic [11, 36, 133, 138].

To investigate the zigzag edge related states experimentally, STS is frequently used.
The real-space resolution of an STM allows to probe states at specific sample posi-
tions (i. e. the zigzag edge sites) and acquiring dI/dV spectra allows to determine
the corresponding local density of states (LDOS).
Therefore, the enhanced LDOS at the Fermi level as well as the splitting of the
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zero-energy peak can experimentally be measured by means of STS. The observed
spectroscopic features of zigzag edge related states, however, vary.
The presence of edge states was shown for zigzag edges at stepped HOPG surfaces
where they manifest as a peak in dI/dV spectra at a voltage of −30mV [140]. No
spin splitting was found in this case.
First observations of spin-split edge states were made at the zigzag cusps of chiral
GNRs on a Au(111) surface made out of unzipped CNTs [141]. Here, an energy
splitting of 25–50meV was reported for GNR widths ranging from 8–20 nm and an
inverse correlation between edge state splitting and GNR width was shown.
A larger splitting, namely up to 0.3 eV, was found for zGNRs that were cut by STM
lithography out of a CVD grown graphene sheet transferred onto a Au(111) surface
[142]. Furthermore, the authors observed a sudden transition from semiconducting
to metallic GNR behavior as the GNR width was increased above 7 nm which was
rationalized by a transition from antiferromagnetic to ferromagnetic spin coupling
across opposite zigzag edges.
Li et al. [143] also described an inverse relation between band gap and zGNR width,
using zGNRs that were etched out of graphene on SiC. They reported band gap val-
ues of up to 1.1 eV for 1.1 nm wide zGNRs and a constant gap of 0.12 eV for zGNRs
broader than 3 nm.
However, direct evidence for the magnetic moments the edge states are carrying is
still lacking.

Nakada et al. [12] predicted that as few as three zigzag cusps are enough to give
rise to edge states.
The chemical structure of the precursor molecules used to synthesize 7-aGNRs [47]
produces not only atomically perfect armchair edges along the ribbon, but also yields
three zigzag cusps at its short edges. Therefore, the 7-aGNR should host electronic
midgap states localized at the zigzag edges.

Indeed, the occurrence of an end state1 was reported for 7-aGNRs on Au(111) [127,
144]. dI/dV spectra taken at the corners of the 7-aGNR exhibit a peak at a voltage
of approximately 30mV which is absent when taking spectra along the armchair
edges or the 7-aGNR center. It is only present at the zigzag edge and decays within
a distance of roughly 1.5 nm from the zigzag termini [132]. Therefore, this peak is
ascribed to the 7-aGNR end state and often referred to as Tamm state [127, 145].
However, no splitting of the end state was observed. For magnetism induced by
adatoms on extended graphene it was shown that doping can cause a transition
from a magnetic state with peak splitting to a non-magnetic state with a single,
degenerate energy level [146]. Also for GNRs it was predicted that the coupling
between the edge localized magnetic moments can be controlled by doping the GNR
and that high doping levels can quench the magnetic moments [147, 148]. 7-aGNRs
on a Au(111) substrate were reported to be hole doped [144] leading to a shift of the

1Due to their existence at the short zigzag ends of the 7-aGNRs, the edge states will be referred
to as end states here.
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end state peak above the Fermi level2, arousing the assumption that the magnetic
ordering is quenched in this configuration. Ijäs et al. [151] found that even doping
by a single charge carrier is enough to quench the AF order.
On the other hand, the peak splitting for charged 7-aGNRs is very small (in the
order of meV) [144, 151], so it might also be that the splitting is present, but can
not be observed with the given experimental resolution.

When decoupling the 7-aGNRs from the metallic Au(111) substrate by manipulating
them onto NaCl monolayers, Wang et al. [132] reported a splitting of the end state
peak of 1.9 eV. This is presumably due to a reduction of the substrate work function
caused by the NaCl monolayer [152]. Thereby, the decoupled 7-aGNRs are not
hole doped anymore (or only slightly), but neutral instead, thus facilitating an AF
ordering and correspondingly the opening of a gap.
It should be stressed, however, that this splitting is of Coulombic nature. The
magnetic splitting between the AF, singlet-like ground state and the FM, triplet-
like configuration is much smaller and could be observed with an applied magnetic
field [153].

Su et al. [154] reported a splitting of the zigzag end state peak of a 7-aGNR on
Au(111) of roughly 50mV upon the fusion of a manganese phthalocyanine (MnPc)
molecule to the GNR end. The splitting could be switched off by adsorbing a H
atom on top of the MnPc. In that case, differential conductance spectra showed a
single end state peak located at −150mV instead. Apparently, the MnPc changes
the doping of the 7-aGNR zigzag edge from hole doped (end state peak at 30mV)
in the pristine case over nearly neutral (split end state peak) for fused MnPc to
electron doped (end state peak at −150mV) for H adsorption on the fused MnPc.

Apart from the peak in dI/dV spectra, the end state manifests itself also directly
in STM topography images. An example is given in Fig. 4.2. Panel (a) sketches
the atomic structure of a 7-aGNR with a length of roughly 4.3 nm. All C atoms
of the left zigzag terminus are saturated with a single H atom. The middle of the
right zigzag terminus, on the other hand, hosts two H atoms. In the STM image in
panel (b) one can see that the left zigzag terminus appears a little broader than the
middle part of the 7-aGNR and exhibits a finger-like structure when imaged with a
metal tip [127, 128, 144, 155].
It should be noted that the end state is not present for all 7-aGNR ends on Au(111).
A fraction of the 7-aGNRs is lacking the finger-like structure and the 7-aGNR termini
look rather rectangular instead, like the right end of the GNR shown in Fig. 4.2 (b).
This is accompanied by a lack of an end state related peak in dI/dV spectra. The
featureless 7-aGNR end appearance was—at least for some cases—shown to stem
from double hydrogenation of the middle carbon atom of the zigzag edge [128, 155].
Since an additional hydrogen atom at the zigzag edge lowers the total energy of
the 7-aGNR, and free hydrogen atoms are present on the surface due to the ribbon
growth process, some 7-aGNR termini naturally host an additional hydrogen atom.

2This can be explained by the higher work function of Au with respect to graphene [49, 149, 150].
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Figure 4.2.: 7-aGNR. (a) Atomic structure
of a 7-aGNR with an additional H atom at
the middle of the right zigzag edge. (b) STM
topography image of such a GNR. At the left
zigzag terminus, a finger-like structure related
to the end state can be seen which is absent at
the right terminus. Image adapted from [128].

This extra hydrogen atom, however, unbalances the zigzag configuration at the edge
and suppresses the formation of a related end state. By applying a voltage pulse
with the STM tip, the additional hydrogen atom can be removed and the end state
can be restored [155].

The effect of different GNR zigzag end terminations can be rationalized by looking
at the electronic structure of GNRs given by Clar’s theory [156, 157]. According
to the Clar rule, the Clar structure of a hydrocarbon with the highest number of
aromatic sextets is most stable and most representative of its π-electron structure.
In Fig. 4.3 (a) the Clar structure of a CH2-terminated 7-aGNR can be seen. This
structure is unique and accommodates two aromatic sextets per unit cell.
For CH-terminated 7-aGNRs, on the other hand, there exist more possibilities to
draw a Clar structure. Two of these possibilities are given in Fig. 4.3 (b)3. Structure

Figure 4.3.: Electronic structure of 7-aGNRs. (a) Clar structure for CH2 ter-
mination. (b) Clar structures for CH termination. (c) Tight-binding orbitals of a
CH2-terminated 7-aGNR consisting out of 6 anthracene rings. The size of the circles
is proportional to the electron density and the color indicates the sign of the wave
function. (d) Same as in (c), but for CH-termination. Image from [128].
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1 shows the case of normal bonding for single H termination. Only one aromatic
sextet per unit cell exists. This makes this structure less stable than the CH2-
terminated case.
In the singly hydrogen terminated case, a higher number of aromatic rings—namely
two per unit cell—and therefore higher stability, can be reached by breaking a π-
bond at the middle of the zigzag edge and a rearrangement of double bonds. This
scenario can be seen in structure 2. In this way, a radical is created and the 7-aGNR
hosts an unpaired electron at each zigzag end (illustrated as a dot close to the C
atom in the Clar formula).
Thus, the atomic configuration at the GNR end is a competition between the energy
gain by aromatic stabilization—favoring structure 2—and the cost of breaking a π-
bond—favoring structure 1. This competition is dependent on the ribbon length
and structure 2 is dominant for 7-aGNRs longer than 3 anthracene units [128].

Talirz et al. [128] performed tight-binding calculations for GNRs with both, doubly
and singly hydrogenated zigzag ends. The frontier orbitals are shown in Figs. 4.3
(c) and (d). For the CH2-termination in (c), the central carbon atom at the zigzag
edge is bound to two hydrogen atoms and therefore does not contribute an electron
to the π-system. Accordingly, the middle carbon atom is simply removed within
the tight-binding approximation—corresponding to a cove defect at the zigzag edge.
The electron density is mostly distributed over the central part of the GNR.
For the CH-termination, on the other hand, each GNR end accommodates an un-
paired electron, giving rise to a HOMO (highest occupied molecular orbital) and
LUMO (lowest unoccupied molecular orbital) that are localized near the zigzag
termini and decay exponentially towards the GNR center—and correspond to the
previously discussed end state of zigzag edges.

Due to the fact that 7-aGNRs are well studied, easy to synthesize and offer atomi-
cally precise edges with short zigzag cusps at their termini, they pose a viable test
ground to further investigate the zigzag edge related end states in graphene struc-
tures. Especially the circumstance that the end states are energetically separated
from the bulk states of the 7-aGNRs seems beneficial [132].

4.1.2. STM imaging with a CO-terminated tip

To achieve atomic resolution in AFM experiments, often a CO molecule is attached
at the apex of the tip [158]. In general, tip termination strongly influences the
mechanism of image contrast formation in STM experiments. Fig. 4.4 (a) displays
experimentally recorded (top row) and DFT simulated (bottom row) dI/dV maps
of a 7-aGNR terminus. Panel (I) shows an image recorded with a pure metal tip.
Five fingers can be seen at the GNR end. The DFT simulations for a metal tip
in panel (II) confirm this structure. In panel (III), a GNR terminus imaged with a

3For more possible configurations see, e. g., [155].
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Figure 4.4.: Imaging with p-wave STM tip. (a) Experimental dI/dV maps of a
7-aGNR terminus imaged with a pure metal tip (I) and a CO-terminated tip (III).
For comparison, DFT simulations of the same configurations are shown in (II) and
(IV). Images from [151]. (b) Schematics for tunneling between the orbitals of a
CO-terminated tip and the HOMO of a pentacene molecule. More details are given
in the text. Images from [159].

CO-terminated tip is displayed. Here, instead of five fingers three V-shaped features
pointing away from the 7-aGNR can be observed. This observation can also be made
in the DFT simulated image of panel (IV).

The reason for the different contrast is the different orbital character of the CO-
terminated tip compared to the pure metal tip. Whereas the metal tip has mainly
s-wave character, for the CO-terminated tip mostly px and py orbital of the CO
molecule contribute to the imaging contrast.
Fig. 4.4 (b) shows a schematic for the contrast formation for imaging the HOMO of
a pentacene molecule with a CO-functionalized tip. In the bottom row, top views of
the pentacene HOMO are shown. Black and white color correspond to different signs
of the wave funtion. The dotted line indicates the cross section of the sample that
is illustrated in the top row. There, a side view of an STM tip with a CO molecule
attached is depicted over some horizontally aligned carbon atoms of the pentacene
molecule. The orbitals for CO and pentacene are depicted by large spheres and the
colors correspond to the sign of these orbitals.
For panel (I), the CO tip is positioned above the center of a pentacene orbital lobe.
Due to symmetry reasons, the contribution of positive and negative CO orbitals to
the tunneling current cancel out each other and the matrix overlap integral |M | is
zero, meaning no current flow.
In the case of panel (II), the tip is located between two lobes of the pentacene HOMO.
In this situation, the symmetry between CO orbitals and pentacene orbitals matches
and current can flow.
Panel (III) depicts the case in which the tip is placed above the crossing of two nodal
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planes. Opposing orbital lobes do not exhibit a phase change. Therefore, positive
and negative contributions of the CO tip cancel out and no current flows.
If the HOMO of pentacene was imaged with a pure metal tip, bright features—
meaning current flow—at the positions of the lobes shown in the bottom row of
Fig. 4.4 (irrespective of their sign) would be measured, separated by dark areas
of no current flow. In contrast, an image obtained for a CO-terminated tip would
exhibit bright features at the nodal planes between two lobes of the HOMO. Further
details can be found in [159].
To sum up, since the p-orbitals have a nodal plane at the maximum position of the
s-orbital, the contrast formation in imaging is—roughly speaking—inverted [159].

4.1.3. Kondo effect

Next, another zero-bias resonance will be discussed, namely the Kondo effect. The
Kondo effect arises when magnetic impurities are added to a metal and is a long-
studied phenomenon. The structure of this section is mostly following the review of
Ternes [160].

When a normal metal is cooled down, its resistance decreases due to freezing of lat-
tice vibrations at lower temperatures. Impurities and structural defects in the metal
lead to a saturation of the resistance at a certain value. In the 1930s, experiments on
metals containing magnetic impurities revealed that the resistance increases again
below a certain threshold [161]—as illustrated in Fig. 4.5 (a). This effect was ex-
plained in 1964 by Jun Kondo [162] by an increased effective scattering cross section
for conduction electrons due to the magnetic impurities.
The process leading to the increase in resistance is sketched in Figs. 4.5 (b) and (c)
and takes place only below a certain temperature, the so-called Kondo temperature
TK . Above TK , the conduction electrons of the metal of different spins (represented
by small arrows) move around and scatter at the magnetic impurity (blue sphere,
spin indicated by large arrow). Below TK , the conduction electrons of the metal form
the so-called Kondo screening cloud around the magnetic impurity which screens the
magnetic moment of the impurity and increases the scattering cross section.
Renewed interest [163] in the Kondo effect arose in the late 1990s after the first
experimental demonstration of the single-impurity Kondo effect in quantum dots
[164] and by means of STS [165, 166].

Although the Kondo effect is a complex phenomenon, it can be described in a
simplified manner with the Anderson single-impurity model [168]. In this model, the
full electronic structure is simplified by assuming only a single orbital state, which
can be empty or filled with one or two electrons. Fig. 4.5 (d) sketches this situation
for a magnetic atom on a metal surface. The states in the metal are filled up to the
Fermi level EF . The singly occupied state of the magnetic impurity is located at an
energy εi below the Fermi level and separated by the Coulomb repulsion energy U
from the state occupied with two electrons. Hybridization between electronic states
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1. Kondo scattering on a single magnetic impurity [5]. (a) At suff ciently low temperatures an electron �k ↓ of the host meta
d at the impurity into the new state �k ↑ by spin exchange with the spin moment of the magnetic atom. While in (a) the dyn
-f ip process is shown, the snapshot in (b) sketches the effect of this permanent f ipping. The magnetic moment of the impuri
d over the characteristic Kondo screening length ξK.
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Figure 4.5.: Kondo effect. (a) Resistance behavior of a normal metal (blue) and a
metal with magnetic impurities (red) upon sample cooling. TK denotes the Kondo
temperature. (b) Magnetic impurity surrounded by conduction electrons above TK .
(c) Formation of screening cloud below TK . (d) Anderson single-impurity model:
Magnetic adatom sitting on a metal surface. (e) The spin of the singly occupied
impurity state can be flipped via a virtual state in which the adatom is either empty
(path 1) or doubly occupied (path 2). This process gives rise to a sharp resonance
at the Fermi level, the so-called Kondo resonance. (f) Electrons from an STM tip
can tunnel directly into empty sample states (1), into the Kondo resonance (2) or
via a spin-flip through the magnetic impurity (3). Images adapted from (a) [163],
(b) and (c) [167] and (d)–(f) [160].

in the host metal and the impurity lead to the peak broadening ∆.
Fig. 4.5 (e) depicts the situation where the magnetic impurity state is singly occupied
with its electron having a certain spin direction (left panel). Classically, one has
to pay an energy to bring in a second electron or remove an electron from the
state. The cost is at least |εi| to get the electron from the impurity into an empty
metal state and |U − εi| to bring in another electron from an occupied state in the
metal into the impurity state. But quantum mechanically, due to the Heisenberg
uncertainty principle, an electron can tunnel out of the impurity for a very short time
t ≈ h/|εi|, forming a virtual state (middle panel, path 1). During this timescale (in
the order of fs), an electron from the metal can tunnel back into the empty impurity
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state4. During this process, the spin of the electron on the impurity can be flipped
(right panel). The coherent superposition of many such events gives rise to a sharp
resonance right at the Fermi level, called Kondo resonance. Since the interaction
between many particles has to be considered in this process, the Kondo resonance
is a many-body phenomenon. The conduction electrons from the metal and the
electron from the impurity form a many-body singlet.

The width of the Kondo resonance is temperature dependent. At a system temper-
ature of T = 0K, the Kondo temperature can be extracted from the energy width
of the Kondo resonance by [160]

TK = FWHM
2kB

(4.1)

where FWHM is the (temperature dependent) full width at half maximum of the
resonance and kB the Boltzmann constant.
This result can be expanded in the framework of the Fermi liquid theory to higher
temperatures (as long as T � TK) [160, 169, 170]:

FWHM =
√

(αkBT )2 + (2kBTK)2 (4.2)

with α being a parameter. Theory predicts α = 2π, while experimentally values for
α around 5 were obtained [170–172].
It is worth noting that different forms of Eq. 4.2 can be found in literature which is
due to different definitions of TK [173].

STS appears to be a suitable tool to investigate the Kondo effect, since occupied
and unoccupied states close to EF can be sensitively probed and due to its high
spatial resolution. In STS, the Kondo resonance can appear as a peak, a dip or can
have an intermediate asymmetric form [160, 174]. The line shape depends on the
tunneling path the electrons take from the STM tip to the substrate.
Three different paths are sketched in Fig. 4.5 (f). The electrons can tunnel directly
from the tip into empty bulk states (path 1). They can also tunnel into the Kondo
resonance close to EF (path 2). Or they tunnel via the state of the magnetic atom,
which might include a spin flip (path 3).
Since tunneling is a coherent quantum mechanical effect, there will be interference
between tunneling paths 1 and 2. Path 3 is not contributing to the interference
because the electron ends up in a different spin state.
The interference of the tunneling channels leads to a Fano line shape [175] of the
differential conductance spectrum which can be described by

dI/dV = A+B · (q + ε)2

1 + ε2 (4.3)

4Analogously, a second electron can tunnel into the impurity for t ≈ h/|U − εi| and one of the
two electrons on the impurity can tunnel back to the metal within this time (path 2).
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with the normalized energy
ε = 2(eV − EK)

FWHM . (4.4)

A and B are fitting parameters for the background and the peak amplitudes, respec-
tively, e is the elementary charge, V the applied tunneling voltage, EK the position
of the obtained peak with respect to the Fermi energy and q the form factor. For
q = 0, the line shape is a Lorentzian dip and for q → ∞ it is a Lorentzian peak.
Intermediate q values yield an asymmetric curve form.
A dip in the resonance (i. e. a q close to 0) means mainly direct tunneling into the
metal. A peak shape (i. e. large q values), on the other hand, signifies mostly indi-
rect tunneling via the Kondo resonance. The spectral shape of the measured dI/dV
spectrum is dependent on the relative ratio of the different tunneling channels [160].

A quantitative analysis of the Kondo resonance, however, is difficult. The STS signal
rarely fits perfectly to a Fano shape over a larger voltage range. The reasons for the
challenging analysis are, on the one hand, the intrinsic properties of the Kondo sys-
tem, since it is strongly affected by temperature and magnetic field. Furthermore,
the interference between the different tunneling channels is not trivial to disentan-
gle. Fits to experimental data with Eq. 4.3 usually result in different parameter
sets depending on the assumed background signal and the data window taken into
account. On the other hand, also instrumental broadening plays an important role.
Finite sample and tip temperatures as well as the lock-in technique used to acquire
the dI/dV spectra lead to a broadening that affects the width of the Kondo reso-
nance.
One can also use a Frota function to fit the experimental differential conductance
curves [176]. Whereas Frota functions yield better results for larger voltage fitting
windows, Fano functions were shown to be superior at higher lock-in modulation
voltages [173]. For this reason, we adhered to fit the experimental data with a Fano
function (Eq. 4.3) over a small voltage range. Furthermore, the evaluation of the
Kondo resonance with a Fano function is widespread in the community which makes
it easier to compare the results to other groups.

Another factor that influences TK is the number of neighboring metal atoms the
magnetic impurity has. A higher number means an increase in hybridization and
therefore an increase in TK . This is why the Kondo temperature in a specific metal
with magnetic impurities in the bulk is higher than in the scenario where the im-
purities are adsorbed on the metal surface instead [165]. Also the type of surface
reconstruction matters because it leads to a different number of neighboring atoms
[177].
Furthermore, the distance of the magnetic impurity to the metal substrate plays
an important role for the occurrence of the Kondo effect. This was shown for Co
atoms on graphene on Ru(0001) [178]. Graphene on Ru(0001) forms a moiré pat-
tern leading to a corrugation of the graphene layer and therefore different distances
from the graphene layer to the Ru substrate. Only for Co adsorption at specific
positions of this moiré lattice a Kondo resonance could be observed. The authors
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of this study attribute the different strengths of the coupling between the Co atom
and the substrate due to the graphene corrugation to be the reason that the Kondo
effect can or cannot be observed for different Co adsorption positions.
The local electronic structure is decisive for the existence of the Kondo effect and
TK . It was shown that also ligands in metal-organic complexes change the amount
of hybridization between an embedded magnetic impurity and the metal substrate.
Zhao et al. [179] investigated Co atoms inserted in phthalocyanine molecules on
a Au(111) surface. The coupling between the embedded magnetic atom and the
metallic substrate was still strong enough for the Kondo effect to be present. The
orbitals of the phthalocyanine host molecule, however, inhibited direct tunneling
from the STM tip to the substrate. Hence, instead of the dip feature typical for Co
on Au(111) [165], a peak in STS was observed, accompanied with a larger q value
and also an increase of TK from 70K for a single Co atom to 208K for an embedded
Co atom.

To distinguish the Kondo effect from other anomalies around the Fermi level, the
Kondo nature of a zero-bias resonance is usually verified by conducting a temper-
ature dependent experiment and measuring the resonance broadening, and by per-
forming measurements in a magnetic field and observing a splitting of the resonance.
Additionally, the determination of TK via the resonance broadening is inaccurate,
which is why cross-checking with temperature and magnetic field dependent mea-
surements is desirable [180].

There are plenty of recent STM experiments addressing the Kondo effect in a metal-
organic surrounding. Some of them shall be briefly summarized now.
Iancu et al. [181] reported the emergence of a Kondo effect upon intercalation of
Co underneath an organic network of trimesic acid5 on a Au(111) surface. The Co
atom trapped between metallic surface and organic molecules led to a hybridization
between Co orbitals and organic ligands resulting in a delocalized Kondo state.
In the work of Pacchioni et al. [182] Fe atoms were sandwiched between a Cu(111)
surface and polyphenyl dicarbonitrile molecules6. The Fe atom was intercalated
underneath the middle benzene ring of the polyphenyl chain. The outcome was a
spatially strongly anisotropic Kondo effect with a Kondo dip at one side of the Fe
intercalated benzene ring and a Kondo peak at its other side. This was rationalized
by the existence of two screening channels originating from different Fe d-orbitals.
This, again, shows the high sensitivity needed to thoroughly detect and interpret
Kondo resonances.
With the help of an STM tip, Zhou and coworkers [183] manipulated picene7 mole-
cules across a Au(111) surface with single Co atoms adsorbed on. Upon the ma-
nipulation process, Co got buried underneath the molecule. dI/dV spectra at the
position of the buried Co produced a peak in the spectrum that was attributed to

5Trimesic acid is basically a benzene ring with three carboxyl (COOH) groups attached to it.
6A chain of three lined up benzene rings connected with a single bond and terminated with a CN
group at each end.

7five carbon rings lined up in an armchair-like manner
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the Kondo effect. Up to three Co atoms were incorporated in one picene molecule
which resulted in a broadening of the Kondo resonance—presumably by spin cou-
pling between the closely spaced magnetic Co atoms.
Also experiments including GNRs were performed. Li et al. [184] measured a Kondo
resonance at a porphyrine-based magnetic molecule not only directly on a Au(111)
surface, but also when the molecule was adsorbed on top of 7-aGNRs grown on
Au(111). Apparently the GNRs were mediating the spin coupling between mag-
netic molecule and surface. The measured signal intensities, however, were very
small.
The Kondo temperature of the experiments presented so far varied between 50K and
150K. These relatively high values are due to the fact that the magnetic impurities
are surrounded by organic molecules fostering the hybridization between magnetic
atom and its environment.
A Kondo effect was also shown to exist at the junction of two fused chiral GNRs
grown on a Au(111) surface without the presence of a magnetic impurity [185]. TK
was determined to be 6K in this case. The origin of the magnetization of the car-
bon atoms, giving rise to the Kondo resonance, stems from two states inside the
band gap of the GNR that arise due to the atomic configuration of the junction. A
prerequisite for this effect to work is that these two states lie very close to EF , one
above and the other one below it.
This requirement is not fulfilled for the end states of 7-aGNRs on a Au(111) surface
because the 7-aGNRs are hole doped by the substrate [144].

4.2. Sample preparation

The 7-aGNRs used in this work were grown in the preparation chamber of the
STM apparatus (see appendix B for the setup), following the recipe introduced
by Cai et al. [47]. The schematic for the growth process is shown in Fig. 4.6.
A Au(111) single crystal was used as catalytic substrate and cleaned by repeated
Ne+ sputtering and annealing cycles. Subsequently, 10,10´-dibromo-9,9´-bianthryl
(DBBA) monomers (see Fig. 4.6 (a) for the chemical structure) were used as pre-
cursor molecules and thermally sublimed onto the freshly prepared Au(111) surface
kept at 70 ◦C. Fig. 4.6 (b) shows the stick and ball model of a DBBA monomer upon
adsorption on a Au(111) surface. Gray depicts carbon, white hydrogen and red
bromine. The underlying Au surface atoms are represented by large white spheres.
The adsorption geometry of the DBBA molecule is non-planar. The two anthracene
units are tilted with respect to each other. This tilt is due to steric hindrance in-
duced by the H atoms that are attached to the unsaturated C atoms.
Upon heating the sample to 200◦C, the catalytic effect of the Au(111) surface leads to
the cleavage of the Br atoms from the rest of the precursor [186, 187] (see Fig. 4.6 (c)).
This is referred to as dehalogenation and leaves a biradical intermediate on the sur-
face. The unsaturated bonds are marked with yellow dots in panel (c) and render
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Figure 4.6.: Growth of 7-aGNRs. The ribbons are grown from DBBA precursor
molecules on a Au(111) surface. Details are given in the text. Graphic adapted from
[47].

the bianthryl rest highly reactive. The Br atoms either aggregate on the surface
(at step edges) or are incorporated in the anthryl molecules and desorb at higher
temperatures [14, 188].
Additionally, the elevated temperature makes the precursor molecules more mobile
on the surface. Therefore, the radicals diffuse over the surface until they meet an-
other radical with which they couple forming a C–C bond. Through this so-called
C–C coupling8, the single precursor molecules are linked to long linear polymer
chains (see Fig. 4.6 (d)). The sites where two distinct precursors are joined are
highlighted with yellow dots in the graph. The individual anthracene units are still
tilted with respect to each other. This tilt is crucial for the formation of the linear
chains. In a planar geometry, the anthracene units could not come close enough to
each other to form a bond because of the steric repulsion of the H atoms. Only the
tilt allows for a sufficient convergence of two precursor units [15].

8Also referred to as Ullmann coupling [189] due to the similar reaction scheme to an Ullmann
reaction.
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Finally, the temperature is raised to 400◦C, initializing the cyclodehydrogenation
process. Hereby, the H atoms in between the anthracene units are cleaved off, lead-
ing to a C−C bond formation between the anthracene units and rendering the GNR
flat (see Fig. 4.6 (e), yellow dots) [190]. The length of the 7-aGNRs is determined
during the first heating step (C−C coupling) and limited by the following factors.
First, the purity of the precursor molecules has a decisive influence on the GNR
length. Defective precursor units terminate the chain formation process and there-
fore lead to shorter GNRs. But also the heating temperature plays a role. Too high
temperatures lead to a premature dehydrogenation of some of the DBBA precursor
molecules producing atomic hydrogen on the surface which in turn can passivate the
polymerized chains and therefore terminate the growth process [155]. Last, longer
heating times increase the probability for the formation of longer polymer chains
and therefore longer GNRs. The 7-aGNRs presented here reached lengths of up to
40 nm.

After the growth of the 7-aGNRs, the sample is put in the STM chamber and cooled
down to 9K. Subsequently, single Co atoms are deposited onto the cold sample
surface using an electron beam evaporator. Fig. 4.7 shows an overview image of
a prepared sample. The 7-aGNRs appear as light gray strips of different lengths.

10 nm

Figure 4.7.: Overview image. 7-aGNRs (light gray strips) and Co atoms (little
round spots, see white arrow) adsorbed on a Au(111) surface. Some GNRs are
fused (red arrow) and some Co atoms adsorbed on top of the GNRs (blue arrow).
The black arrow marks a non-cyclodehydrogenated GNR. Parts of the herringbone
reconstruction are marked by dashed black lines. Vbias = 100mV, Itunnel = 11pA.

Most of the GNRs are separate from each other, but some of them are also fused
(see red arrow).
The herringbone reconstruction of the Au(111) surface can be seen in the background
(dashed black line) indicating the cleanliness of the surface.
Most of the Co atoms land on the Au surface and appear as round spots (see
white arrow). Sometimes, the Co atoms adsorb also on top of a 7-aGNR (see blue
arrow). In this case they appear brighter and larger. Some of the 7-aGNRs are not
completely flat because the cyclodehydrogenation did not (fully) take place [190].
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As a result, some carbon rings still point upwards and appear as bright, round spots.
One example for such a situation is marked with a black arrow. Upwards-pointing
rings can be distinguished from the on-top-adsorbed Co atoms by measuring their
apparent width and height.

To characterize the 7-aGNRs with CO-functionalized tips, the sample preparation
process was slightly modified. After the synthesis of the 7-aGNRs, the sample
was first kept in the preparation chamber and cooled down to room temperature.
Subsequently, a small amount of NaCl was deposited using a thermal evaporation
source which leads to the formation of NaCl islands on the sample. Then, the sample
was put into the STM chamber and cooled down to 9K. After the deposition of Co
atoms, CO gas was introduced into the STM chamber via the load-lock upon which
single CO molecules adsorbed on the sample surface. The CO molecules could be
picked up from the NaCl islands by the STM tip.

4.3. First sample characterization

The GNRs were investigated by imaging as well as by spectroscopic means, i. e. by
taking dI/dV spectra. All bias voltages Vbias are given as sample bias with respect
to the tip. Due to instrumental uncertainties, Vbias is always to be understood
with an error of ±1mV. All AFM images shown in this chapter are taken with a
CO-functionalized tip in non-contact (frequency modulated) AFM mode. For STM
topography images—unless stated differently—a pure metal tip was used. Differen-
tial conductance spectra were also recorded with a pure metal tip using the lock-in
technique and a modulation frequency of 170Hz with amplitudes of 2–7mV. The
measurement temperature was 9K.

4.3.1. End states of 7-aGNRs

To start with, the ends of 7-aGNRs are investigated. Since they are well character-
ized in literature [28, 47, 127, 131, 132, 144, 151, 155] they serve as a good tool to
test our setup.
Fig. 4.8 (a) shows a high-resolution STM image of a 7-aGNR end. A finger-like
structure is visible at the GNR terminus. There are three lobes along the short
zigzag edge of the GNR and two additional, slightly brighter lobes at its corners.
This structure stems from the well-known end state and is attributed to the zigzag
configuration of the GNR edge [127, 155].
The dI/dV measurements presented in Fig. 4.8 (b) give information about the elec-
tronic structure of the GNR. The spectra are offset for clarity. The blue line shows
the dI/dV spectrum taken at the GNR center (blue circle in the STM image). The
voltage range presented here lies within the band gap of the 7-aGNR [28]. There-
fore, the spectrum resembles the reference spectrum on the pristine Au(111) surface
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Figure 4.8.: GNR end state. (a) High-resolution STM image of a 7-aGNR end
showing a finger like structure at the GNR terminus. Colored circles indicate place
of the dI/dV spectra. Vbias = 2mV, Itunnel = 48pA. (b) dI/dV spectra taken at
the GNR corner (black), in the center of the GNR (blue) and on the bare Au(111)
surface (red). Note the different baselines for each spectrum.

(red curve, spectrum taken outside of STM image frame) because the GNR states
hybridize with the Au states. When taking a spectrum at the corner of the GNR,
however, a peak centered at (22± 4)mV with a full width at half maximum (FWHM)
of (42 ± 19)mV emerges, corresponding to an enhanced LDOS at this location. Its
energy position is close to the literature value of the end state (or Tamm state) of
30mV [127, 144, 151, 191]. The intensity is most pronounced at the GNR corners
and fades out within a range of roughly 1 nm from the zigzag edge.

The uncertainty margins were determined in the following way. The dI/dV spectra
were recorded for decreasing as well as increasing voltages. The voltage value Vm—
at which the peak maximum occurred in the sweep with increasing voltage—was
taken as peak maximum position. The difference of this peak position to the peak
position obtained by sweeping with decreasing voltage was used as uncertainty. Such
a difference can emerge, for example, from creep of the piezo element controlling the
position of the STM tip during the spectrum. If the peak was rather blunt or
plateau-like, the width of the plateau was added to the uncertainty margin. Of
course, the uncertainty in Vbias of ±1mV was also included.
For the determination of the FWHM, the voltage position Vl at the middle of the
left flank of the peak was subtracted from Vm and then multiplied by 2: FWHM =
(Vm − Vl) · 2. The uncertainty margin for the FWHM was obtained by identifying
the voltage position Vr for the middle of the right flank of the peak. Then, the
uncertainty was determined as (Vr − Vl)− 2 · (Vm − Vl). This procedure was chosen
since many spectra were slightly asymmetric with a broader right flank. Another
2mV were added to this uncertainty due to uncertainties in determination of the
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4.3. First sample characterization

middle positions of both peak flanks.
The same holds true for the description of all further peak maxima and FWHM
values throughout this chapter.

To get further insight into the structure of GNR ends, constant-height AFM images
with a CO-terminated tip were taken. One of these can be seen in Fig. 4.9 (a). The
chemical structure of the GNR becomes visible showing defect free armchair edges
(top and bottom) as well as a zigzag edge (left). The zigzag edge is slightly bent
towards the Au surface and therefore appearing darker than the other edges in the
image. This is presumably because of its higher reactivity.
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Figure 4.9.: Structure of pristine GNR end. (a) Constant-height AFM image of
a pristine GNR end. (b) Simultaneously recorded current map by applying a small
bias voltage during the constant height scan. Red crosses mark the centers of the
carbon hexagon rings.

During the constant height scan, a small bias voltage of roughly 1mV was applied
to the sample, allowing electrons to tunnel between electronic states in the GNR
close to EF and tip states. The corresponding current flow was recorded, yielding
the current map shown in Fig. 4.9 (b).
One has to note that the current map was recorded with a CO-terminated tip.
As already mentioned, this changes the orbital symmetry of the tip from s-wave
for metal tips to p-wave character and correspondingly also changes the imaging
contrast [159]. Therefore, the electronic structure of the current map looks different
from the constant current image obtained by standard STM imaging. Instead of
the finger-like structure in the standard STM image, three V-shaped bright features
appear at the GNR terminus in the current map.
Nonetheless, one can draw direct conclusions about the distribution of LDOS in
the GNR. Since the end state is the only state with pronounced LDOS around the
Fermi level, one can immediately deduce its spatial distribution from the current
map. The current flow (and correspondingly the LDOS) is highest in the area of
the GNR zigzag end and therefore illustrating that the end state is localized at and
distributed along the whole zigzag edge. Due to hybridization with the Au substrate,
there is also finite LDOS along the rest of the GNR, but the intensity is much lower.
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4.3.2. Variation in the appearance of GNR end states

The appearance of the end state in dI/dV spectra can vary and one has to carefully
interpret the observed peak shapes. The broadening of the end states will be dis-
cussed in more detail in a later section (see 4.6). For the time being, it is enough
to mention that a common feature of all end states is the emergence of a maximum
in the voltage range around 20–30mV. Differences between the spectra taken at
different GNR ends can be explained as follows.
First of all, the shape of the end state depends on the STM tip, since the dI/dV
spectrum reflects the LDOS of the sample convoluted with the DOS of the tip.
Therefore, the tip has been carefully prepared before recording dI/dV spectra. Ad-
ditionally, all tips have been characterized by probing well-known states, like the Au
surface state, to ensure that no tip artifacts corrupt the measurements.
Furthermore, even when using the same tip, spectra on different GNR ends (even
different sides of the same GNR) can yield differently shaped end state peaks. An
example is given in Fig. 4.10, where two subsequent spectra on two adjacent GNR
ends are shown, using the same tip and the same parameters for taking the spec-
tra. For GNR 1 (right GNR, black line) the intensity of the spectrum is higher
than for the second GNR and the line shape is clearly a peak. Its maximum lies
at (15± 3)mV and its FWHM measures (23± 6)mV. GNR 2 (left GNR, red line),
on the other hand, exhibits lower signal intensity, almost obscuring the peak shape,
and appears to be more asymmetric. Here, the peak is maximal at (24 ± 3)mV.
The FWHM is difficult to determine due to the asymmetry, but can be roughly
estimated as (50± 46)mV.
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Figure 4.10.: Different appear-
ances of end states. Two dI/dV
spectra of adjacent GNRs (shown in
the inset, Vbias = 100mV, Itunnel =
11pA) recorded with the same tip and
same spectroscopic parameters. The
appearance of the end state can vary
from GNR to GNR.

A possible explanation for the different shapes could be the interaction of the GNR
with the underlying gold substrate. The Au(111) surface atoms rearrange into the
herringbone reconstruction. Here, the surface is divided into regions where the top-
layer Au atoms are ordered in face-centered-cubic (fcc-type) stacking and hexagonal-
close-packed (hcp-type) stacking. The boundaries of these regions are connected
by areas in which the surface Au atoms take bridge positions with respect to the
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4.3. First sample characterization

underlying layer. These are called wall sites. This leads to a corrugation of the
surface with vertical displacements in the bridge regions of approximately 0.2Å.
The GNR ends can rest on differently reconstructed surface areas which might lead
to slightly different adsorption heights of the GNR ends with respect to the Au
surface. This, in turn, could lead to subtle changes in the hybridization between
GNR and Au surface, thereby explaining the different end state peak shapes.

4.3.3. dI/dV spectra on Co atoms on Au(111)

As discussed in the theory section, the interaction of a magnetic impurity with the
spins of the surrounding conduction electrons gives rise to a sharp Kondo resonance
in the DOS at the Fermi level [162]. For the case of Co on Au(111), a well-known
Kondo system, the resonance appears as a dip at the Fermi level in the dI/dV
spectra with a Kondo temperature of 70K [174].

Fig. 4.11 (a) shows an STM image of a Au(111) surface with a 7-aGNR and different
adatoms adsorbed on the Au(111) surface. The adatoms are either Co atoms, evap-
orated with an e-beam evaporator, or Au atoms, brought to the surface by gently
crashing the STM tip onto the surface. In STM images, these two kinds of adatoms
appear indistinguishable. Therefore, one has to carefully keep track of which atoms
were deposited from the tip.
Before the experiment started, the STM tip—actually consisting of a PtIr wire—was
poked repeatedly into the Au surface and is therefore well covered with Au layers
at its apex. By choosing the right poking parameters, small Au clusters as well as
single Au atoms can be dropped from the tip onto the surface. To monitor which
atoms were deposited from the tip, overview STM images were taken before and
after the tip pokes and compared to each other. Co atoms that were already present
beforehand resided at the same position also after the tip poke. The additionally
appearing atoms in the overview image after the poke could thus be identified as
Au atoms stemming from the tip.

When taking dI/dV spectra, the elements exhibit distinctly different behavior (see
Fig. 4.11 (b)). The black line describes the spectrum taken on a Co atom (black
circle in the STM image). It shows a clear dip at (3 ± 4)mV, i. e. the Fermi level,
and a full width at half minimum of (18 ± 3)mV which can be ascribed to the
Kondo effect and is absent for the Au atom (red line and circle).
By inserting the FWHM measured here into Eq. 4.2, a Kondo temperature of TK

= (100 ± 18)K is obtained. Additionally, TK is determined by fitting the dip in the
experimental dI/dV curve with Eq. 4.3 with a non-linear least squares fit (the cor-
responding fit curve can be seen in A.1 in the Appendix). Using an α parameter of
2π [170] yields TK = (106 ± 10)K. The results obtained by the manually extracted
FWHM and the fitting procedure differ because of the slight resonance asymmetry.
Both values deviate from the literature value of 70K for Co on Au(111) reported
by Madhavan et al. [165]. The reason is probably thermal broadening that was not
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Figure 4.11.: dI/dV on Co and Au atoms on a Au(111) surface. (a) Fourier
filtered STM image of a GNR and different adatoms on Au(111). Co and Au adatoms
look indistinguishable with the STM. Vbias = 100mV, Itunnel = 48pA. (b) Smoothed
dI/dV spectra taken on a Co (black circle) and a Au (red circle) adatom. Co exhibits
a Kondo dip at 0V.

sufficiently considered in our case. This is especially relevant since the measurement
temperature in our system is 9K, and therefore slightly higher than the 4K used
by Madhavan and coworkers. Following Gruber et al. [173], a temperature broad-
ening of 3.5kbT is assumed which yields a broadening of 3meV at T = 9K. Adding
this widening to the uncertainty margins produces a FWHM of (18 ± 6)mV and
consequently a TK of (100 ± 37)K, which includes the literature value.

Therefore, the broadening was included in all further uncertainty specifications.
The minimum uncertainty for the FWHM is thus ±5mV (±3mV from thermal
broadening and ±2mV from the determination of the left and right peak flank, as
described before).

The different spectroscopic behavior of Co and Au can be explained by the electron
configurations of these elements. While Co has the [Ar]3d74s2 configuration, mean-
ing its 3d shell is not fully occupied and hosting unpaired electron spins, Au has
the [Xe]4f145d106s1 configuration and a fully filled 5d shell. Therefore, a Co adatom
has a magnetic moment which is screened by the electrons of the Au(111) substrate
whereas a Au adatom is non-magnetic.

It should be mentioned that not every Co atom displays a clear, symmetric Kondo
dip. The shape of the Kondo resonance depends on the adsorption position of the Co
atom with respect to the herringbone reconstruction on the Au(111) surface [174].
For Co atoms lying on fcc or hcp regions, the Kondo dips look similar and relatively
symmetric, whereas the dip is quite asymmetric for Co adsorption at wall sites.
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4.4. Assembly of Co-GNR-complexes

Both, the GNR end state and the Kondo resonance of Co, host states close to the
Fermi level. Therefore, it is interesting to investigate what will happen when a
Co atom is brought in the vicinity of a GNR end. How will the states interact?
With the help of an STM tip, single Co atoms can be manipulated across the metal
surface [192, 193]. Taking use of this, we manipulated Co atoms towards the 7-aGNR
zigzag ends. It turned out that, even in close vicinity, the intrinsic properties of end
state and Co Kondo resonance did not change. However, when we tried to push the
Co atom even further towards the GNR, the Co atoms got buried underneath the
GNR which, then, changed the spectroscopic fingerprint of the system.
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Figure 4.12.: Assembly of Co-GNR-complexes. (a)–(c) Manipulation of Co
atoms across the surface and underneath the GNR. Vbias = 100mV, Itunnel = 11pA.
(d) High-resolution STM image of the Co-GNR-complex. Inset shows magnified
sketch of the Co intercalation position. Black spheres depict C atoms, white H and
blue Co. Vbias = 2mV, Itunnel = 48pA.

Fig. 4.12 shows an example for the assembly of a Co-GNR-complex with the Co
atom being placed at the GNR corner. Panel (a) displays the initial configuration
with two Co atoms lying close to a GNR. Panel (b) indicates the paths along which
the STM tip manipulates the Co atoms. The result of the manipulation can be
seen in panel (c). One Co atom (lower arrow) was manipulated across the Au(111)
surface and lies now closer to the GNR. For the other Co atom (upper arrow), the
manipulation process led to an intercalation of the Co between the GNR and the
Au(111) surface.
Note that also the GNR moved a little bit during the intercalation procedure. In this
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case the GNR got displaced by 0.9 nm through the manipulation process. This phe-
nomenon occurred frequently during the assembly of Co-GNR-complexes and looks
like GNR and Co atom “snap-in-place” into a most favorable common configuration.

Furthermore, the finger-like structure of the end state appeared at the right, pristine
GNR end after the manipulation process. A possible reason is that an additional
hydrogen atom—attached to the center carbon atom of the right GNR zigzag end
and suppressing the end state—got cleaved off during the intercalation process.
It is also possible that the changed adsorption position of the GNR with respect
to the Au(111) surface leads to the appearance of the prior suppressed end state.
Mishra et al. [194] found that special nanographene molecules with short zigzag
edges get pinned to the elbows of the Au(111) herringbone ridges. The spin at this
zigzag site—present for other molecule adsorption positions in their experiment—
was found to be quenched which was tentatively explained by a bonding of the
molecule zigzag edge to an under-coordinated Au atom at the elbow site.
Therefore, the disappearance of the end-state-associated finger-like structure in our
GNR experiment could also be related to a bonding of the GNR zigzag end to
certain sites of the Au surface, like the wall sites. Especially, when taking the
radical character of a GNR with a higher number of aromatic rings and therefore
higher GNR stability into consideration, a bonding to the Au substrate does not
seem impossible.
Likewise, the reappearance of the finger-like structure observed here might result
from a bond breaking between Au surface and GNR zigzag end due to the “snap-
in-place” motion and thus a recovery of the unpaired electron at this GNR end.
Fig. 4.12 (d) shows a high-resolution STM image of the Co-GNR-complex. The
typical finger-like structure of the GNR end state can be clearly seen at the right
(pristine) GNR end. The opposite (left) end of the GNR, however, shows a bright,
roundish protrusion at its corner. This is the position where the Co atom is buried, as
sketched in the inset above the GNR. The Co atom is believed to sit underneath the
center of the corner carbon ring as this is the energetically most favorable adsorption
position for most adatoms on graphene [195, 196]. Calculations for various transition
metal atoms adsorbed on aGNRs of different widths indicated that binding to the
outermost carbon ring—i. e. the one at the armchair edge—is energetically most
stable [197].

The appearance of the intercalated Co atoms in STM images is distinctly different
from the one of the Co atoms that reside on top of the GNRs (c. f. Fig. 4.7). This
serves as further proof that the Co atoms do not jump onto the GNR upon manip-
ulation but get buried between GNR and Au surface instead.
Whereas the configuration of Co atoms on top of GNRs is intrinsically present on
the sample due to the fabrication procedure, the spontaneous burial of Co atoms
underneath the GNR is quite unlikely at the given sample temperature.

We built up Co-GNR-complexes with different intercalation positions of the Co
atom. Co atoms were positioned at various locations along the armchair edge of the
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GNR. It turned out that the Co atoms always got intercalated underneath the outer
carbon rings of the GNR armchair edge.
It was not possible to place a Co atom underneath the middle carbon ring of the
GNR zigzag edge. All trials resulted in picking up the GNR with the STM tip. This
might be related to the higher reactivity of the GNR zigzag edge.

To properly refer to the intercalation position of the Co atom along the GNR edge,
the nomenclature illustrated in Fig. 4.13 is introduced.

1 2 3 4

1' 2' 3' 4'

n

n'

Figure 4.13.: Nomenclature of
Co-GNR-complexes. The
outer carbon rings of the arm-
chair edges are counted starting
from the left side. The positions
at the upper edge are branded
with a dashed number.

The GNR is depicted with its armchair edges horizontally aligned. Starting from
the left side, the outer carbon rings of the armchair edges are counted and their
numbers indicate the corresponding position. Dashed numbers refer to the upper
armchair edge. In the case of the GNR shown in Fig. 4.12, for instance, the Co
is buried at the top left corner corresponding to position (1’), therefore yielding a
Co-(1’)-GNR-complex.

4.5. dI/dV characterization of Co-GNR-complexes

To study the interaction of the Co atom with the 7-aGNR, different Co-GNR-
complexes were investigated. Co atoms were placed at various locations along the
GNR armchair edge and dI/dV spectra were recorded.
We start with a Co atom buried at the middle of a GNR armchair edge and then
describe configurations where the Co atom is placed closer towards the zigzag edge.
Finally, the situation for a Co atom positioned at the corner of the GNR will be
discussed. The spectroscopic fingerprint of the Co-GNR system changes for the dif-
ferent scenarios. Subsequently, GNR-complexes with Co atoms at multiple corners
will be presented. At the end, the experimental data are compared to DFT and
tight-binding calculations.

4.5.1. Co at middle of armchair edge

First, a Co atom was placed at the GNR armchair edge. The intercalation position
was chosen in such a way that the distance between Co atom and zigzag end was
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sufficiently large to prevent interaction among them. In this manner, the influence of
the end states on the intercalated Co atom is minimized and the interaction between
the Co atom and the pure GNR armchair edge can be probed. It turned out that
a Co atom buried at least 4 outer carbon rings away from the zigzag edge—i. e. at
position (4) or (4’) and onwards—yields the same spectroscopic features as a Co
atom buried at the middle of the armchair edge several nm away from the zigzag
end. Position (4) corresponds to a distance of 1.4 nm from the zigzag edge, matching
the decay length of the end state reported in Ref. [132].

As a first example for Co at the middle of the armchair edge, a Co-(4)-GNR-complex
will be presented. Fig. 4.14 (b) shows an STM topography image of such a struc-
ture. The Co atom intercalated at position (4) at the lower armchair edge appears as
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Figure 4.14.: Co at 4th position. (a) dI/dV spectra of a Co-(4)-GNR-complex.
The inset sketches the intercalation sites of Au and Co atom and indicates the
positions the spectra were taken at. (b) STM image (Vbias = 4mV, Itunnel = 50pA),
(c) AFM image and (d) current map of the complex. Red crosses in (c) and (d)
mark the same positions.

bright, round protrusion. The right GNR end exhibits the typical finger-like struc-
ture, indicating the presence of an end state. The left GNR terminus also shows
the finger-like structure, but the uppermost two fingers are much brighter than the
lower three. This is due to the intercalation of a Au atom at position (1’) and will be
discussed in section 4.5.6. An example for a Co-GNR-complex without intercalated
Au atom will be given at the end of this section.
From the STM topography image alone it is difficult to resolve the exact Co interca-
lation position. To unambiguously determine the Co location, an AFM image with
a CO-terminated tip was recorded, shown in Fig. 4.14 (c). From this atomically
resolved image, one can see that the 4th ring along the lower armchair edge reveals
higher repulsion than its surrounding confirming a burial of Co at this position.
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Further, the Au intercalated corner (1’) also exhibits a strong repulsion. This will
be discussed in more detail later in section 4.5.6. In short, the GNR corner bends
more upwards than the center of the armchair edge.

To investigate the electronical properties of the complex, differential conductance
spectra, some of them depicted in Fig. 4.14 (a), were recorded at various GNR loca-
tions. The inset sketches the configuration and shows the intercalation sites of Au
and Co. Color coded arrows in the inset indicate the positions where the spectra
were taken.
The spectrum at the GNR corner—position (1), black line—shows a weakly pro-
nounced end state peak. As discussed in section 4.3, the end state curve shapes can
vary. Here, the peak is relatively broad with a FWHM of (66 ± 8)mV. It is centered
at (20 ± 5)mV and the line shape is asymmetric.
It should be underlined that the spectra taken at the GNR armchair edge are usually
featureless around EF . However, the dI/dV curve taken at position (4)—at which
the Co atom is intercalated—exhibits a pronounced zero-bias peak. The curve is
qualitatively different from the one obtained at the corner. The dI/dV spectrum
changed its shape and became more symmetric. It is also narrower, now showing a
FWHM of (9 ± 7)mV. The uncertainty margin already includes thermal broadening.
Furthermore, its maximum position shifted to (0 ± 3)mV.

The peak center position at 0mV and the narrow line shape paired with the presence
of the magnetic Co atom give reason to interpret the peak as a Kondo resonance.
The FWHM leads to a Kondo temperature of TK = (44 ± 44)K. A fit to Eq. 4.3
yields a TK of (78 ± 4)K (the corresponding fit curve can be seen in A.1 in the
Appendix). As already mentioned, the Kondo effect is usually verified by conducting
temperature and magnetic field dependent measurements and observing the peak
broadening or splitting, respectively. Here, none of these methods could be applied.
On the one hand, the STM setup is not equipped with a magnet. On the other
hand, the Kondo temperature of this system is so high that a raise up to the Kondo
temperature would have led to significant thermal drifts of the STM tip. Drift in
z-direction would corrupt the dI/dV signal and drift in x and y would face the high
spatial sensitivity of the Kondo signal.
However, the assumption of a Kondo related nature of the emerging peak seems
justified since Co atoms are known to exhibit a Kondo feature on the given surface
and a Kondo effect was shown for similar systems [181, 183].

Apparently, the interaction between Co atom and GNR does not lead to a quenching
of the Kondo effect inherent to the Co atom. The interaction between Co and GNR
bulk states seems to be quite weak instead. Since the GNR does not possess any
states around the Fermi level—apart from the end states at the zigzag termini—
there is little hybridization expected between the Kondo resonance caused by the
Co atom and GNR bulk states.

Thus, the Kondo feature stemming from the interaction of Co atom and Au(111) sur-
face can still be observed. The shape of the Kondo feature in the Co-GNR-complex,
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however, is distinctly different from the one of an isolated Co atom. Instead of
the dip observed for the single Co atom on the Au(111) surface, the curve displays
a peak when the Co is buried underneath the GNR. This can be explained by a
modification of the tunneling channel for the electrons from the tip to the surface
(c. f. section 4.1.3). The peak or dip shape is a consequence of the quantum interfer-
ence between the direct tunneling path of tip electrons into the sample (dip shape)
or indirectly via the Kondo resonance caused by the magnetic atom (peak shape)
[160, 174].
Hence, the dip shape points to a stronger direct tunneling channel into the host
substrate present for the isolated Co atoms, whereas the tunneling via the orbitals
of the Co atom predominates in the case of the Co-GNR-complexes. This difference
in tunneling paths is not surprising, taking into consideration that the distance be-
tween tip and substrate is significantly increased if an organic molecule is inserted
between tip and surface. This makes direct tunneling to the substrate less probable.
Overall, the line shape is always an interference effect between different tunneling
channels.

During the constant height AFM scan, a very small bias voltage was applied to the
sample yielding the current map shown in Fig. 4.14 (d). One can see that the LDOS
is enhanced at the right GNR end indicating the distribution of the end state at this
zigzag edge.
At the left GNR terminus, the end state is only partially visible in the current map.
At the bottom left GNR corner, the end state signature can be seen. The V-shaped
appearance instead of a finger results from the CO-functionalization of the tip used
during the AFM scan. The rest of the left GNR zigzag edge appears very bright
because of the intercalated Au atom at position (1’). Due to the upwards bending of
the top left GNR corner, this part of the GNR is closer to the tip—which is scanning
in constant height across the GNR—and hence more current flows.
Enhanced LDOS can also be found at the site of the intercalated Co atom. A
roundish feature is visible at position (4), penetrating slightly towards the GNR
center. It holds a nodal plane at its center. Comparing the atomically resolved
AFM image with the current map by placing red marker crosses at identical positions
(namely at the center of hexagons) reveals that this nodal plane coincides with a
C–C bond of the GNR frame. Apparently, the tunneling path from Co atom to
STM tip is partially impeded by the GNR lying in between.
Remarkably, the high LDOS at the roundish feature is very localized and seems to be
spatially well separated from the high LDOS at the left GNR end by a region of lower
LDOS. This confirms the aforementioned assumption that a Co atom intercalated at
position (4) is sufficiently far away from the zigzag edge to avoid coupling between
these two.

In total, 8 different Co-GNR-complexes with a Co atom buried at the middle of
the armchair edge were built. The exact intercalation position was only determined
once with atomic precision by AFM imaging. For the other cases, the Co atom had
the same distance to the GNR zigzag terminus or was even further separated from
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it, as was evident from STM topography images.
Differential conductance spectra taken at the intercalated Co atom positions yielded
consistent results. A relatively narrow, Kondo-like resonance was observed at the
Co intercalation site for all cases. The mean value of the peak maximum is (3 ±
3)mV and the average FWHM (20 ± 8)mV. Here, the uncertainty margins refer
to the standard deviation and show that the complex presented in Fig. 4.14 had a
resonance width below average.

Last, an example of another Co-GNR-complex with a Co atom intercalated at the
middle of the armchair edge is shown. This time, no additional Au atom was in-
tercalated at the GNR corner. The inset of Fig. 4.15 depicts an STM image of the
complex. The Co atom is buried at the middle of the upper armchair edge. At
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Figure 4.15.: Co at the middle of
the armchair edge. dI/dV spec-
tra of another Co-GNR-complex with
a Co atom intercalated at the upper
armchair edge. Red spectrum taken
at the intercalated Co atom position,
black spectrum at the pristine GNR
corner (1’). Inset shows an STM im-
age of the complex (Vbias = 100mV,
Itunnel = 11pA). Positions of the spec-
tra are indicated by arrows.

the left GNR terminus, one can see the finger-like structure of the end state. At
the right terminus, this end state signature is missing, possibly indicating a doubly
hydrogenated carbon atom at the middle of the right zigzag edge.
The dI/dV spectra shown in the main panel of Fig. 4.15 are both a little asymmetric
which might be related to the STM tip. The black spectrum, taken at the upper
left GNR corner, reveals the typical end state peak with a peak maximum at (15 ±
7)mV and a FWHM of (30 ± 15)mV. At the position of the intercalated Co atom
(red spectrum), on the other hand, the peak maximum shifted to (5 ± 5)mV. The
curve became also narrower and now exhibits a FWHM of (18 ± 16)mV.

4.5.2. Co at 3rd position

After presenting the case of an intercalated Co atom that is well separated from the
GNR zigzag edge, the situation will be discussed in which the Co atom is buried
closer to the zigzag terminus. To do so, a Co atom was manipulated underneath the
third hexagon counted from the zigzag end, creating a Co-(3)-GNR-complex.
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4. Tailoring end states of graphene nanoribbons by magnetic dopants

Fig. 4.16 (a) shows an STM image of a GNR end with a Co atom buried at position
(3) along with a sketch that indicates the intercalation site and the locations where
dI/dV spectra were taken.
At the zigzag edge, the finger-like structure of the end state is present. At the lower
armchair edge at position (3), there is a faint protrusion visible which is absent
at the opposing position (3’) at the upper edge. This protrusion stems from the
intercalated Co atom. Its appearance is not as pronounced as that of a Co atom
buried at the middle of the armchair edge.
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Figure 4.16.: Co at 3rd position. (a) Upper panel: STM image (Vbias = 20mV,
Itunnel = 48pA, low pass filtered). Lower panel: Sketch of Co intercalation position.
(b) dI/dV spectra taken at positions indicated in (a). (c) Constant height AFM
image of another Co-(3)-GNR-complex. The fourfold protrusions below the GNR
are presumably artifacts from a trapped H atom. (d) Current map of the area shown
in (c). The red crosses in (c) and (d) mark the same positions.

To verify the exact Co intercalation position, an AFM image with a CO-terminated
tip of a Co-(3)-GNR-complex was recorded. This image can be seen in Fig. 4.16 (c)
and clearly shows the 3rd carbon ring along the lower armchair edge as Co interca-
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lation site.
The fourfold feature below the GNR is a measurement artifact. Presumably a hy-
drogen atom got trapped in the vicinity of the buried Co atom. During the scanning
process, the AFM tip might have pushed or dragged the H atom along the fast scan-
ning direction, which lies horizontally. Thereby, the H atom could have jumped to
the energetically most favorable positions which—in this case—are the four spots
below the lower GNR edge.

Fig. 4.16 (b) shows dI/dV spectra taken at the positions indicated in panel (a). The
spectra at the GNR corners (positions (1) and (1’), black and red curve, respectively)
exhibit the GNR end state peak which is a little asymmetric here. The maxima of
both end state peaks are located at (30 ± 3)mV and the curves possess a FWHM
of (52 ± 35)mV which is in line with previous observations. The high uncertainty
in the determination of the FWHM stems from the asymmetry of the line shape.
When taking a spectrum at the clean armchair edge (position (3’), green line), the
dI/dV curve is featureless, as expected.
The spectrum at the Co intercalation site (position (3), blue line), however, is not
shifted to 0mV as for Co atoms placed at the middle of the armchair edge. Instead,
its maximum lies at (31 ± 15)mV and it has a FWHM of (54 ± 56)mV, practically
identical as for the spectra taken at the GNR corners. Also the shape of the dI/dV
curve resembles the one of the end state peaks.

It is not obvious, why the Kondo resonance cannot be observed for the Co-(3)-GNR
configuration. There are multiple possible reasons.
One approach is to argue that the Kondo effect is quenched.
As discussed in the theory part, the Kondo effect is known to be very sensitive to the
coupling of the magnetic impurity to the substrate. In our situation, the coupling
of the Co atom to the Au substrate could be changed by the presence of the GNR
and therefore the Kondo effect could become quenched.
A possible way the GNR might influence the coupling of Co and Au(111) is by its
own electronic structure. Therefore, we take a look at the current map shown in
Fig. 4.16 (d). One can see the V-shaped fingerprints of the end state located at
the left GNR zigzag terminus. Additionally, a pronounced, roundish feature with
a nodal plane is visible at the lower armchair edge. By relating AFM image and
current map with the help of red marker crosses, the position of this feature is found
to be the site of the intercalated Co atom and the nodal plane coincides with the
lattice structure of the GNR.
Interestingly, it seems as if the end state extends along the lower armchair edge up
to the intercalated Co atom site. The extension is manifested in a higher LDOS at
the lower edge compared to the upper edge and the end state peak can also be found
in dI/dV spectra at position (2) (not shown here). This means that there might be
hybridization between the Kondo resonance and the end state.
Further evidence for this hypothesis can be found in the following. Upon taking a
closer look at the bright protrusion in the current map caused by the Co atom, subtle
differences between site (3) and site (4) can be found. Whereas for Co placed at
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position (4) the enhanced LDOS seems to be located mostly within the GNR frame,
it apparently spreads more to the GNR periphery for position (3): The round feature
is shifted slightly more outwards of the GNR frame rather than to its center. To
make this point clearer, a comparison of both, Co-(3)-GNR and Co-(4)-GNR, ends
is shown in Fig. 4.17 and the atomic lattice is overlaid for better orientation. The

(a) (b)

Figure 4.17.: Nodal structure. Zoom-in into the current maps of (a) the Co-(3)-
GNR-complex and (b) the Co-(4)-GNR-complex. The atomic lattice of the GNR is
overlaid with green lines.

reason for this slightly different appearance might be that position (3) lies just at
the border where the end state fades out. In the vicinity of the zigzag terminus, the
GNR gets broader in STM images, as can be seen in the finger-like structure of the
end state. When coupled to the end state, the Co states could also spread out a
little. That might be the reason why the round feature in the current map extends
more towards the GNR periphery than for a Co atom placed at position (4) and
hints towards hybridization of Co states and end state.
This hybridization might prevent the Kondo effect from appearing. The GNR—
which is p-doped on the Au(111) surface—could try to take back some charge from
the Co atom. This, in turn, might change the hybridization of Co and Au surface
and therefore quench the Kondo resonance. When taking dI/dV spectra of this
region, hence the end state would be dominant.

On the other hand, one could assume that the coupling between Co atom and Au
surface is not substantially changed by the presence of the GNR and the Kondo effect
is present. The question to answer in this approach is why the Kondo resonance is
not visible.
One way is to argue that the GNR with its end state is spatially closer to the STM
tip than the Co atom. This might result in primarily probing the end state instead
of the Kondo resonance.
On the other hand, the Kondo resonance was shown to be relatively insensitive to
the tip-sample distance [165]. Furthermore, as will be shown in the next section, the
intercalation of Co at the GNR corner does not necessarily yield an end-state-like
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spectrum.
Another way to argue is that the observation of the Kondo effect by the STM tip
could be hindered by the electronic structure of the GNR present between tip and
Co atom.
The orbital structure of the GNR could influence the current path from the STM
tip to the Co atom and the substrate. It is possible that there is a nodal plane of the
GNR orbitals which coincides with position (3) where the Co is buried. Therefore,
the coupling between the tip orbitals and the spin-carrying Co d-orbitals might be
suppressed.
As was already pointed out, Wang et al. [132] indeed showed a confinement of the
end state to an area of roughly 1.5 nm from the zigzag end. That means position (3)
is at the crossover point of the end state to be present and to vanish and it seems
plausible that a nodal plane of GNR orbitals could appear here. This can also be
concluded from tight-binding [128] and DFT [198] calculations.
Therefore, when taking a dI/dV spectrum at position (3) only the end state of the
nearby zigzag end might contribute to a signal around the Fermi energy, whereas
the states from the Co atom are masked.

Overall, 3 different Co-(3)-GNR-complexes were assembled. They all showed qual-
itatively the same behavior, i. e. an apparent extension of the end state up to the
position of the intercalated Co atom and an end-state-like peak in dI/dV curves
taken at the Co intercalation site. Only one of those complexes showed signs of a
trapped H atom in the vicinity of the GNR. Thus, the H atom as source for the
end-state-like peak appearance can be ruled out.

4.5.3. Co at corner position

Now, the Co atom will be placed even closer to the zigzag edge. Experimentally, it
was not possible to create a complex with a single Co atom at position (2).
Therefore, the next configuration that will be discussed is that of a Co atom placed
at the GNR corner. Fig. 4.18 shows the left end of a Co-(1)-GNR-complex and its
spectroscopic characterization. In the upper part of panel (a) an STM topography
image is displayed (see Fig. 4.12 (d) for a high-resolution STM image of an entire
Co-(1)-GNR-complex). The finger-like structure typical for the end state is gone
at this GNR end. Instead, the corner of the intercalated Co atom looks bright and
roundish.
Panel (c) shows a constant-height AFM image recorded with a CO-terminated tip.
One can see that the carbon ring at site (1) shows the highest repulsion confirming
that the Co atom is intercalated at the corner position.

The height by which the Co-intercalated GNR corner is lifted with respect to the
rest of the GNR was determined. For this purpose, the STM feedback loop was
switched off and then the tip was moved to the center of the GNR. Subsequently,
the tip was lowered towards the sample surface and the frequency shift sensed by
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Figure 4.18.: Co at corner position. (a) STM image of a Co-(1)-GNR-complex
(Vbias = 3mV, Itunnel = 50pA, low pass filtered). The sketch illustrates the con-
figuration. (b) dI/dV spectra taken at positions indicated in the sketch in (a).
(c) Constant height AFM image and (d) current map of the complex shown in (a).

the AFM channel was recorded. The corresponding data are plotted in Fig. 4.19 as
a blue line. Note that positive z values are measured from the STM set point and
mean that the tip is approaching the surface. One can see a minimum in the ∆f-z
line at a distance of 2.7Å corresponding to a transition from the attractive to the
repulsive tip-sample-interaction regime [199].
When taking the same spectrum above the Co intercalated corner (black line), the
frequency shift reaches its minimum at a distance of 2.4Å from the set point. Thus,
the STM tip needs to be lowered less by a distance of 0.3Å to enter the repulsive
regime. Accordingly, this difference poses an approximation of how much the GNR
is pushed upwards by the presence of the Co atom. Interestingly, the spectrum
above the pristine corner (red line) shows a minimum at 2.6Å. That means that
the pristine corner is also slightly pushed upwards, but not as strongly as the Co
intercalated corner. Presumably, due to the stiffness of the GNR, the Co atom
causes a small distortion of the GNR end.

Next, the dI/dV spectra shown in Fig. 4.18 (b) were taken at the positions indicated
by color coded arrows in the lower part of panel (a). First of all, the spectrum taken
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Figure 4.19.: ∆f-z spectra. Fre-
quency shift as function of tip height
recorded at the Co intercalated corner
(position (1), black line), the pristine
corner (position (1’), red line) and the
center of the GNR (blue line). Posi-
tive z values refer to a decreasing tip-
sample separation.

at the corner (n’) of the right, pristine GNR end (blue line, corner outside of STM
frame) displays the well-known end state. The peak is centered at (21 ± 3)mV and
has a FWHM of (42 ± 15)mV.
At the Co intercalated corner, the shape of the differential conductance spectrum
reveals a change. The maximum position of the peak shifted to (1 ± 3)mV and the
peak got narrower with a FWHM of (28 ± 14)mV. The line shape now resembles the
Kondo-like line shape observed for Co intercalation at the middle of the armchair
edge, although exhibiting a slightly broader FWHM here.
Interestingly, the adjacent corner at site (1’) yields an essentially featureless spec-
trum, i. e. the end state peak is missing at this corner.

We now turn for a moment to the current map that was recorded simultaneously to
the AFM image and is shown in Fig. 4.18 (d). Here, one can see pronounced LDOS
at the site of the intercalated Co atom. With the help of the red marker crosses it
becomes clear that the enhanced LDOS is not only localized at the Co corner but
also spreads over its neighboring two carbon rings and also outwards of the GNR.
At position (1’), however, there is low LDOS—comparable to the LDOS at the bulk
of the GNR. This is consistent with the observation that no end state was found at
this site in the dI/dV spectra.

It is not clear why the end state is disappearing at one corner when a Co atom is
intercalated at the corner close by.
One possible reason is that the zigzag edge might be slightly bent by the intercalation
of a Co atom at one corner. Therefore, strain could lead to the disappearance of the
end state. However, as will be shown in the next section, the intercalation of a Au
atom at the corner does preserve the end state.
More probable seems to be the reasoning that end state and Co states hybridize to
one state that is localized at the Co intercalated corner and therefore missing at the
other corner. Indications for this hybridization can be found in the current map:
First, remnants of the V-shaped feature typical for the end state (recorded with a
CO tip) are visible at the middle of the zigzag edge.
A second indication is the spatial distribution of the end state observed in STM
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images. There, one can see that the GNR ends exhibiting the end state appear
broader than their counterparts lacking the end state. Here, the enhanced LDOS
at corner (1) is not only located within the GNR frame but spreads relatively far
towards the GNR periphery. Thus, a hybridization of Co state and end state seems
likely.

A possible reason for the localization of the resonance at one corner only can also be
found in the framework of the Smoluchowski effect. This effect generally refers to
the redistribution of the electron cloud on metal surfaces with strong corrugations.
To minimize the kinetic energy of the electrons, the charge distribution at a surface
corrugation—like a step edge or an adatom—is smoothed out (see Fig. 4.20). This
leads to the formation of an effective dipole at the place of the adatom.

Figure 4.20.: Smoluchowski ef-
fect. The electron charge distribution
(gray) of a surface with an adatom on
top (black point) is shown with a rect-
angular distribution (dashed outline)
and smoothed by the Smoluchowski
effect (solid outline). The change
in charge distribution (shaded areas)
induces a local dipole (indicated by
round charges).

In the case of a Co-(1)-GNR-complex, the intercalated Co atom might induce a
dipole, thus deflecting the potential along the GNR. This could result in a local po-
tential minimum at the Co intercalated corner and therefore restrict the hybridized
state—consisting of end state and Co state—to one corner only.

The peak shape of the dI/dV curve taken at position (1) can now be revisited.
The maximum at nearly 0mV points towards a Kondo resonance induced by the
magnetic Co atom buried at the corner. Its FWHM, however, is broader than that
of a Co buried at the middle of the armchair edge. This might be a result of the
hybridization between the narrow Kondo resonance and the wider end state taking
place at the corner.
Extracting the Kondo temperature from the FWHM yields TK = (160+164

−84 )K for
the corner position. The high (and asymmetric) uncertainty margin stems from the
peak asymmetry and thermal broadening. A fit of Eq. 4.3 to the dI/dV curve from
Fig. 4.18 (b) gives TK = (200 ± 7)K (the corresponding fit curve can be seen in A.1
in the Appendix). The much lower uncertainty for the fit results from the restricted
data window from −20mV to +20mV that is used to fit the curve here.
Both of these values are substantially higher than the Kondo temperature obtained
for a Co at the middle of the armchair edge.

In total, 7 different Co-(1)-GNR-complexes were assembled, all showing qualitatively
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the same spectroscopic fingerprints. The average maximum position was at (0 ±
4)mV exhibiting a mean FWHM of (30 ± 10)mV. The uncertainty margins refer to
the standard deviation from the mean value.
The FWHMmeasured here is roughly 50% higher than for the Co intercalated at the
middle of an armchair edge. This might be due to a hybridization between GNR end
state and Co Kondo resonance for the Co-at-the-corner position. Accordingly, the
Kondo temperature obtained here is also higher than for the Co-(4)-GNR-complex.

4.5.4. Adding Co to 2nd corner

Next, we investigated the influence of several Co atoms intercalated at the same
GNR.
For this purpose, we manipulated a Co atom towards the unoccupied corner (1) of
a Co-(1’)-GNR-complex (the one that is shown in Fig. 4.12), thus creating a 2-Co-
(1,1’)-GNR-complex. Regarding the nomenclature, the “2” in front signalizes the
number of Co atoms intercalated at the GNR. The intercalation positions are given
in the brackets.
Fig. 4.21 (b) and (c) show the addition of a second Co to the GNR end. In panel (b),
an STM image of the situation before the manipulation is shown. A single Co atom
can be seen adjacent to the end of a Co-(1’)-GNR-complex. The white arrow de-
scribes the path of the STM tip during manipulation. Panel (c) displays the GNR
after successful intercalation of the second Co atom.

In panel (a), a high-resolution STM image of the whole complex can be seen along-
side a sketch indicating the positions of the intercalated Co atoms and the locations
where differential conductance spectra were taken. Corner (1) and corner (1’) now
both exhibit the same roundish appearance typical for a Co buried at the GNR
corner. The pristine GNR end shows the finger-like end state structure.

dI/dV spectra reveal the typical end state peak at the pristine GNR corners. The
curve at position (n) has its maximum at (27 ± 4)mV and a FWHM of (44 ± 8)mV
and the line at position (n’) peaks at (22 ± 4)mV with a FWHM of (36 ± 12)mV.
The two spectra are very similar, as could be expected, with a little lower signal
intensity for corner (n).
The slight elevations at −40mV and +100mV are also visible in the background
spectrum (not shown here) and are therefore considered to stem from the tip.
The spectra taken at the Co intercalated corners look less alike. First of all, both
exhibit the side bumps at −40mV and +100mV. Furthermore, the spectrum at
corner (1’) provides a maximum at (3 ± 4)mV and a FWHM of (18 ± 14)mV, thus
appearing like a Kondo resonance. The line shape at corner (1) has its maximum
more or less at the same position, i. e. (6 ± 5)mV. However, it is clearly broader
with a FWHM of (46 ± 7)mV and exhibits also overall lower signal intensity.
The peak position and the fact that a Co atom is intercalated give reason to interpret
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Figure 4.21.: 2 Co atoms at the corners. (a) High-resolution STM image of a 2-
Co-(1,1’)-GNR-complex with Co atoms intercalated at sites (1) and (1’). The inset
shows the positions of the Co atoms and color coded arrows point to the locations
where dI/dV spectra were taken. Vbias = 2mV, Itunnel = 48pA. (b) shows the GNR
end before and (c) after the manipulation process. Vbias = 100mV, Itunnel = 11pA,
images low pass filtered. (d) dI/dV spectra taken at the positions indicated in (a).

the line shape at corner (1) as a Kondo resonance that is substantially broadened.
Furthermore, both Co intercalated corners appear identical in STM images, thus
suggesting that the Co intercalation affected both corners in the same way.
The reason for the stronger broadening of the Kondo resonance of corner (1) remains
unclear. It has to be noted that both spectra taken at the corners of the lower
armchair edge yield a lower signal intensity than at the upper edge. Possibly, the
tip shape or the position of the GNR with respect to the substrate are accountable
for the lower signal intensity and the larger state broadening, as will be discussed
later.

In total, two 2-Co-GNR-complexes were fabricated. The other one, a 2-Co-(1,1’)-
GNR-complex, is shown in Fig. 4.22.
Panels (b) and (c) depict the manipulation process. A high-resolution STM image
of the complex can be seen in panel (a), together with a sketch indicating the inter-
calation sites of the Co atoms (blue spheres) and places of dI/dV spectra. Corner
(1) and corner (1’) at the right GNR end exhibit the same roundish appearance
as the previously discussed 2-Co-GNR-complex. The pristine GNR end shows the
finger-like end state structure.
Close to the left GNR end, at the lower armchair edge, two defects can be seen.
These are presumably dehydrogenated armchair lobes.

A dI/dV spectrum at position (n) reveals the typical end state peak. It has its
maximum at (10 ± 3)mV and a FWHM of (32 ± 74)mV. The spectrum is quite
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Figure 4.22.: Second 2-Co-GNR-complex. (a) High-resolution STM image of
a 2-Co-(1,1’)-GNR-complex with Co atoms intercalated at sites (1) and (1’). The
inset shows the positions of the Co atoms and arrows point to the locations where
dI/dV spectra were taken. Vbias = 2mV, Itunnel = 48pA, image low pass filtered.
(b) shows the GNR before and (c) after the manipulation process. Vbias = 100mV,
Itunnel = 11pA, images low pass filtered. (d) dI/dV spectra taken at the positions
indicated in (a).

asymmetrically broadened which might be related to the STM tip. The two shoul-
ders on the right flank, broadening the peak, can also be observed in the spectra
taken at the Co intercalated corners—less pronounced though in the latter case.

The spectra taken at the Co intercalated corners resemble both Kondo resonances
and are very similar to each other. At corner (1’) the curve provides a maximum
at (2 ± 3)mV and a FWHM of (18 ± 10)mV. Corner (1) basically provides the
same line shape with its maximum at (3 ± 3)mV and a FWHM of (18 ± 8)mV.
The signal level of the spectrum at corner (1) is lower than for corner (1’). Possibly,
an asymmetric tip or the position on the substrate might be accountable for this
difference in signal intensity.

Unlike the previously discussed complex, the two spectra at the Co intercalated cor-
ners look almost identical here and both are substantially less broadened. A possible
reason for this behavior might be the adsorption geometry of the two GNRs with
respect to the Au(111) surface.
Both 2-Co-GNR-complexes presented in this section are oriented along the hexagonal-
close-packed direction of the Au surface atoms. A scheme for this configuration is
given in Fig. 4.23 (a). The GNR (black mesh) is placed on the Au atoms (yellow
circles) in such a way that the corner hexagons of the GNR zigzag edge are placed
above hollow sites of the Au surface. In this way, two intercalated Co atoms, one
at each GNR corner, are located underneath the center of the carbon hexagon rings
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(a) (b)

Figure 4.23.: Orientation of GNR with respect to Au(111) surface. Model
of the hexagonal-close-packed atoms of the Au(111) surface layer (yellow circles)
and a 7-aGNR (black mesh) adsorbed on it. The blue circles symbolize Co atoms
intercalated at the GNR corners. The GNR is depicted (a) in parallel and (b)
perpendicular to the direction of close-packed atoms of the Au(111) surface.

and at the hollow sites of the Au surface at the same time.
In panel (b), a GNR is sketched that is oriented perpendicular to the hexagonal-
close-packed direction. In that case, only one of the Co atoms coincides with a
hollow site whereas the second Co atom has to sit close to a bridge site. Therefore,
this position is energetically unfavorable.
One has to add that the distances in Fig. 4.23 are the literature values for a Au–Au
nearest neighbor distance of 2.9Å and a C–C bond length of 1.4Å, like in graphene.
In a real system, slight deviations due to relaxations because of the intercalated Co
atom or the H termination of the GNR edges might occur [200].
Both 2-Co-GNR-complexes are oriented along the hexagonal-close-packed direction
(as in Fig. 4.23 (a)), but a possible difference is that the GNR from Fig. 4.21 ends on
a herringbone reconstruction crest, whereas the GNR from Fig. 4.22 is lying entirely
in a fcc packed region. Therefore, slight asymmetries in the positions of the two
Co atoms with respect to both, the GNR and the Au(111) surface, might be more
pronounced for the first complex and therefore explain the enhanced broadening of
one of the corner states.

4.5.5. Adding Co to 3rd corner

Further, an additional Co atom was added to an unoccupied corner of the 2-Co-
complex from Fig. 4.21. The assembly and characterization of this new 3-Co-(1,1’,n)-
GNR-complex is shown in Fig. 4.24. Panel (b) displays an STM image before the
manipulation. A Co atom can be seen adjacent to the 2-Co-(1,1’)-GNR-complex.
The white arrow indicates the path along which the Co atom is manipulated. The
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Figure 4.24.: 3 Co atoms at the corners. (a) High-resolution STM image of
a 3-Co-(1,1’,n)-GNR-complex. Inset indicating the positions of the Co atoms and
the recorded dI/dV spectra. Vbias = 2mV, Itunnel = 48pA. (b) and (c) show the
manipulation process. Vbias = 100mV, Itunnel = 11pA. (d) dI/dV spectra taken at
the positions indicated in (a) and reference spectrum on Au(111).

result of the successful intercalation is shown in panel (c).
Panel (a) depicts a high-resolution STM image of the 3-Co-(1,1’,n)-GNR-complex.
The inset sketches the Co intercalation positions and points to the sites of the dI/dV
spectra presented in panel (d). The right, singly intercalated GNR end exhibits a
bright, roundish feature at corner (n), as typical for a Co buried at the corner
position. The left GNR end, intercalated with 2 Co atoms at its corners, shows the
same roundish shapes at its corners.

In panel (d), differential conductance spectra taken at this complex are presented.
To start with, the turquoise line shows a reference spectrum of the pristine Au(111)
surface recorded next to the 3-Co-GNR-complex. Note the little ridges at −10mV
and +120mV, as they appear also in the other spectra and are related to the STM
tip.
The spectra at the doubly Co intercalated edge look rather similar and both ex-
hibit a Kondo-like peak shape, though being quite broadened. The black curve at
position (1) has its maximum at (1 ± 4)mV and a FWHM of (24 ± 10)mV. The
red spectrum at site (1’) shows a peak at (3 ± 4)mV and its FWHM measures (50
± 16)mV, therefore being even broader. Both peaks exhibit an untypically broad
left shoulder. This can be explained by the presence of an additional bump in the
spectra at −10mV due to the STM tip which is also visible in the reference spectrum
on the pristine Au(111) surface.
Furthermore, the signal intensity at site (1) is lower. The effect of lower signal in-
tensity for the lower armchair edge was already observed in the previous section for
the same complex before the 3rd Co atom was added and is probably related to an
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4. Tailoring end states of graphene nanoribbons by magnetic dopants

asymmetry of the STM tip or the position of the GNR on the surface.
At the other GNR end, the green line of the spectrum at the pristine GNR corner
(n’) is following the shape of the background spectrum, i. e. no states peculiar to
the GNR are probed here. This is in line with the absence of an end state for the
pristine corner of a singly Co intercalated GNR end as already described in section
4.5.3.
The blue spectrum, taken at the site of the buried Co atom (n) of the singly in-
tercalated GNR end, on the other hand, displays a double peak structure. The
left one of the peaks, situated at roughly −10mV can be assigned to the already
discussed tip related state. The second peak lies at (4 ± 4)mV, and therefore in
the same bias range as the other Kondo peaks discussed for Co intercalation at a
corner. Due to the double peak structure the peak is relatively broad with a FWHM
of (76 ± 21)mV.

These observations show that intercalating a Co atom at a GNR corner always leads
to the same result (i. e. a Kondo peak), independently of the configuration at the
other GNR end—be it two intercalated Co atoms or a pristine end. That indicates
that both GNR ends are electronically decoupled and independent of each other.

It was not possible to add a 4th Co atom to the 3-Co-GNR-complex. The attempt
led to a pick up of the whole GNR structure.

4.5.6. Au atom at corner position

To investigate the role of the intercalated atom, a nonmagnetic Au atom instead
of Co was buried underneath the corner of a GNR. Single Au atoms were brought
onto the Au(111) surface by gentle tip indentations into the surface as described in
section 4.3.3, carefully discerning between Co atoms already present on the surface
and freshly added Au atoms. The Au-GNR-complexes were built in the same way
as the Co-GNR-complexes (illustrated in Fig. 4.12) by tip-induced manipulation.

Fig. 4.25 shows an STM image of a GNR with a Co atom intercalated at corner (1)
and a Au atom intercalated at corner (n’). The two corners look qualitatively differ-
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Figure 4.25.: Au and Co at one
GNR. STM image of a GNR with
an intercalated Co (bottom left cor-
ner) and Au (top right corner) atom.
2mV, Itunnel = 48pA.

ent. The Co corner (1) appears more roundish whereas the Au corner (n’) exhibits
the finger-like structure typical for the end state. Furthermore, the Au intercalated
corner appears brighter in the STM image pointing towards either higher LDOS or
enhanced height at this region. Both of these options would result in an increased
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4.5. dI/dV characterization of Co-GNR-complexes

current flow from sample to STM tip and therefore appear brighter in the STM
topography channel.

To characterize the impacts of the intercalated Au atom on the electronic properties
of the GNR, dI/dV -spectra were recorded at a Au intercalated GNR corner and
compared to a pristine GNR end. Fig. 4.26 (a) shows an STM image of a Au-(n’)-
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Figure 4.26.: Au at corner position. (a) STM image of a Au-(n’)-GNR-complex
(left) next to a pristine GNR end (right). Vbias = 2mV, Itunnel = 48pA. (b) dI/dV
spectra taken at the positions indicated by colored circles in (a).

GNR-complex (left) next to a pristine GNR end (right). The colored circles indicate
the locations of the dI/dV spectra displayed in panel (b).
The spectrum taken at corner (1’) of the pristine GNR (red curve) exhibits an end
state peak. The peak maximum lies at (6 ± 3)mV and the FWHM of (16 ± 8)mV
is relatively narrow in this case.
At the Au intercalated corner (n’) (black line), however, a clear peak is missing
in the spectrum. The same holds true for the corner (n) next to the intercalated
Au atom (blue curve). One can see an increase in signal intensity from negative
voltages towards 0 (i. e. a left flank), but the signal is not decreasing towards higher
voltages (i. e. no right flank is present). There is, however, a tiny peak located at
(7 ± 3)mV, so at the same energetic position as the end state peak at the pristine
GNR corner. This hints towards the presence of the peculiar GNR end state at
the Au intercalated GNR end—as also evidenced by the survival of the finger-like
structure in the STM image.
Obviously, the Au atom at the corner weakens the signal from the GNR end state.
A possible reason for this behavior could be the distortion of the zigzag edge by
the upwards bending of the GNR due to the intercalated Au atom. Additionally,
the hybridization of the GNR end with the metal surface might be changed by the
presence of the extra Au atom.

Evidence for the strong upwards bending of the GNR zigzag end by the Au atom can
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4. Tailoring end states of graphene nanoribbons by magnetic dopants

be found in the AFM image of the Co-(4)-GNR-complex in Fig. 4.14 (c). There, the
Au intercalated corner appears very bright, pointing towards high repulsion. This
observation is less pronounced for a Co buried at the corner (c. f. Fig. 4.18 (c)).
One can conclude that the repulsion of the Au atom acting on the GNR corner is
stronger than the one exerted by a Co atom at the corner position. This might
be due to the fact that the atomic radius of Au is larger than that of Co and Au
thus occupies more space underneath the GNR. Additionally, Au is more inert than
Co. Therefore, Au atom states might hybridize less with the GNR end state, thus
resulting in higher repulsion between atom and GNR corner.
Furthermore, different levels of hybridization could explain the different appearances
of the Co and Au intercalated corners (as seen in Fig. 4.25). Strong hybridization
between Co atom and end state leads to the roundish appearance observed at the
Co-intercalated corner, as discussed in section 4.5.3.
The weaker hybridization between Au and GNR, on the other hand, preserves the
peculiar finger-like appearance of a pristine GNR end. The presence of the end
state at a Au intercalated corner can be also observed in dI/dV spectra, as shown
in Fig. 4.26, although only faint remnants of the end state peak can be found in the
spectra.

The conclusion can be drawn that the simple presence of an intercalated atom is
not enough to convert the end state into a zero-bias resonance. Apparently, the
Au atom does not cause a zero-bias anomaly as does the Co atom. This is further
indication that the resonance is caused by the magnetic properties of the Co atom
and therefore related to the Kondo effect.

4.5.7. DFT calculations

To help to understand the experimental results, DFT calculations were performed
by Tobias Frank and the results will be presented in this section.
To model our system, a 7-aGNR with a length of 8 anthracene units was placed on
three layers of Au atoms in a (111) surface configuration. The GNR was saturated
with hydrogen atoms. In experiment, the GNRs had varying lengths, most of them
being longer than this model. The end states of the GNR, however, have been
shown to barely depend on the GNR length9 [132]. Therefore, it is justified to use
this model for DFT simulations, since DFT calculations of longer GNRs including a
substrate is computationally too expensive. The intercalated Co atom was placed on
a hcp position of the Au(111) surface. The GNR was shifted in such a way that the
Co atom resided in the center of one of its outer hexagon rings, which is consistent
with the experiment.

A Co atom was placed at four different intercalation sites: site (1), (2), (3) and
(4). In Table 4.1 the total energy of the system for the different configurations can

9apart from overlapping of end states of opposite zigzag edges for very short GNRs
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configuration µCo ∆E[eV ]
Co-(1)-GNR 1.727 0.0000
Co-(2)-GNR 1.758 0.1436
Co-(3)-GNR 1.765 0.1812
Co-(4)-GNR 1.764 0.2149

Table 4.1.: System energetics and magnetic moment of Co atom for dif-
ferent Co-GNR-complexes. The magnetic moment of the Co atom µCo is given
in units of µB. The system total energy difference ∆E is measured with respect
to the lowest state of the Co-(1)-GNR configuration. The end states of the GNR
are in antiferromagnetic configuration and the magnetization of the Co atom was
antiparallel to the left zigzag edge.

be found. The energetically most favorable site is the corner position. This is in
accordance with our experiment, since we created in total 7 different complexes with
a Co atom sitting stably at the corner position. It is also consistent with previous
work, in which Zhou et al. [183] observed intercalation of Co atoms preferably
underneath the outermost carbon hexagon rings of picene molecules.
Experimentally, it was not possible to create a complex with a Co atom at position
(2). At a first glance, this is a bit surprising because DFT predicts that the total
energy of a Co at site (2) is lower than for site (3). The calculations, however, do
not address the energy barriers between the intercalation sites. So, it could be that
a very low energy barrier separates position (2) from position (1), as sketched in
Fig. 4.27. In this case, a Co atom at site (2) could easily overcome its left barrier

(1)

(2)
(3)

(4)

|Δ
E

|

0

Co intercalation site

Figure 4.27.: Energy barriers. The
energy levels from DFT for Co in-
tercalation are drawn for different
sites along the GNR armchair edge.
Dashed lines mark the possible shapes
of energy barriers between the levels.

and move to the more favorable position (1). Co atoms residing at position (3)
or (4), however, would have to overcome larger barriers to move to a neighboring
site. Therefore, no Co atoms buried at site (2) have been observed in experiment.
Intercalation at all other sites, though, was possible and stable.

Furthermore, DFT can compute the distances between Au surface, intercalated Co
atom and GNR. The distance between GNR and Au surface was determined to be
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4. Tailoring end states of graphene nanoribbons by magnetic dopants

3.1Å away from the Co atom and 3.3Å close to the Co atom. The difference of
approximately 0.2Å in height is close to the experimentally obtained value of 0.3Å.
Thus, the calculations corroborate that the Co atom is indeed situated underneath
the center of the carbon hexagon ring.

DFT also yields a higher repulsion of the GNR corner by an intercalated Au atom
than for a Co atom, as was observed in experiment (c. f. Fig. 4.25). Fig. 4.28 shows
the relaxed DFT structures of (a) a Co atom placed underneath a corner ring of the
GNR and (b) the same configuration for a Au atom instead. The Au atom causes a

(a) (b)
Co Au

Figure 4.28.: Au vs. Co at GNR cor-
ner. DFT calculated side views of (a)
Co-(1)-GNR-complex and (b) Au-(1)-
GNR-complex, both on Au(111), re-
vealing larger GNR distortion for (b).

much stronger upwards bending of the GNR. The reason is that the orbitals of the
Co atom hybridize with the GNR. Au, on the other hand, is very inert and therefore
prevents a strong hybridization of the atom with the GNR.

The DFT calculations predict the magnetic moment of the Co atom to be 1.7–1.8µB
for all intercalation positions, meaning that it always hosts two unpaired electrons.
That implies that the Kondo effect should, in principle, be always present for all Co-
GNR-complexes. This seems to be in contrast to the experiment because no Kondo
peak for a Co-(3)-GNR-complex could be observed. An explanation might be that
the Kondo effect is present for a Co at site (3), but cannot be observed by the STM
tip due to the orbital structure of the GNR. Thus, the GNR might act—figuratively
speaking—like a stencil masking the Kondo effect at certain positions.

Furthermore, the Co atom induces a magnetization of opposite kind in the car-
bon atoms which it is bound to. This can be seen for the exemplary case of a
Co-(4)-GNR-complex in Fig. 4.29. A GNR—consisting of 8 anthracene units and

(a) (b)

Figure 4.29.: Magnetization density of Co-(4)-GNR-complex. (a) Top view
and (b) side view of a 8 anthracene units long 7-aGNR on Au(111) with a Co
atom intercalated at position (4). Red and blue spheres represent isosurfaces of
magnetization densities of ±0.001µB/Å3, respectively.
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terminated with hydrogen—is lying on three layers of gold. The red and blue spheres
are isosurfaces of the magnetization density. The GNR zigzag ends are coupled AF
in this case, but the FM configuration yielded almost identical results. The carbon
atoms surrounding the Co atom at position (4) display—unlike the other carbon
atoms in the GNR center—a magnetization. The sign of the magnetization is op-
posite to the one of the Co atom.

To investigate the coupling of the Co atom to the GNR end states, the LDOS of
different Co-GNR-complexes was calculated. The LDOS for a Co atom at position
(4) and at the corner is shown in Fig. 4.30. Positive and negative DOS correspond

(b)(a)
Co-(1)-GNRCo-(4)-GNR

Figure 4.30.: LDOS for different Co-GNR systems. (a) LDOS for a Co-(4)-
GNR-complex. (b) LDOS for a Co-(1)-GNR-complex. The DOS was projected onto
different positions, as indicated by color coded lines. Positive DOS corresponds to
spin-up electrons, negative DOS to spin-down electrons. The vertical line denotes
the position of the Fermi energy.

to spin-up and spin-down electrons, respectively, and the Fermi energy is marked
by the vertical line. The DOS was projected onto different positions, as indicated
underneath the LDOS plot. 1 means that the LDOS was projected onto the 6 car-
bon atoms of the ring surrounding position (1). The same applies to 1’, 4 and n’.
Co refers to the LDOS directly at the position of the Co atom.
The LDOS lines for 1 and 1’ reflect the occupation of the end state peak. For the
Co-(4)-GNR-complex in panel (a) the LDOS for 1 (black line) and 1’ (red line) are
almost identical around the Fermi level. Slightly below the Fermi level, the LDOS
for these positions has a peak on the negative side, meaning that the end state is
occupied with spin-down electrons. The spin-up states above EF are unoccupied.
Just below the Fermi level, the Co atom hosts mainly spin-down electrons, as ev-
ident from negative LDOS in this area. The magnitude of the LDOS is, however,
lower than for the end state. There is almost zero LDOS at the ring surrounding
the intercalated Co atom, signalizing no (low) hybridization between GNR and Co
states.
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4. Tailoring end states of graphene nanoribbons by magnetic dopants

The Co-(1)-GNR-complex in panel (b) exhibits an AF coupling of its two end states.
The end state at the left GNR end (rings 1 and 1’) hosts spin-down electrons, whereas
the right end (ring n’) is occupied with spin-up electrons. In this case, the LDOS at
the Co atom is relatively high and negative. Interestingly, the positions of the LDOS
peaks for 1 and 1’ are not—as one would expect—at the same energetic positions as
the peak for n’. Instead, the peaks for 1 and 1’ are shifted to slightly lower energies
and match the energy of the LDOS peak of the Co atom. This is a clear indication
of the influence of the Co atom on the end state in this configuration.
However, the absence of the end state peak at position (1’) that was observed in
experiment could not be reproduced here.

To describe the electron distribution within the Co-GNR-complexes, the LDOS was
integrated over an interval of ±100mV around the Fermi energy. This corresponds
to the density from states around the Fermi energy which should be important for
transport.
Fig. 4.31 shows vertical cuts through the integrated LDOS of different Co-GNR-
complexes. The cut was made through the center of the Co atom. The first obser-

(a) Co-(1)-GNR (b) Co-(3)-GNR (c) Co-(4)-GNR

Figure 4.31.: Integrated electron density. Vertical cut through the integrated
LDOS for a (a) Co-(1)-GNR, (b) Co-(3)-GNR and (c) Co-(4)-GNR-complex. The
lower row shows a magnified view of the encircled areas above. The integration
interval was ±0.1 eV with respect to EF .

vation is that most density is located at the pz-shaped end state.
Further, one can distinguish three different coupling scenarios. For the Co-(1)-
GNR-complex shown in panel (a), the Co atom and the GNR end state are strongly
coupled as evidenced by the overlap of density between the Co atom and the GNR
end. This can be clearly seen in the magnified view in the lower part of panel (a).
For the Co-(3)-GNR-complex in panel (b), on the other hand, the coupling appears
to be asymmetric. There is overlap of the density between Co and the carbon atoms
at its left side, i. e. towards the end state, but low overlap to the right carbon atoms,
i. e. towards the GNR center.
Last, panel (c) shows the situation for the Co-(4)-GNR-complex. There is low over-
lap in density between Co and GNR and therefore low hybridization between them.
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These findings might explain the different observations in experiment for Co inter-
calation at different sites. For position (4), low hybridization between Co and GNR
takes place and the STM tip can sense the unperturbed Kondo resonance of the Co
atom. At site (3), there is asymmetric hybridization between Co atom and GNR
which might be the reason why the much more pronounced end state is probed in-
stead of the Kondo resonance. Of course, the orbital structure of the GNR might
also play a role. At the corner, there is strong hybridization between Co and GNR
end state, which is why a broadened zero-bias resonance is observed.

4.5.8. Tight-binding calculations

In addition, we performed a tight-binding analysis of some GNR configurations. The
intercalation of a Co atom underneath the GNR leads to an interaction between Co
atom and the carbon atoms it is placed next to. Although no covalent bonds are
formed, coupling between Co and carbon atoms might lead to an alteration of the
pz-orbital of the respective carbon atoms. In the framework of a simple tight-binding
model, the removal of a pz-orbital is equivalent to taking out an atom from the GNR
frame. Therefore, we systematically investigated the effect of taking out different
carbon atoms from the rings along the GNR armchair edge—i. e. the positions where
the Co atoms were intercalated.
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Figure 4.32.: Tight-binding setup. (a) Model used for the tight-binding calcula-
tions containing 140 carbon atoms. Left GNR zigzag edge consists out of A atoms
only, right edge out of B atoms. (b) Energy of the states closest to EF in units
of the nearest-neighbor hopping integral t. (c) Real space distribution of the wave
functions of HOMO and LUMO of the GNR.

To this end, we employed a tight-binding model considering only nearest-neighbor
interaction with hopping integral t (≈ 3 eV [22]). The on-site energy is zero, meaning
that the Fermi level is always located at E = 0. We used a model of a 7-aGNR
with a length of 10 anthracene units (corresponding to 20 carbon dimers along the
armchair direction) containing 140 carbon atoms (see Fig. 4.32 (a) for a sketch).
This length is, although being 2 anthracene units longer, comparable to the model
used for DFT calculations. It is also long enough to avoid mixing of the states
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from the intercalated Co atom with the end state of the second GNR zigzag edge.
We denote the carbon atoms at the left GNR zigzag edge as belonging to the A
sublattice and the ones at the right zigzag edge to the B sublattice. The atom
positions along the GNR armchair edge are counted in terms of carbon dimers Nz

along the armchair direction. They are labeled with Nz and the sublattice they
belong to. In the sketch, some atom positions along the lower armchair edge are
tagged for clarity.
The electronic structure of the GNR was calculated. In total, the GNR contains
140 carbon atoms, each contributing with one pz-orbital—i. e. one electron—to the
π-system of the GNR. Therefore, we obtain 140 states. 70 of them are doubly
occupied with a spin-up and a spin-down electron10 and 70 are empty. The states
are sorted by energy and plotted as a function of their state number in Fig. 4.32 (b).
The energy scale is given in units of t. We obtained two states lying close to zero-
energy. State # 70 is situated slightly below EF and therefore represents the doubly
occupied HOMO of the GNR. State # 71 lies a little above EF and constitutes the
empty LUMO. All states below EF are doubly occupied, all above EF are empty.
Fig. 4.32 (c) shows the real space distribution of the wave functions for HOMO and
LUMO. Both are localized at the GNR ends and decay towards the GNR center.
These states can be related to the GNR end state. Regarding the doubly occupied
HOMO, each GNR terminus hosts one electron.

Next, we removed single carbon atoms from the GNR. This was done to simulate
a possible influence of the hybridization between the states of the intercalated Co
atom and individual carbon atoms. Since the Co atoms were buried along the outer
rings of the GNR armchair edge, only atoms from the lower GNR armchair edge
were removed. The positions of the carbon atoms that were removed are labeled
with the number of the corresponding zigzag dimer line and the sublattice the atom
belonged to. Fig. 4.32 (a) shows some exemplary cases for the labeling.
First of all, the removal of a carbon atom decreases the total number of atoms to
139 and consequently reduces also the count of states to 139. This uneven number
of states means that at least one state has to be singly occupied. Fig. 4.33 shows an
overview of selected scenarios in which a carbon atom was removed from different
GNR sites. Panels (a)–(d) depict the removal of a carbon atom from the corner ring,
(e)–(f) from the 3rd ring and (i)–(l) from the 4th ring. Each panel is structured in
such a way that it shows at its left hand side the energy of the states plotted versus
their number and at the right hand side the spatial distribution of the wave functions
of the three states closest to EF .
State # 69 is always doubly occupied and state # 71 empty. State # 70 is singly
occupied and thus constitutes a SOMO (singly occupied molecular orbital). The
SOMO lies exactly at EF for all configurations and is filled with one electron. The
appearance of a spin-polarized zero-energy state is in accordance to Lieb’s theorem,
since by taking out one carbon atom a sublattice imbalance is created [139].
10Spin-up and spin-down electrons are not discerned in the calculations. Therefore, all states are

doubly degenerate.
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Figure 4.33.: GNR with one atom missing. Energy and real space distributions
of GNRs with different atoms missing. The atom is missing (a)–(d) at the corner
ring, (e)–(h) at the 3rd ring, (i)–(l) at the 4th ring. The energy scale is in units of t.
More details are given in the text.
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There is a clear difference between removing an A atom or a B atom regarding the
splitting of the energy states as well as the spatial distribution of the wave functions.

We first consider the case that an atom is taken from the corner ring. When the
atom is removed from the A sublattice (panels (a) and (c)), the GNR end state living
on the A sublattice at the left GNR terminus is suppressed. State # 70—formerly
the HOMO of the intact GNR and now representing the SOMO—lies at zero-energy
and hosts one electron that is located at the B atoms of the right GNR terminus.
States # 69 and # 71 appear to be normal GNR bulk states, although being localized
slightly towards the position of the defect.
On the other hand, when taking out the atom from the B sublattice (as shown in
panels (b) and (d)), three states appear around EF . The SOMO (state # 70) lies
at zero-energy and is located at the left GNR terminus. Its occurrence might be
related to the sublattice imbalance at this end. State # 69 lies closely below EF
and is doubly occupied. One electron is occupying the B lattice at the right GNR
terminus and the second electron resides on A atoms of the left GNR end. Although
the left end is influenced by the vacancy, this state appears to be the GNR end
state. State # 71 constitutes the empty, antisymmetric counterpart of state # 69.
There is a resemblance between the experimentally obtained current map of a Co-
(1)-GNR-complex and the tight-binding calculations presented here. In the current
map, the LDOS is mainly localized at the Co intercalated corner, like in the SOMO
of panels (b) and (d). One could interpret this in a way that the intercalated Co
atom weakens the contribution of the pz-orbitals of the 1B or 2B carbon atom to
the π-system of the GNR and thus creates a state localized mainly at the bottom
left GNR corner. Of course, the simplified tight-binding model does not depict the
real situation (the Co atom rather influences all carbon atoms of the ring instead
of bonding to one specific atom), but it could hint towards the state the system is
actually in.

For a carbon atom removed from the 3rd carbon ring, as shown in panels (e)–(h)
of Fig. 4.33, the situation looks slightly different. When taking out an atom from
sublattice A (panels (e) and (g)), the three states closest to EF are still energetically
split. The SOMO with zero-energy is located at the right GNR terminus. The
spatial distribution of states # 69 and # 71, however is interesting. They seem to be
a mixture of the GNR end state at the left GNR terminus and the state created
around the site of the vacancy.
For B atoms removed from the 3rd carbon ring (panels (f) and (h)), the SOMO
resides again at the left GNR end. States # 69 and # 71 are distributed over the
right GNR end and the A atoms in the surrounding of the vacancy. The location
on the opposite sublattice than the removed carbon atom is in accordance to Lieb’s
theorem.
Again, an analogy between experiment and theory can be found. The current map
of a Co-(3)-GNR-complex indicates a hybridization between GNR end state and Co
induced state at position (3) and suggests the extension of the end state along the
armchair edge up to site (3). In the tight-binding calculations shown in panels (e)
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and (g) this conjecture is strengthened. The wave functions of states # 69 and # 71
are indeed located at the left GNR end and around the vacancy at the 3rd ring and
seem to merge.

Last, panels (i)–(l) are discussed where an atom is removed from the 4th carbon
ring. For an atom taken out from the A sublattice, panels (i) and (k) show that the
SOMO is occupying the right GNR end. The real space wave functions for states
# 69 and # 71 still overlap, but their amplitude between the left zigzag terminus and
the vacancy is lower than for the 3rd ring scenario.
The situation for an atom taken out from the B sublattice, as shown in panels (j)
and (l), is basically identical to the one described for the 3rd ring.
These findings can be compared to the experimental observations. The current map
of a Co-(4)-GNR-complex exhibits a spatial separation between the Co state at
position (4) and the end state located at the GNR zigzag terminus. The calculations
also yield states localized around the vacancy and the GNR termini. There is a finite
overlap in the real space wave functions between states around the vacancy and the
GNR end. From experiment one can conclude that this overlap is not strong enough
to cause hybridization between these two states.

To sum up, the tight-binding calculations are in accordance with experimental ob-
servations and may be used to qualitatively explain the shape of the measured
current maps. In particular, they suggest a hybridization between GNR end state
and vacancy related states at the 3rd carbon ring along the armchair edge.

4.6. End state broadening

At the end of this chapter, an experimental observation regarding the GNR end
state shall be discussed. As was already pointed out, the position and the FWHM
of the end state can vary from GNR to GNR (c. f. Fig. 4.10). Furthermore, the
appearance of dI/dV spectra also depends on the STM tip shape. All tips have
been carefully prepared and calibrated, but nonetheless variations in the linewidth
can occur.
Fig. 4.34 shows an assembly of spectra that were taken at the pristine corners of
18 different GNRs during the experiment. Every point in the graph represents the
FWHM of a specific end state plotted versus the peak maximum position. The color
coding shall be neglected for the moment. The data seem to suggest that the further
the state is shifted from EF the broader it is. The points appear to exhibit, at least
roughly, a linearly increasing trend. A dashed line with slope 0.5 is inserted as a
guide to the eye.

It was shown that the energy broadening of surface states can be related to their life-
time [201, 202] (see the reviews of Refs. [203, 204] for more details). The Fermi liquid
theory—applied to a homogeneous two-dimensional electron gas—predicts that the
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Figure 4.34.: End state broadening. FWHM of different end state peaks plotted
vs. the peak maximum position. Colors indicate different GNR orientations with
respect to the herringbone reconstruction. The black dotted line is a guide to the
eye.

broadening of the state depends on the energy position of the peak with respect to
the Fermi level [205]. Theoretically, the peak broadening should be proportional to
(E − EF )2, with E being the energy position of the peak maximum. This behavior
was confirmed also by STM experiments—however, with slight discrepancies from
the parabolic shape which were attributed to STM tip effects [206, 207]. In our
case, the data points have such high uncertainties that the detailed functional de-
pendence of the increase of the FWHM with the peak maximum position can hardly
be extracted.
For a Au(111) surface, another possible source of deviations can be found in the
surface reconstruction. Chen et al. [208] found that the herringbone reconstruction
acts as a superlattice for the surface state electrons, therefore modifying their elec-
tronic density. There is an electronic potential energy difference between fcc and
hcp regions which presumably stems from variations in local atomic concentrations
in the different regions. This leads to slightly different appearances of the surface
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state in hcp and fcc regions.
Therefore, we investigated the influence of the orientation of the GNR with respect
to the Au lattice of the substrate on the broadening of the end state. An easy
way to determine the registry between GNRs and surface is via the herringbone
reconstruction. The wall sites of the herringbone are aligned perpendicular to the
close-packed direction of the Au atoms. To emphasize different orientations, the
data points in Fig. 4.34 are color coded. Blue means that the spectrum was taken
at a GNR that was oriented perpendicular to the herringbone wall sites (i. e. along
the close-packed direction of the Au lattice), red parallel to the herringbone (and
therefore perpendicular to the close-packed direction) and black that the GNR was
crossing the herringbone under an angle different from 90◦. As one can see, there is
no clear distinction between those cases. It also does not make a difference whether
the GNR end lies on or off the ridges of the herringbone wall sites (graph not shown
here). This leads to the conclusion that the relation between FWHM and peak
maximum position is independent of the GNR orientation with respect to the Au
lattice.

One has to note, however, that the investigation of the end state spectra was not the
main aim of this experiment. Hence, the spectra have not been taken in an optimized
way to judge on such a trend with many different tips. This might contribute to
the large uncertainty and scattering of the data points. Speculations about whether
the data obey a linear or rather a parabolic trend are too early at this stage. To
further investigate the relationship between peak position and FWHM of the GNR
end state, one could perform another experiment in a slightly different way. The
best strategy would be to prepare a sample with a rather high density of GNRs and
without Co atoms. A larger overview scan should be taken and a tip suitable for
STS should be prepared. Then, all GNR ends could be investigated spectroscopically
with the same tip which ensures high comparability among the spectra.

As a side note, the shape of the Kondo peak seemed to vary less. A mean value of
(27 ± 11)mV for the peak maximum position and (49 ± 20)mV for the FWHM for
the GNR end state spectra compares to a mean value of (3 ± 3)mV for the peak
maximum position and (20 ± 8)mV for the FWHM in the case of spectra taken at
Co atoms intercalated at the middle of the armchair edge. The uncertainty margins
represent the standard deviation here. This indicates that tip influence alone is
not responsible for the varying end state peak broadening. It further corroborates
our assumption that there are two different types of features with different origins,
namely one related to GNR end states and the other related to the Kondo effect.
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4.7. Conclusion and outlook

In this chapter, 7-aGNRs were synthesized under UHV conditions on a Au(111)
surface. Subsequently added Co atoms were intercalated underneath different sites
along the armchair edges of the 7-aGNRs. The Co-GNR-complexes were investi-
gated by means of STS. Whereas Co atoms on Au(111) showed a Kondo dip in
differential conductance spectra, the Co-GNR-complexes exhibited a peak. This
was rationalized by different tunneling channels existing between STM tip and sur-
face. The shape of the peak was dependent on the intercalation position along the
GNR armchair edge.
Co atoms buried at the middle of the armchair edge displayed a Kondo-like reso-
nance centered at (3 ± 3)mV with a FWHM of (20 ± 8)mV. The Co states appeared
to be well separated from the GNR end state, if the Co atom was intercalated at
least 4 carbon rings away from the GNR zigzag edge.
A Co atom inserted at the GNR corner also yielded a zero-bias resonance, with its
maximum at (0 ± 4)mV and a FWHM of (30 ± 10)mV. The peak shape resembled
a Kondo resonance, but it was broader than for the case of a Co atom at the mid-
dle of the armchair edge. The larger FWHM is presumably due to a hybridization
between the Co atom states and the slightly wider GNR end state. It seems like
a Co atom at the corner imprints its Kondo nature to the end state, resulting in a
broadened zero-bias resonance at one GNR corner.
A Co atom placed at position (3) apparently constitutes an intermediate configura-
tion. Differential conductance spectra taken at this site had the same appearance
as the end state peak. No signs of a Kondo resonance could be found, but it seemed
like the end state was extended along the armchair edge up to the intercalated Co
atom.
Au atoms intercalated at the corner of the GNR did not cause any Kondo-like res-
onance but only weakened the observation of a GNR end state.

Kondo temperatures were obtained by manually extracting the FWHM and by a
non-linear least squares fit of the dI/dV spectra to a Fano function. Differences
in the obtained TK values resulted mainly because of an asymmetric peak broad-
ening and a small voltage window used for the fit function. Due to thermal and
instrumental broadening, TK could only be determined with large uncertainties.

Placing several Co atoms underneath the corners of one and the same GNR resulted
in the observation of a Kondo-like resonance at every intercalation site. Up to three
Co atoms were intercalated underneath one GNR.

DFT calculations confirmed considerations about the intercalation geometry and
provided three different coupling scenarios for a Co atom along the armchair edge.
However, there were also discrepancies between DFT and experiment. The local-
ization of the resonance to only one corner for a Co atom intercalated at a corner
position, for instance, was only observed in experiment and not found by DFT.
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Within the framework of tight-binding calculations, individual atoms were removed
from different GNR sites to simulate a possible impact of the Co atom on the
π-system of the GNR. Although the model is simplified, the results are in good
agreement with the phenomenological appearances of the Co-GNR-complexes.

Temperature and magnetic field dependent measurements are necessary to further
investigate the properties of this Kondo system.
One could also try to intercalate magnetic atoms with different orbital occupations
to study the hybridization of the GNR with different d-orbitals.
Furthermore, using another substrate could be considered. Ag(111) was shown to
provide electron doping for graphene nanoflakes [209]. Also 7-aGNRs are proposed
to be n-doped on this surface [210]. This would shift the GNR end state below the
Fermi level and make it occupied. Thus, a splitting of the end state peak upon
interaction with the magnetic adatom might be observable.

Last, the FWHM of the GNR end state peak was investigated as a function of its
energy position with respect to the Fermi level. The end state apparently follows a
trend that is compatible with Fermi liquid theory but needs to be examined further.
To this end, an experiment with the focus on the examination of the GNR end states
could be performed, putting emphasis on taking spectra with the same STM tip to
ensure good comparability among the spectra.
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One of the goals of this thesis was to connect the mesoscale transport of GNRs
with their atomistic properties. In this chapter, we investigate how a current flow
through a GNR influences adatoms on the GNR on the atomic scale. To this end,
the current-induced diffusion of Co atoms, both, adsorbed on GNRs on a Au(111)
substrate and on the bare Au(111) surface, is investigated.

The work in this chapter was done in collaboration with Sasha Vrbica from the
group of Jan van Ruitenbeek from Leiden University in the Netherlands. They did
preliminary STM experiments on Co adatom diffusion and current induced forces
on epitaxial graphene on a Si/SiO2 substrate. However, remnants from the sample
processing as well as the corrugation of graphene on a SiO2 surface hindered clear
observation of Co diffusion. Therefore, a cleaner system was needed.

The motivation behind the original project was to find out more about the fun-
damentals of electromigration. Electromigration means that an electrical current
flowing through a material exerts a force on atoms in the material or on its surface
and eventually leads to a displacement of these atoms. This phenomenon is impor-
tant in the semiconductor industry since it can lead to the creation of hillocks and
shorts in current carrying leads and may therefore cause device failure [211, 212].
Even though first hints of electromigration were observed already in 1861 [213], this
phenomenon is experimentally poorly investigated on the atomic scale. Braun et
al. [214] reported electromigration of single adatoms on a metal surface observed
by STM. This study motivated us to conduct further STM measurements in that
direction to shed light on the atomic diffusion of single atoms adsorbed on GNRs.

As was pointed out in the previous chapter, on-surface synthesized GNRs on a
Au(111) substrate pose a very clean environment. Additionally, when evaporating
single Co atoms onto this system, a fraction of the Co atoms adsorbs on the GNRs—
and is therefore decoupled from the underlying Au surface. By contacting the GNRs
with the STM tip and applying a voltage pulse, current was run through the GNR
and the substrate and a motion of the Co atoms on the atomic scale could be
observed.

All measurements presented in this chapter were performed in Regensburg, and
most of them were done together with Sasha Vrbica. The evaluation of the data was
shared. Ulrike Paap, a bachelor student, helped to perform and evaluate a part of
the measurements [215]. This experiment is also treated in the PhD thesis of Sasha
Vrbica [216].
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In the following, a short overview of the theoretical fundamentals is given. After
that, the sample preparation and the method of contacting the GNRs with the
STM tip are introduced. Some exemplary cases for voltage pulses are shown. The
pulses are analyzed under the aspect of finding electromigration forces. Last, the
diffusion of Co atoms on GNRs and the Au(111) surface is discussed and temperature
dependent measurements are presented.

5.1. Theoretical basics

First, an introduction into the basic concept of electromigration will be given. Then,
the basics of diffusion in one and two dimensions are introduced. Last, the principles
of Kelvin probe spectroscopy are explained.

5.1.1. Electromigration

As already mentioned, electromigration describes the displacement of atoms in a
material caused by an electric field and the current flow through the material. Its
first observation was reported by Gerardin in molten alloys in 1861 [213]. The re-
sulting material transport can lead to failure of integrated circuits by the creation
of hillocks and voids (c. f. Fig. 5.1) [211, 212]. On the other hand, one can also

Figure 5.1.: Examples for electromi-
gration. Top: Formation of hillocks and
voids in Cu interconnects. From [217].
Bottom: Fabrication of Au contacts with
nanometer separation by means of elec-
troburning. From [218].

take advantage of electromigration by (re-)moving adsorbates on purpose [219]. As
an example, one can mention the current-induced cleaning of graphene [2] where
the removal of (charged) adsorbates helps to improve the performance of graphene
based devices. Furthermore, the fabrication of very closely spaced contacts by elec-
troburning [124, 218, 220] relies on electromigration as well. An example is shown
in Fig. 5.1.
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A thorough description of this phenomenon can be found in the reviews of Refs. [221,
222]. Here, only the basic principle is sketched.
The underlying theory was developed by Fiks [223] and Huntington and Grone
[224] and employs a ballistic approach to determine the mechanisms of electromi-
gration. The displacement of an atom that is free to migrate in or on the surface
of a conductive material results from the interplay of two driving forces. One of
them—the so-called wind force—is caused by the electrons flowing through the ma-
terial. By scattering, the electrons transfer their momenta to the atom and lead
to a force component pointing in the direction of the electron current. The second
contribution—the direct electrostatic force, or simply direct force—stems from the
applied electric field acting on the migrating atom.
The sketch in Fig. 5.2 illustrates this situation. A positively charged ion (blue) is

−+
cathodeanode

+

e-

FdirectFwind
Figure 5.2.: Principle of electromigra-
tion. A positively charged ion (blue) on
a conductor (gray) feels the direct force
~Fdirect arising from the applied potential
and the wind force ~Fwind stemming from
scattering with electrons. After [216].

sketched on the surface of a conductor (gray). A potential drop is applied across the
conductor. This leads to an electric field pointing from left to right and causing a
direct force component ~Fdirect on the ion. Additionally, electrons (black dots) move
from right to left and transfer their momenta to the ion by scattering. The result-
ing force component ~Fwind is pointing in the opposite direction of the direct force.
Depending on which force component prevails, the ion will get displaced to the left
or the right1.
The resulting force ~Fres can be described by [222]

~Fres = ~Fdirect + ~Fwind = (Z − ne · lmfp · σ) · e · ~E (5.1)

where Z is the charge of the adsorbate, ne the electron density in the conductor, lmfp
the mean free path of the electrons, σ the scattering cross section, e the elementary
charge and ~E the electric field.
Therefore, the type of the adsorbate as well as the conductivity of the sample play
an important role. This was addressed theoretically for different adsorbates on
graphene and CNTs [225–227]. Experiments for electromigration of single adatoms
on carbon-based materials, however, are scarce.
STM poses an ideal tool for the detection of electromigration on the atomic scale

1The theory is valid for neutral atoms as well. The contribution of the wind force does not depend
on the charge of the atom. To model the influence of the direct force, Huntington and Fiks
assumed the electric field to act on the bare positive charge of the ion core [222–224]. This is
in line with the approach of viewing a metal as positively charged cores and an electron sea
surrounding them.
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since the high spatial resolution allows keeping track of the displacement of single
atoms. Braun et al. [214] performed experiments in that context by probing the
motion of single Au and Ag adatoms on a Ni(111) surface under the influence of
current induced by an STM tip. They found that adatoms are pushed away from
the tip below a certain voltage threshold whereas they are pulled towards the tip
above.
However, more experiments recording the atomic displacement of adatoms on a
current-carrying substrate are necessary to better understand electromigration on
the atomic scale.

5.1.2. Thermally activated diffusion

There are two main techniques to experimentally monitor diffusion processes on
a sample surface at the atomic scale. On the one hand, a field ion microscope
[228] allows the real space observation of surfaces with atomic resolution. On the
other hand, scanning probe microscopy can be used to follow the diffusion of single
adatoms. Due to its lower tip-sample interaction, usually STM is preferred for
diffusion studies of adatoms on conductive surfaces over AFM.
There are several methods to study atomic diffusion with an STM. For example,
adsorbates can be directly tracked with the STM tip [229]. This method achieves
high temporal resolution but the diffusion of the adsorbate might be influenced by
the presence of the STM tip.
Another option is to monitor diffusion by taking a series of subsequent STM images.
Using this approach, the tip influence on the diffusion behavior is reduced since the
tip is positioned away from the adsorbate most of the times. The downside is
that one might miss single diffusion events—like adatom jumps forth and back or
displacement of the adsorbate outside the imaging frame.

Therefore, one has to look at the average motion of multiple adatoms. To this end,
the average number of image-to-image diffusion steps N̄ is defined as the product
of the total2 hopping rate ν (which describes the displacement of the adatom from
one lattice site to an adjacent site and is also referred to as jump rate or diffusion
rate) and the time ∆t between two subsequent images [231]:

N̄ = ν ·∆t (5.2)

In the simplest approximation, the adatoms are thereby considered to jump only one
lattice site at a time. For the 1-dimensional case, the probability that an adatom
makes k steps in one direction is given by the Poisson distribution

Pk =
e−

N̄
2
(
N̄
2

)k
k! (5.3)

2Total hopping rate means that the hopping in all possible directions is considered. Sometimes,
the hopping rate is defined for each lattice direction separately (c. f. Ref. [230]).
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The probability to find an adatom m lattice sites away from the origin therefore
reads [232]

Pm = e−N̄
∞∑
i=0

(
N̄
2

)2i+m

i!(i+m)! = e−N̄Im(N̄) (5.4)

with Im being a modified Bessel function of the first kind.
Due to the stochastic nature of the process, the diffusion steps in 2 dimensions (2D)
superimpose independently of each other. For diffusion on a 2D square grid, the
probability to make steps in each of the two orthogonal directions is therefore equal.
Since the total average number of diffusion steps is N̄ , the average diffusion in each
of the two directions is N̄/2. The probability for a displacement by m and n lattice
sites in each of the directions is then given by [231]

Pmn = e−N̄Im

(
N̄

2

)
In

(
N̄

2

)
(5.5)

When considering only thermally promoted diffusion, the hopping rate can be de-
termined in the framework of the transition state theory. Here, the adatom is
considered to sit in a potential well on the surface and has to overcome a diffusion
barrier ED to diffuse to neighboring lattice sites. The hopping rate can be written
as [230]

ν(T ) = ν0 exp
(−ED
kBT

)
(5.6)

Hereby, T is the temperature of the system, kB the Boltzmann constant and ν0 is
the so-called attempt frequency which takes on values of roughly 1013 Hz.

To determine the average distance an adatom moved on the surface after a certain
number of jumps, the random walk model can be used. In the 1D case, an adatom
sitting in the origin at site x0 can leave its position and jump by one lattice site
either to the left or to the right with equal probability. It can be shown that after
N̄ jumps, the mean square distance of the adatom from the origin is [230, 233]

〈(xj − x0)2〉 = 〈(∆x)2〉 = l2 · N̄ (5.7)

with l being the lattice constant. If one includes the possibility of long jumps
[232, 234], the adsorbate can also jump several lattice sites at a time. In that case,
the average jump distance l̄ replaces the lattice constant l.
For a 2D square lattice, the probabilities to move along each space direction x and y
superimpose statistically independent [230] and the mean square distance from the
origin reads

〈(∆r)2〉 = 〈(∆x)2〉+ 〈(∆y)2〉 = l̄2 · N̄ = l̄2ν∆t = 4D∆t (5.8)

with the jump diffusion coefficient D = l̄2ν/4. The diffusion coefficient for a trian-
gular lattice—as in the case of a (111) surface—takes on the same value. Again,
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5. Current-induced diffusion

the definition of the hopping rate ν as total number of jumps in all directions is
important. For other definitions of the hopping rate, different values for D can ap-
pear in the literature (c. f. Ref. [230]). In general, D is inversely proportional to the
dimensionality of the diffusion [233].

5.1.3. Kelvin probe force spectroscopy

Kelvin probe force spectroscopy (KPFS) is a method to determine the local contact
potential difference (CPD) between two materials. It goes back to an observation
made by Lord Kelvin in 1898 [235]. He experimented with two parallel plates that
were electrically connected and brought in close vicinity, thus forming a plate capac-
itor. Upon moving one of the plates, he noticed the flow of a capacitively induced
current that was connected to the different work functions of the two plates. The
current could be minimized by applying an appropriate voltage across the plates.
In 1991, Weaver et al. [236] and Nonnenmacher et al. [237] extended this method to
scanning probe microscopy in order to measure the local CPD between a conductive
AFM tip and the sample surface. Its working principle is schematically illustrated
in Fig. 5.3 by depicting the energy levels of sample and tip upon bringing them into
contact.
Panel (a) shows the energy level alignment of sample and tip when they are still far
apart. Their respective work functions—Φs for the sample and Φt for the tip—are
aligned to the vacuum level EV . Since sample and tip have different work functions,
their respective Fermi energies, Es

F and Et
F , are unequal.
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Figure 5.3.: Energy level alignment for KPFS. (a) Tip and sample are separated
by a distance dts with no electrical contact. Their work functions, Φt and Φs, are
different and aligned to the vacuum level EV . (b) When tip and sample are in
electrical contact, the Fermi levels of tip and sample, Et

F and Es
F , align and an

electric field ~E forms in the junction. The vacuum level of the sample is lowered by
the contact potential difference (CPD). (c) By applying a voltage VCPD, the initial
situation can be restored and the electrostatic interaction is minimized. After [238].
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In panel (b), sample and tip are brought into electrical contact3 by decreasing the
tip-sample separation dts. Then, electrons will flow from the sample (with the lower
work function and higher Fermi level) to the tip to equilibrate the two Fermi levels.
Through that, charges will accumulate on the surfaces of tip and sample and an
electric field ~E in the junction arises. The corresponding drop in potential is equal
to the CPD. The electric field in the junction causes an electrostatic force between
tip and sample. This attractive force can be sensed by means of AFM.
By applying a voltage between tip and sample, the Fermi levels can be shifted back.
At a voltage VCPD, the initial situation (for large dts) is restored. VCPD is related
to the difference in work functions by [237, 238]

VCPD = 1
e

(Φs − Φt). (5.9)

At this voltage, the electric field between tip and sample vanishes, and thus the
electrostatic force in the junction is minimal.

To relate the measured frequency shift in a KPFS spectrum to the CPD, tip and
sample can be approximated as a capacitor. This capacitor stores the energy

EC = 1
2V

2
effC (5.10)

with the effective voltage Veff = Vbias − VCPD and the capacity C.
Since the frequency shift ∆f of the unperturbed AFM resonance frequency f0 is
proportional to the electrostatic force Fes, one can write

∆f ∝ ∂

∂z
Fes

∝ ∂

∂z

(
∂

∂z
EC

)

∝ 1
2
∂2C

∂z2 (Vbias − VCPD)2 (5.11)

whereby z is the direction normal to the sample surface. When doing KPFS, the
obtained ∆f(Vbias) spectrum has thus the shape of a parabola4.

5.2. Experimental procedure

The motion of Co atoms on GNRs was caused by contacting the GNR with the
STM tip and ramping up the bias voltage for a short time. Thereby, the injected
current heats the sample and enables motion of the adatoms. This section gives a
brief overview of the sample preparation and explains the contacting procedure.

3This can either be direct contact or the case that dts is sufficiently small for electrons to tunnel.
4Deviations from this shape might arise, e. g., from charging processes.
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5. Current-induced diffusion

5.2.1. Sample preparation

The sample preparation was carried out analogously to the previous chapter. That
is why here only a short summary is presented. More details can be found in sec-
tion 4.2.
After sputtering and annealing of a Au(111) single crystal, DBBA precursor molecules
were thermally sublimed onto the Au surface. Subsequently, the 7-aGNR formation
was triggered by two heating steps. In contrast to the previous chapter, no NaCl
islands were grown this time. After cooling down the sample and transferring it into
the STM chamber, Co atoms were added to the surface by electron beam evapo-
ration. As already mentioned, a fraction of the Co atoms adsorbed on top of the
GNRs. Compared to the previous chapter, a slightly higher Co coverage was chosen
to increase the number of Co atoms on GNRs. Typical sample appearances can be
seen in section 5.3.

5.2.2. Pulsing procedure

To run current through the GNRs and observe a motion of the adatoms, a reliable
method to contact the GNRs with the STM tip is required. In the following, a
procedure is introduced by which voltage pulses under reproducible, well-defined
conditions could be performed. First, an overview STM image is taken and a suit-
able5 GNR is selected. Then, the STM tip is positioned above the GNR and the
feedback is switched off. This situation is illustrated in Fig. 5.4 (a). The tip is
lowered and the tunneling current between tip and sample is recorded (shown as a
red line in panel (d)). The distance by which the tip is lowered is labeled with z and
is displayed by a blue line in panel (c). Note that z = 0 for the set point position.
Increasing (positive) z values refer to a tip approach towards the sample surface.
To establish a gentle contact, the tip is first lowered fast and then, when in close
proximity to the GNR, slower. The tunneling current raises exponentially until a
sudden increase can be observed in most current traces (here at roughly z = 5.6 Å,
marked with an arrow in panel (d) and especially clear in the logarithmic I(z) plot
in the inset). This rise in tunneling current is referred to as jump to point contact
[239–242]. It marks the crossover between vacuum tunneling regime and direct tip-
sample contact.
After this point is reached, the tip approach is continued for 0.2–0.3Å to make sure
tip and GNR are in good contact6.
When the final tip height is reached, the voltage between tip and sample (green line

5Suitable means in this case that one or many Co atoms adsorbed on top of the GNR, but
preferably not too close to the GNR ends.

6The approach distance necessary for establishing a contact between tip and GNR varies for
different contact points due to surface corrugations on the atomic scale [241]. Therefore, an
additional safety margin was added.
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Figure 5.4.: Pulsing procedure. (a) Schematics of an STM tip above a GNR on
a Au(111) surface with a Co atom adsorbed on it. (b) The STM tip is lowered by
a distance z until a contact between tip and GNR is formed. Then the tunneling
voltage Vbias is ramped up for a time tpulse and current flows through GNR and
substrate (symbolized by red arrow). Thereby, the Co atom is displaced. The initial
separation between tip and Co atom is denoted by s and the displacement of the Co
atom by d. (c) Typical example for a voltage pulse with 700mV for a duration of 1 s
(green line) used in experiment. The blue line indicates the tip approach towards
the GNR. (d) Tunneling current recorded during the pulse in (c). The inset shows
the current as a function of the tip approach z on a logarithmic scale.

in panel (c)) is increased for a short time tpulse. This is referred to as voltage pulse7

and a schematic is depicted in panel (b). Most pulses lasted for 0.5–1 s. During the
voltage pulse, the current increases to its maximum value. The current spreading
through the sample8—symbolized by the red arrow—may lead to a displacement of
the Co atom. The separation between pulsing spot of the tip and initial center of
the Co atom is labeled with s.

7One could also call it current pulse since it is actually the injected current that enables the
motion of the adatoms through Joule heating of the system. As the voltage is easier to adjust
on the instrumental side, the denotation voltage pulse will be used in the following, though.

8For reasons of clarity, only the fraction spreading through the GNR is sketched.
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After the pulse, the tip is retracted and the feedback switched on again. Subse-
quently, another STM image is taken and compared to the previous one. By this
method, the displacement d of the Co atom by the voltage pulse can be deter-
mined. A displacement away from the tip is registered with a positive sign whereas
a displacement towards the tip is counted with a negative sign.

Regarding the direction of the Co displacement, the following considerations need
to be taken into account. First of all, according to DFT calculations, Co atoms
adsorbed on graphene are positively charged [243]. We assume that the same holds
true for Co adatoms on GNRs.
Furthermore, one has to keep in mind that the bias voltage is applied to the sample.
Thus, for a positive pulsing voltage—as in the example of Fig. 5.4—the electrons
will flow from the STM tip into the sample. The wind force should therefore push
the Co atom to the right hand side in the sketch. The direct force, resulting from
the electric field between tip and sample should have the opposite sign, since the
electric field lines are pointing from the positive sample to the grounded tip.
Hence, a displacement away from the tip (d > 0) indicates a dominating wind force,
whereas a motion towards the tip (d < 0) means a prevailing direct force.
For pulses with a negative voltage, the signs for wind force and direct force are both
reversed.

One has to note that the electromigration forces are small. Mainly local Joule
heating helps to lift the adatoms from their adsorption sites and enables their motion
[226, 227, 244]. The electromigration forces then result in a directional displacement.
It is difficult to calculate the value of these forces because too many variables are
unknown for this system. It should be noted, however, that the magnitude of the
electromigration forces for various adatoms on CNTs was in the range of pN to nN
[226, 227] and thus is comparable to the force needed to move single adatoms over
metal surfaces9 [245].

5.3. Sample characterization

In this section, the adsorption behavior of the Co atoms on the GNRs is treated.
Different appearances of the adsorbed Co atoms are discussed and their adsorption
positions on the GNR are examined. Last, exemplary cases for voltage pulses on
GNRs and the resulting motion of the Co adatoms are shown.

9The force to move an atom depends on the substrate. The lateral force for moving Co over
Pt(111) was reported to be 210 pN whereas it measures 17 pN for Co on Cu(111) [245].
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5.3.1. Determination of Co adsorption position

Typical appearances of Co atoms adsorbed on a GNR and the bare Au(111) surface
in experiment can be seen in Fig. 5.5. Panel (a) shows two partially overlapping
GNRs and several Co atoms adsorbed on a GNR and the Au(111) surface. The
longer GNR consists of two interconnected segments and is therefore kinked10. The
Co adatoms adsorbed on the GNR are labeled with (I) and (II). They appear brighter
and larger than the Co atoms on the Au surface. Whereas Co on Au(111) has an
apparent height of 1.0Å and a width of 13Å, Co atoms on a GNR show typically
apparent heights of 2.3Å and widths of 15Å. The reason for the difference is that—
due to the GNR acting as a spacer—the tip needs to be closer to the on-top-adsorbed
Co atoms to maintain a constant tunneling current. It should be underlined that
a Co atom adsorbed on a GNR looks distinctly different from a Co atom buried
underneath a GNR (c. f. Fig. 4.14).
One important point to consider is that the appearance of all structures depends on
the STM set point parameters. Therefore, all values presented here refer to adatoms
in images that were taken with Vbias = 100mV and Itunnel = 2pA.
Although both adsorbed on a GNR, Co atoms (I) and (II) look slightly different. Ad-
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Figure 5.5.: Different adsorption heights of adatoms. (a) STM image of in-
terconnected and overlapping GNRs. Co atoms are labeled with (I) and (II), the
overlap between two GNRs is marked with (III). Vbias = 100mV, Itunnel = 2pA.
(b) Apparent height profile along the black arrow in (a).

sorbate (I) appears larger than adsorbate (II) in the STM image in Fig. 5.5 (a). Their
apparent heights can be deduced from the line scan shown in panel (b). Whereas
adsorbate (II) exhibits an apparent height of 2.4Å and a width of 15Å—close to
what most of the adatoms show—adsorbate (I) has an apparent height of 3.5Å but
the same width of 15Å. Only a small fraction of the adsorbates had this larger
appearance.
10During the sample growth, two (or more) GNRs can fuse. Throughout this process, pentagon

and heptagon defects can occur at the interconnection sites. A detailed study of interconnected
7-aGNRs can be found in Ref. [246].
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There are various possible reasons for the different apparent heights of Co atoms
on GNRs. First, Virgus et al. [247] predicted different adsorption sites—and cor-
respondingly varying apparent heights—for Co atoms with different spin configura-
tions adsorbed on graphene. They claim an equilibrium height of Co atoms over the
graphene layer of 2.2Å when Co is in the 3d84s1 state and a height of 3.3Å for Co
in the 3d74s2 configuration.
On the other hand, the larger adatom could actually be a dimer consisting of 2 Co
atoms. For comparison, the apparent height of a single Co atom on Au(111) was
found to be around 1.0Å, that of a Co dimer on Au(111) roughly 1.3Å.
Furthermore, an adsorbed hydrogen atom on top of the adatom(s) can also cause
a height difference. The actual reason for the different heights could not be deter-
mined.

Last, one has also to distinguish the Co adatoms from inherent structural phe-
nomena from the growth process, such as overlapping GNRs (labeled with (III) in
Fig. 5.5 (a)) or a not fully polymerized GNR backbone (indicated by a black arrow
in Fig. 4.7).

To study the motion of Co atoms on the GNRs, it is of interest to know their
exact adsorption positions on the GNR. According to DFT calculations, Co atoms
preferably adsorb at the center of the outer carbon hexagon rings of 7-aGNRs [197].
In our case, the determination of the exact Co adsorption position by means of AFM
was not possible. For taking atomically resolved AFM images with functionalized
tips, the tip has to be approached very closely to the structure to be investigated.
This leads to strong interactions between tip and sample and resulted in a pick-up
of the Co adatom by the tip. This is different to the previous chapter where the Co
atoms were buried underneath the GNR and therefore protected from being picked
up.
The adsorption position, however, can also be estimated by means of STM. Hereby,
one has to keep in mind that, in general, STM overestimates the sizes of structures.
Nonetheless, by assuming a symmetrical tip, the apparent center of a structure—like
a GNR or a Co atom—is also its real center. Thus, by identifying the middle of
the GNR and the middle of the adsorbed Co atom and overlaying the atomic lattice
structure of the GNR, one can draw conclusions about the adsorption position of
the Co adatom.

This is done in Fig. 5.6. Panel (a) shows a horizontally aligned GNR segment with a
Co atom residing on it. There are also three Co atoms on the bare Au(111) surface
close to the GNR. Panel (b) shows the procedure to determine the adsorption site.
The black dashed line marks the center of the GNR. It was obtained by simply taking
the middle between upper and lower GNR edge. The blue dashed line indicates the
center of the Co adatom. Here, it has to be noted that the appearance of the Co
atom—as seen in panel (a)—is asymmetrically broadened due to the fact that it is
adsorbed off-center on the GNR.
To remove the contribution of the GNR from the image, one has to adjust the
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Figure 5.6.: Determination of Co adsorption position. (a) STM image of a
GNR section with a Co atom adsorbed on top. Above the GNR, three Co atoms on
the bare Au(111) surface can be seen. Vbias = 100mV, Itunnel = 2pA. (b) Contrast
modified version of the image in (a). The center of the GNR and the Co atom are
marked with black and blue dashed lines, respectively. A true to scale model of the
GNR lattice is overlaid in red. The inset declares the nomenclature of the hexagon
rings across the GNR.

contrast until only the signal stemming from the Co atom is visible. In panel (b),
this image was overlaid to the original image. The blue circle marks the Co atom as
obtained by the contrast adapted image. One can clearly see that the appearance
of the Co atom is asymmetrically broadened towards the GNR edge. In the right
half of the image, a true to scale model of its lattice is overlaid to the GNR. The
center of the Co atom coincides with the center of the outer carbon hexagon ring
and therefore hints towards an adsorption at this site, as predicted by theory. To
clarify the nomenclature of the adsorption position across the GNR, the inset assigns
a letter to every hexagon ring across the GNR. Almost all Co atoms were adsorbed
at the outer carbon rings, i. e. sites A or E.
One has to mention, however, that the position determination with STM is not
ultimately conclusive, in particular because the tips in experiment are not always
perfectly symmetric. Therefore, one can not rule out that some Co atoms might
also adsorb at the centers of the inner hexagon rings B–D, or on bridge or top sites.

5.3.2. Lateral manipulation of GNRs with adsorbed Co adatoms

Even though the Co adatoms on the GNR get easily picked up when trying to im-
age them by means of AFM, they are quite stably adsorbed on the GNR. This is
evidenced by the fact that Co atoms do not fall off the GNR when laterally manip-
ulating the GNR with the STM tip. They even adhere to their original adsorption
site on the GNR while the GNR is moved. An example for a lateral manipulation of
a GNR is shown in Fig. 5.7. Panel (a) depicts the initial situation. 2 Co atoms are
adsorbed on a short GNR. For the lateral manipulation, the bias voltage is lowered
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Figure 5.7.: Lateral manipulation of GNR with Co atoms adsorbed on it.
(a) A GNR with 2 Co atoms on top is moved to the left by the STM tip. The red
arrow describes the path of the STM tip during the manipulation process. (b) Final
configuration. The adatoms did not change their adsorption positions on the GNR.
Vbias = 100mV, Itunnel = 2pA.

and the tunneling current is increased11. The red arrow represents the path the
STM tip is taking during the manipulation process. Panel (b) shows that the GNR
got displaced by 3 nm to the left, but the Co adatoms on the GNR did not move
relative to the GNR.

5.3.3. Exemplary cases

In the following, some exemplary cases for voltage pulses on GNRs using different
polarities will be given. Fig. 5.8 (a) shows three interconnected GNR segments
with two Co atoms adsorbed on the longest segment. The Co atoms on the GNR
are labeled with 1 and 2. The red cross indicates the spot at which the GNR was
contacted by the STM tip to perform a voltage pulse. It is located at the corner
of the longest GNR segment. The pulse was executed with a voltage of +700mV
and lasted for 1 s. The distances between tip and Co atoms were s1 = 13.5 nm and
s2 = 8.2 nm. In panel (b), the situation after the voltage pulse can be seen. The
dashed circles indicate the original positions of the Co atoms on the GNR. As one can
see, Co atom 1 moved away from the tip whereas Co atom 2 was displaced towards
the tip. The motions were noted as d1 = 1.3 nm and d2 = −0.8 nm. Additionally,
both atoms are now adsorbed on the opposite GNR edge, i. e. they changed their
adsorption sites from A to E (or vice versa).

Panel (c) shows another case of a pulsing event. One can see two interconnected
GNRs with two Co atoms (labeled with 3 and 4) on the left GNR segment. This volt-
age pulse was performed with −1000mV on the GNR segment without Co adatoms
and lasted for 0.6 s. The distances between Co atoms 3 and 4 and STM tip were
s3 = 10.2 nm and s4 = 15.3 nm.
In the image after the pulse—shown in panel (d)—one can observe that Co atom 3
11Typical values for a lateral manipulation process are Vbias = 50mV and Itunnel = 200 nA.
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Figure 5.8.: Exemplary cases for voltage pulses. (a) Interconnected GNR seg-
ments with two Co adatoms (labeled 1 and 2) on the longest segment before a voltage
pulse with +700mV for 1 s. The red cross indicates the pulsing spot. (b) Situation
after the pulse. The initial Co adsorption positions are indicated by dashed circles.
Vbias = 100mV, Itunnel = 2pA for (a) and (b). (c) Interconnected GNR segments
with two Co adatoms (labeled 3 and 4) before a voltage pulse with −1000mV for
0.6 s. (d) Situation after the pulse. Vbias = −100mV, Itunnel = 2pA for (c) and (d).

moved by a quite large distance of d3 = −5.2 nm. Co atom 4 did not move, there-
fore d4 = 0nm. It is also visible that some Co atoms on the bare Au surface got
displaced, even though their motion is very small.

During the experiment, pulsing voltages ranging from −1000mV to −500mV and
from +500mV to +1200mV were used. The current flowing during the pulse was
mostly in the range of 1–10µA. Voltage pulses with |Vbias| < 500mV turned out to
rarely lead to an adatom displacement and were therefore not pursued.
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5.4. Results and discussion

Since the tip can slightly change during a voltage pulse, the experimental conditions
for all pulses are always very similar, but possibly not the same. For that reason,
the result of many pulsing events has to be evaluated to obtain reliable conclusions
from the evaluation of the Co motion.
In this section, the displacement of the Co atoms on the GNRs is tested with regard
to the effects of electromigration forces. No clear dependence of pulsing voltage
polarity and preferential direction of motion is found, though. However, GNRs pose
a stage for 1-dimensional diffusion of Co atoms. This diffusion is investigated and the
influence of various pulsing parameters is examined. Last, temperature dependent
measurements are performed to attain the diffusion rate and barrier for Co atoms
on the Au(111) surface.

5.4.1. Electromigration

The previous examples demonstrate that the motion of the Co adatoms is not uni-
directional for a given polarity of the voltage pulse. In Fig. 5.8 (b), one Co atom
moves away from the tip, the other one towards the tip. This, at a first glance,
seems to contradict the expectations from the electromigration theory.
One has to note, however, that performing voltage (current) pulses provides the sys-
tem with energy. Therefore, Joule heating as a source of motion has to be considered
as well. The direction of this kind of thermal motion is random, though. To find a
possible contribution from electromigration forces, a large number of pulsing events
has to be considered. Since the direction of the thermal motion of the adatoms is
random, their displacement should average to zero. Any remaining net displacement
can thus be attributed to electromigration forces.

To this end, a large number of pulsing events was performed. In order to obtain
unbiased statistics, however, certain adatoms had to be disregarded from the eval-
uation.
Co atoms that were adsorbed at the GNR termini (such as Co atom 4 in Fig. 5.8)
were not counted because their motion on the GNR is limited a priori to one di-
rection only—the center of the GNR. That would distort the statistics in favor of
displacements towards the tip. Furthermore, it turned out during the experiment
that Co atoms adsorbed at the GNR termini are very stable. They almost never
moved upon pulsing, but stayed at their adsorption site12. A possible reason will be
discussed later.
Similarly, adatoms adsorbed at the kinks of interconnected GNRs or at defect sites
seemed to be pinned to their adsorption site and thus were disregarded as well.

12...or got picked up by the STM tip.
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Total number of Co adatoms 1430
Number of Co atoms that did not move 736 (51.5% / –)
Number of displaced Co atoms (including events below) 694 (48.5% / 100%)

Co moved along GNR 536 (37.5% / 77.2%)
Co fell off GNR 6 (0.4% / 0.9%)
Co moved to other edge (site A to E) 54 (3.8% / 7.8%)
Co atom vanished (pick up by STM tip) 98 (6.8% / 14.1%)

Table 5.1.: Statistics for Co motion after a voltage pulse. The first column
describes the event and the second column the number of occurrences. The first
percentage value refers to the portion with respect to the total number of Co atoms,
the second one gives the portion with respect to the displaced atoms only.

Considering these restrictions, in total, around 900 voltage pulses were performed
during which the motion of 1430 Co atoms was monitored.
Table 5.1 gives an overview of all pulsing events. Roughly half of the Co atoms got
displaced. Most of them moved along the GNR. Only very few fell off the GNR
during the displacement. Some only changed the adsorption site across the GNR
(from A to E). A couple of adatoms vanished—that means they were not found in
any subsequent STM image. This was interpreted as a pick up of the Co atom by
the STM tip, i. e. the Co atom jumped (possibly due to the high electric field at the
tip apex) to the tip.

To investigate the directionality of the motion, the displacement of each Co atom
is plotted versus the pulsing voltage in Fig. 5.9. In this graph, Co atoms that
did not move, only changed their adsorption site from A to E or vanished are not
considered. The negative pulsing voltages (from −1000mV to −500mV) are plotted
in red and the positive ones (from +500mV to +1200mV) in blue. As one can see,
the displacement for both polarities of the pulsing voltage scatters and takes on
both, positive and negative, values.
To find out about any preferential direction, the average displacement for the positive
and negative voltage range is evaluated separately. For positive voltage pulses, the
average displacement d+ is (0.2 ± 1.0) nm. The uncertainty refers to the standard
deviation. For the negative voltage range, d− = (0.1 ± 1.5) nm results. Both values
are, within the experimental accuracy, not significantly different from each other and
quite close to 0. That means that there is no net displacement and thus no prevailing
wind or direct force. Also applying linear fitting curves to the data (applied to the
entire voltage range and to positive and negative range separately) did not yield any
indication for a preferential direction. That signifies that no electromigration forces
could be observed in this experiment.
It is worth to mention, however, that there is very well displacement of Co adatoms.
Neglecting the direction of the motion, the average displacement of an adatom is
(0.9 ± 0.9) nm. That shows that the Co atoms get displaced by 3–4 graphene
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Figure 5.9.: Adatom displacement after voltage pulse. d+ and d− refer to the
average displacement over the positive and negative pulsing range, respectively.

hollow sites in average, but the probability to move towards the tip or away from it
is approximately equal.

Multiple reasons might be responsible why no signs of electromigration could be
observed. The first one is related to the band structure of the 7-aGNRs. As men-
tioned in the previous chapter, 7-aGNRs on Au(111) exhibit a band gap of roughly
2.3 eV. Fig. 5.10 shows a differential conductance spectrum taken at the center of a
7-aGNR over a voltage range that covers conduction band (CB) and valence band
(VB) onsets. The onsets of CB and VB are marked with dotted lines and are lo-
cated at roughly −700mV and +1500mV, respectively. This yields a band gap of
2.2 eV and is therefore in agreement with literature values [28, 50, 127]. The CB is
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Figure 5.10.: Differential conduc-
tance spectrum. This spectrum
was recorded at the center of a 7-
aGNR. The onsets of conduction and
valence band are indicated by dot-
ted lines, the Au(111) surface state is
marked with an arrow.
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5.4. Results and discussion

less pronounced because its detection is complicated by the vicinity to the Au(111)
surface state [49] and the fact that the CB states for 7-aGNRs decay faster to the
vacuum than the VB states [30].
In the gap region, the DOS does not fall to zero because of the substrate contribu-
tion from the Au surface. In particular, the Au(111) surface state (marked with an
arrow) is prominent with its onset between −500mV and −400mV [131, 202, 208].
The comparatively low DOS of the GNR in the band gap region could nonetheless
influence the electromigration test in the sense that less electrons will flow through
the GNR but escape to the Au substrate instead13. This would diminish the proba-
bility for electrons to transfer their momenta to the Co adatom and therefore reduce
the contribution of the wind force.
However, also pulses with voltages in the region of the CB, i. e. with −700mV to
−1000mV, did not result in a directional motion of the Co atoms.

Another reason for the absence of electromigration could lie in the course of the
electric field lines in the junction between STM tip and GNR during the pulsing
events. To offer a feeling for the field strength in an STM junction, it is noted that
electric field strengths of 1V/nm at a bias voltage of 1V can be reached under the
apex [248]. Away from the center of the junction, the intensity decreases. Fig. 5.11
shows a schematic illustration for the paths the electric field lines could take during
a voltage pulse14. For reasons of simplicity, the tip is depicted as a triangle. In the

+ +

++

+

- - - - -

E

GNR

tip

Au substrate

Figure 5.11.: Electric field lines
during voltage pulse. This sketch
shows an example for the paths of
the electric field lines between tip and
sample during a pulse with negative
voltage. Off-center the tip apex, the
electric field splits up in a component
parallel (red arrow) and perpendicu-
lar (blue arrow) to the surface.

example, a negative voltage pulse is depicted, i. e. the electric field lines point from
the tip to the Au surface—where the negative voltage is applied to. The electric field
lines are assumed to penetrate the GNR, but field lines ending on the GNR would
not affect the argumentation presented in the following. At the surface, the electric
13Koch et al. [127] found a higher conductance of 7-aGNRs when lifting them up with the help of

an STM tip and applying voltages in the CB range than for voltages in the gap region.
14The role of the electric field caused by the charge of the injected electron is neglected here.

The electric field caused by a single electron (assumed to be a point charge) in a distance of
1 nm is approximately 1V/nm and thus of the same order as the electric field in the junction.
However, the electron is expected to delocalize very fast in the sample (GNR or bulk gold).
Therefore, the injected electrons might influence the vertical component of the electric field in
the junction, but should not change the lateral field distribution qualitatively.
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5. Current-induced diffusion

field is perpendicular to the sample plane but in between tip and sample, the field
splits up in a component parallel (red arrow) and perpendicular (blue arrow) to the
surface. This has consequences for the direct force which points in the direction of
the electric field. A Co atom that is adsorbed on the GNR will not feel the full
strength of the electric field in the junction, but only the fraction parallel to the
surface. This effect is even enhanced, if the field lines end on the GNR15.
As a side note, the fact that the electric field is (partially) perpendicular to the
surface plane might enhance the pick up of Co adatoms by the STM tip.

Further possible influences on the Co displacement were tested. No difference for
pulsing events on short GNRs in comparison to long GNRs could be detected. Fur-
thermore, it apparently did not matter, if the Co atoms were adsorbed on single,
isolated GNRs or on a bunch of interconnected GNRs16. The separation s between
Co atom and tip during the pulse did also not affect the directionality of the dis-
placement.

As a last point, it should be mentioned that the shape of the STM tip might play a
role as well since it influences the electric field in the tunnel junction. The influence
of the tip sharpness was not investigated explicitly here. Nonetheless, only relatively
sharp tips were used for performing the voltage pulses. Slight changes at the tip apex
due to the contacting procedure were compensated by performing a large number
of pulses.

In conclusion, no electromigration forces could be detected during this experiment.
Possibly, the current prefers to spread in the Au substrate instead of being confined
to the GNR. Furthermore, the electric field lines are not parallel to the direction of
Co adatom displacement along the GNRs. These points make the present setup not
very suited for detection of electromigration. Clear traces of (random) displacement
along the GNRs upon pulsing, on the other hand, could be detected.

5.4.2. One-dimensional diffusion

Even though no signs of directional electromigration could be found, the way the Co
atoms move upon the voltage pulses is noteworthy. With 77.2% (536 out of 694),
the majority of the displaced atoms moved along the GNR. Due to the limited width
of the GNRs one can speak of a 1-dimensional motion of the Co adatoms along the
GNR.
Remarkably, the Co atoms very rarely fell off the GNR onto the Au(111) surface—
only in 0.9% (6 out of 694) of the cases. Even when pulsing “around the corner” of
two interconnected GNRs (see Fig. 5.8 (c)), the Co displacement follows the course
of the GNR. It seems like the GNR borders pose an energy barrier for the adatoms
15Due to the finite size of the Co atoms, the parallel component of the electric field sensed by the

adatoms will not be exactly zero in this case.
16Apart from adsorption at defects at the interconnection sites which were especially stable.
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that prevents them from dropping off to the Au substrate.
This can be understood in the framework of the Ehrlich-Schwoebel barrier which is
known to form at step edges on crystal surfaces [249–251]. A possible scheme for
an Ehrlich-Schwoebel barrier on the GNR is depicted in Fig. 5.12. Panel (a) shows
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Figure 5.12.: Hypothetical potential
landscape across a 7-aGNR. (a) Lat-
tice structure of a 7-aGNR in top view
(above) and side view (bottom). Black
circles refer to carbon atoms. (b) Possi-
ble shape of the diffusion barriers for a
Co adatom residing on the GNR. At the
GNR edge, an Ehrlich-Schwoebel barrier
prevents the Co from dropping to the sur-
face.

the lattice structure of the GNR, both from top and side view. In panel (b), a
possible contour of the diffusion barriers for adatoms across the GNR is illustrated.
A minimum can be found at each hollow site across the GNR, separated by (small)
energy barriers. The energy minima at the outermost hexagon ring centers are
deeper, reflecting the increased probability to find adsorbed Co atoms at those sites.
Since the transition to the Au(111) surface poses a step, its diffusion barrier is
enhanced.

In this context, also the higher stability of Co atoms at certain GNR sites has to
be discussed. Co atoms adsorbed at the GNR ends were less likely displaced. They
might interact more strongly with the zigzag edge at the GNR terminus than Co
atoms at the middle of a GNR with the armchair edges. An enhanced reactivity at
zigzag sites, possibly paired with changes in the hydrogen termination of the GNR
and its electronic structure17, might lead to a pinning of the Co atoms at the GNR
ends. This could also hold true for Co atoms at the kinks of interconnected GNRs
or defect sites.
Here, it should be mentioned that DFT calculations for Au adatoms on GNRs yielded
higher binding energies when the adatoms were adsorbed at zigzag sites than for
armchair sites [252].
For these reasons, Co adatoms at the GNR termini, kinks and defect sites were
excluded from the electromigration analysis.

Although certain adatoms could not be displaced laterally, they were not protected
from being picked up by the STM tip upon voltage pulses. This vertical displacement
17see section 4.1.1 for the effect of an additional hydrogen atom at the GNR terminus to its

π-system.
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is an indication that no actual bond is formed between adatom and GNR terminus
or defect site because otherwise it would not be possible to remove the adatoms by
pulses with relatively low voltages.
During the experiment, we noted that around 14.1% (98 out of 694) of the displaced
Co atoms vanished after a voltage pulse.
The probability for this pick up, however, was asymmetric with respect to the pulsing
voltage. For negative voltage pulses, the pick up probability was 21.7%, whereas
positive pulses led only in 8.7% to a vanishing of adatoms. Furthermore, the average
separation between tip and Co atom during pulses that led to a pick up was larger for
negative pulses (s− = 7.5 nm) than for positive pulses (s+ = 5.6 nm). Additionally,
the average absolute voltage that resulted in picking up the Co atom was lower on
the negative side with V− = −793mV compared to V+ = +909mV on the positive
side. Apparently, pulses with negative bias are more effective in picking up Co
adatoms.
A possible reason is given in the following. The pick up of Co atoms is promoted by
the van der Waals force of the tip acting on the adatoms and the electric field in the
junction. For both voltage polarities, the van der Waals portion is the same. Besides
the electric field caused by the bias applied during the voltage pulses, there might
be also a contribution stemming from different work functions of tip and sample
(see section 5.1.3).
To determine the work function difference between tip and sample, Kelvin probe
force spectroscopy was employed. Fig. 5.13 displays the resulting Kelvin parabola
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Figure 5.13.: Kelvin parabola. Fre-
quency shift ∆f recorded as a func-
tion of the applied bias voltage. The
spectrum is taken above the clean
Au(111) surface and has a parabolic
shape. Its maximum is located at
560mV.

with its maximum at a voltage of +560mV. According to Eq. 5.9 this means that the
work function of the sample is 560meV higher than the one of the tip. Therefore,
there is an inherent electric field in the unbiased junction in the tunneling regime.
This inherent field leads to an enhancement of the perpendicular field component
with negative pulses and to a weakening of the pulsing effect for positive pulses.
That is why Co atoms get picked up more easily by negative pulses.

To evaluate the effectivity for a voltage pulse in terms of adatom displacement, the
escape probability (EP) is introduced. The EP refers to the probability that an
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Figure 5.14.: Escape probability. (a) EP as a function of initial tip-adatom sepa-
ration. (b) EP as function of pulsing voltage, only for pulses with s < 10nm. Black
squares consider all atoms, red triangles disregard picked up Co atoms. Data points
represent intervals (see text). Error bars show the standard deviation.

adatom leaves its initial adsorption position. It is given by the number of displaced
atoms divided by the total number of atoms.
In Fig. 5.14 (a), the EP as a function of tip-adatom separation before the volt-
age pulse, EP(s), is plotted. The black squares represent the EP for all displaced
adatoms. Red triangles refer only to laterally displaced adatoms, i. e. Co atoms that
got picked up during a pulse are disregarded. This was done to stress the effects of
s on the lateral motion. For clarity, the events are grouped in the graph. Each data
point represents an interval with a width of 2 nm. That means the data point at
s = 3nm is the average of all pulsing events that were performed with a tip-sample
separation between 2 nm and 4 nm.
Considering all displaced atoms, EP(s) is first roughly constant (around 50–60%)
up to s = 10nm. Then, it drops steadily to a value of 10–20% and becomes constant
again. This means that atoms in a certain interval around the tip are more likely
to be displaced.
One reason to explain this is that the GNR gets locally hot upon pulsing. The heat
enables the diffusion of the adatoms. After a distance of roughly 10 nm away from
the tip, the GNR might get colder and therefore the EP drops. A counter argument
for this assumption is that adatoms should diffuse preferably from the hot side of
the GNR to its cold side. However, no directional motion was observed.
Another reason for the initially constant and then dropping EP(s) might be that
the electric field in the junction is highest directly underneath the tip apex and
then weakens away from the center. The decay is, however strongly dependent on
the geometrical shape of the tip. Thus, the direct force—promoted by the electric
field—might enable the adatoms to leave their potential wells and diffuse along the
GNR. After a certain tip-adatom distance, the field intensity drops and therefore
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5. Current-induced diffusion

the displacement gets less likely.
The red triangles in Fig. 5.14 (a) depict EP(s) for lateral displacement only—
i. e. without picked up Co atoms. Apart from the first few data points, EP(s)
for both cases is very similar. Considering only lateral motion, EP(s) first increases
for low tip-sample separations before it drops. This is, at a first glance, counter-
intuitive. It reflects, however, that the pick up probability for small s is enhanced.
Voltage pulses with low tip-sample separations led more frequently to a Co pick up.
Furthermore, there is a certain threshold energy required to lift Co atoms out of
their potential wells and enable motion. If the threshold is too high, i. e. the poten-
tial well is too deep, no lateral diffusion is possible. Increasing the electric field in
the junction, however, eventually leads to a Co pick up.

To investigate the role of the pulsing voltage, EP is plotted as a function of Vbias in
Fig. 5.14 (b). Since for small tip-adatom distances EP(s) is approximately constant,
only pulses with s < 10 nm were considered to emphasize the effects of Vbias on the
EP. The data are grouped as well. Each point represents an interval of 100mV.
One can see a trend of increasing EP(Vbias) with increasing absolute value of the
pulsing voltage. That means that—as mentioned above—the higher electric field
in the junction causes the adatoms to diffuse more effectively. The fact that the
difference between black squares (all displaced atoms considered) and red triangles
(only lateral motion taken into account) grows with higher |Vbias| tells that the
pick-up probability increases for larger |Vbias|. This trend is more pronounced on
the negative voltage side, reflecting that the pick up is more effective with negative
voltages.

Another remarkable fact is that the displacement of Co atoms on GNRs by voltage
pulses is quite effective. In Fig. 5.8 (d), it could be seen that sometimes—upon
pulsing on a GNR—also the Co atoms on the bare Au(111) surface diffuse. This
displacement, however, was not so frequent and mostly very small. To investigate
the differences between diffusion of Co atoms on GNRs and on Au, we performed
systematically pulses on the bare Au surface and compared the adatom displacement
to the one of Co adatoms on GNRs.
The pulsing procedure was done in an analogous way to the pulsing on GNRs. How-
ever, no point contact was established since that led in most cases to dropping of
tip atoms on the surface. The approach height was chosen in such a way that the
current during the pulse was comparable to the one for pulsing on GNRs, i. e. in the
range of roughly 1–10µA.
For the evaluation of Co motion on Au(111), only atoms with s ≤ 7nm were consid-
ered because this area was visible in most image frames of voltage pulses on GNRs18.
Table 5.2 shows an overview of different pulsing scenarios. As already mentioned,
49% of the Co adatoms on GNRs get displaced during a voltage pulse on the GNR.
However, only 6% of the nearby Co atoms on the Au(111) surface move when puls-

18It should be noted that Co atom displacement in some cases was also observed for s > 7 nm. To
obtain reliable statistics, however, we stuck to restrict the area of interest to s ≤ 7 nm.
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Event Displaced atoms
Displacement of Co on GNR after pulse on GNR 694/1430 (49%)
Displacement of Co on Au(111) after pulse on GNR 391/6331 (6%)
Displacement of Co on Au(111) after pulse on Au(111) 16/519 (3%)

Table 5.2.: Comparison of Co motion on GNRs and Au(111) after pulsing
on GNR and Au(111). The first number in the right column refers to the dis-
placed Co atoms, the second number to the total number of Co atoms in the area
of interest.

ing on the GNR. Upon performing the voltage pulse on the Au(111) surface, only
3% of the Co adatoms on the Au substrate get displaced.
There is a significant difference between Co atoms on GNRs and on the Au substrate
in terms of displacement. For the motion of Co atoms on the Au(111) surface, on
the contrary, it only plays a minor difference if the pulse was executed on a GNR or
directly on the Au surface. This indicates that diffusion for Co atoms on the GNRs
is more effective. A possible reason for this observation is that the GNR might get
hotter during the voltage pulse and thus promote Co displacement more readily.
This will be discussed in more detail in the next section.

5.4.3. Temperature dependent measurements

In order to find out more about the diffusion of Co on the GNRs and on Au(111), we
tried to determine the hopping rate ν. To this end, it was evaluated how many times
the Co atoms on GNRs moved what distance. The result is plotted in a histogram
in Fig. 5.15. Hereby, the bins have approximately the size of one lattice constant,
i. e. from one outer hexagon ring to the next outer hexagon ring along the GNR
armchair edge (≈ 4.3 Å). The histogram shows that in most cases the adatoms are
displaced by |d| < 2nm, but also large displacements are possible.
Note that only Co atoms that moved along the GNR are incorporated in the his-
togram. Due to their high count (736 in total), Co atoms that did not move were left
out for clarity. The large number of adatoms with zero displacement can not simply
be explained by jumps forth and back to the origin. Additionally, some adatoms
might be pinned to their adsorption sites. This will be further discussed later in this
section.
By fitting a 1D random walk function to the above distribution, one can extract the
hopping rate (via Eqs. 5.4 and 5.2). This is not performed here, but was treated in
the PhD thesis of Sasha Vrbica [216]. There, a value of ν ≈ 5Hz was found19.

As was pointed out before, the diffusion of the Co atoms on the GNRs might be due
to heating of the GNR during the voltage pulse. To determine a temperature thresh-
19The large number of immobile Co atoms was taken into account by introducing a prefactor to

the random walk function.
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Figure 5.15.: Distribution of Co
displacement after voltage pulse.
Histogram of how many adatoms
traveled what distance on the GNR
after a voltage pulse. Only adatoms
moving along the GNR were consid-
ered.

old, above which the Co atoms start to diffuse on the GNRs, variable temperature
measurements were performed.

To this end, the sample was heated to different temperatures. This was done by
warming the entire STM scan head—which is thermally weakly coupled to the He
cooling bath—with a heating diode. Then, we waited until the temperature stabi-
lized (±1K) and scanned the same sample area over and over again. Thereby, we
looked for diffusion of Co atoms on the Au(111) surface and on the GNRs.

After the first heating step to 20K, no motion of Co atoms could be detected.
Therefore, we further elevated the temperature.

At 34K, we observed that Co diffusion on the Au(111) surface started. Panels (a)
and (b) of Fig. 5.16 show two subsequent scans of the same sample area. The time
delay between the two subsequent images was ∆t = 171 s. The thermal drift was
corrected in hindsight by overlaying the images manually over each other. For this,
the immobile herringbone reconstruction and the GNRs—which did not diffuse even
at the highest temperatures tested—served as marker structures.
There are many Co atoms on the Au(111) surface. Their initial positions are marked
with yellow circles. Some adatoms appear fuzzy. This is presumably due to an
unstable tip, i. e. the front atoms at the tip apex might slightly rearrange during
the scan. On the one hand, it can not be ruled out that the adatoms could also get
pushed away by the STM tip or diffuse during the scanning at elevated temperatures.
One can see that some of the adatoms moved in between the two images. We tracked
the motion of every single Co atom and determined the average squared motion
〈(∆r)2〉 for all adatoms. This was done for a series of subsequent images.
For diffusion at 34K, an average squared motion of 〈(∆r)2〉 = 0.6nm2 was found.
This value can be inserted into Eq. 5.8. By further inserting l̄ = 4.1 Å as the lattice
constant of the Au(111) surface and ∆t = 171 s, one obtains a value for the hopping
rate of ν = (21± 4)mHz. The uncertainty results from an averaging over different
imaging sequences. This value is much lower than the hopping rate determined for
Co on GNRs.
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Figure 5.16.: Co diffusion at elevated temperatures. (a)–(b) Two consecutive
images of the same sample area at T = 34K (corrected for thermal drift). The
time ∆t between the two images is 171 s. Yellow circles in both images mark the
initial positions of the Co atoms. (c)–(d) Same as above, but for T = 46K and
∆t = 189 s. The arrow marks the diffusion of one specific Co atom. Vbias = 100mV,
Itunnel = 1pA.

In the PhD thesis of Sasha Vrbica [216], the diffusion rate at 34K was determined by
fitting a 2D random walk function (Eq. 5.5) to a histogram obtained by evaluating
image-to-image displacements of the Co atoms on Au(111) during two subsequent
scans. From this evaluation, a diffusion rate of 25mHz resulted which agrees with
the value obtained here.

We further increased the temperature. Panels (c) and (d) of Fig. 5.16 show two sub-
sequent images taken at T = 46K. The time between the two images was ∆t = 189 s.
Here, less adatoms are visible. Furthermore, only one atom on the Au surface moved
appreciably (motion highlighted with a yellow arrow). From another area on the
sample with more adatoms (not shown here), we determined a hopping rate of
ν = (5 ± 2)mHz. Despite the higher temperature, this value is surprisingly lower
than the one obtained at 34K. A possible reason for this might be that certain sites
on the Au(111) surface are more reactive—like the kinks of the herringbone recon-
struction (c. f. Ref. [194])—and therefore Co adatoms might be adsorbed there more
stably (see also Ref. [253]). It is possible that most of the freely moving adatoms
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already migrated to step edges during the heating process. When we finally reached
46K, potentially mainly Co atoms that are harder to move are still on the surface.
Therefore, the diffusion rate seems to be lower.
Furthermore, it should be pointed out that the Co atoms on the GNR did not move.

The highest temperature tested was 79K. Here, we did not observe any motion of
Co adatoms, neither on Au(111) nor on the GNRs. Possibly, all mobile Co atoms
on Au already diffused to step edges or defect sites on the Au surface and therefore
we could not observe any displacement.
The lack of motion of Co on the GNRs probably means that the temperature of
the GNR during a voltage pulse is (much) higher than 79K. One could argue that
the Co atoms on the GNRs might also have started diffusion and what we see now
are only pinned atoms. However, we did not observe motion of Co on the GNRs at
any tested temperature (9K, 20K, 34K, 46K, 62K and 79K), which makes that
scenario rather unlikely.

As a next step, the diffusion barrier ED was estimated. Usually, it is determined
from the slope of the Arrhenius plot when the diffusion rate is plotted versus the
inverse temperature [254]. Since the diffusion in our case showed an unexpected
decrease in diffusion rate upon increasing the temperature—which might be related
to a pinning of certain adatoms to defect sites—we calculated ED for 34K and 46K
separately. By reshaping Eq. 5.6,

ED = −kBT ln
(
ν

ν0

)
(5.12)

results. When inserting ν0 = 1013 Hz and the hopping rate determined above, one
obtains ED = (107 ± 4)meV at T = 34K. The uncertainty margin stems from the
propagation of uncertainty from the determination of ν on the one hand, and the
uncertainty in temperature on the other hand—which was assumed to be ±1K,
but might be even higher. The latter term has more weight in the determination
of uncertainty, since ν enters logarithmically. As a side note, even when changing
the so-called attempt frequency ν0 by two orders of magnitude, only an additional
uncertainty of ±10% in ED results (which is not included in the uncertainty margin
here).
The same procedure was repeated for the diffusion barrier at 46K and a value of
ED = (149 ± 4)meV was obtained. According to the lower diffusion rate, also a
higher diffusion barrier resulted at this higher temperature. Again, it is stressed
that these unexpected values might result from a partial diffusion of freely moving
Co adatoms to the Au(111) step edges and a higher ratio of pinned Co adatoms that
could have distorted the determination of the diffusion rate.
It should be further noted that the uncertainty margins might be larger than indi-
cated here. To obtain more precise results, one would have to wait longer for the
measurement temperature to stabilize. The exact evaluation of ED, however, was
not in the main focus of this project. Still, both values obtained here are in line with
literature predictions for Co diffusion on Au(111). Depending on the reconstruction
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area on the Au(111) surface, barrier heights of 100–200meV were found by theory
[255].

As already mentioned, the Co atoms on the GNRs did not move even at the highest
temperatures tested here. Thus, ED for Co on a GNR could not be determined
experimentally. Therefore, theoretical values obtained by DFT calculations were
used to estimate the temperature the GNRs might reach during a voltage pulse.
Typical values for the diffusion barrier for Co atoms on a single layer graphene were
around ED ≈ 0.5 eV [243, 256, 257] (see also further references in Ref. [243]). When
putting this value into Eq. 5.12, further inserting ν = 5Hz (determined for diffusion
of Co on GNRs during the pulses [216]), and solving for T , one obtains a temperature
of T = 205K. It has to be noted that the theoretical values for ED were determined
as just the energy difference between high symmetry adsorption sites (hollow and
top or bridge positions). A more accurate determination of ED would require the
calculation of the complete potential landscape [195] and might yield an even higher
value for T . Thus, the GNRs could get considerably hotter than the temperatures
tested here.

The higher diffusion barrier for Co on GNRs than for Co on the bare Au(111) surface
might explain why we see motion of Co on Au(111) upon raising the temperature,
but not on the GNRs.
The reason, why the displacement of Co on the GNRs upon pulsing is so much
more effective than for Co on Au might be related to the temperature spread in the
substrate. Whereas the heat can easily be transported to the bulk when pulsing
on the Au(111) surface, the GNR is presumably not so strongly coupled to the Au
substrate and therefore gets hotter.
To increase the effectivity of pulses on the Au(111) surface, one could try to use
voltages in the range of −400 to −500mV to hit the resonance of the Au(111)
surface state. This might keep a larger fraction of the current close to the surface
and therefore lead to a larger displacement of Co atoms.

5.5. Conclusion and Outlook

In this chapter, 7-aGNRs were grown on a Au(111) surface in UHV and Co atoms
were added. A fraction of the Co atoms adsorbed on top of the GNRs. The adsorp-
tion position of the Co atoms on the GNRs was estimated by means of STM. By
contacting the GNRs with an STM tip and applying a bias voltage pulse, current
was injected into the system and the adatoms started to diffuse.
The motion of the adatoms was tested for the influence of electromigration forces
but no preferential direction of the displacement was found. Two reasons were of-
fered to explain why no electromigration could be observed. On the one hand, most
of the voltages used for pulsing were in the range of the band gap of the 7-aGNR,
thus reducing the flow of electrons within the GNR and lowering the wind force.
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On the other hand, the electric field lines in the junction are not parallel to the dis-
placement of Co atoms along the GNR and therefore the contribution of the direct
force is lowered.
Remarkably, almost all displaced Co atoms moved along the GNR. This was ex-
plained by the presence of an energy barrier that prevents the Co atoms from falling
off the GNR and yields—due to the small width of the GNRs—a 1-dimensional mo-
tion. The chance of Co displacement on a GNR was expressed in terms of an escape
probability and tested for the influence of the initial tip-adatom pulsing distance
and the applied bias voltage.
Further, the displacement of Co atoms on Au(111) was compared to the motion of
Co atoms on GNRs upon pulsing on Au and the GNRs. A much higher diffusion
rate was found for Co atoms on GNRs.
Temperature dependent measurements were performed and the diffusion behavior
of Co on the Au(111) surface was determined. However, some adatoms seemed to
be pinned to defect sites on the surface which impaired the determination of the
hopping rate, especially at higher temperatures.

One way to find electromigration forces for Co atoms on GNRs might be to lift
up the GNR with an STM tip [127]. In this way, the GNR would be contacted
on one end by the STM tip and on the other end by the sample surface, whereas
its center would be decoupled from any substrate. The electric field in the junction
would point along the GNR axis and thus maximize the influence of the direct force.
Likewise, the contribution of the wind force would be enhanced since the electrons
have to pass through the GNR instead of being able to tunnel directly into the
substrate.
Instead of 7-aGNRs with a large band gap, one could also try to use GNRs with a
lower (or vanishing) band gap, such as 5-aGNRs [258, 259], 9-aGNRs [30] or zGNRs
[52]. In general, the 1-dimensional nature of GNRs offers an ideal proving ground
for testing the directionality of electromigration.
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Since the discovery of graphene, scientists try to explore new graphene-based tech-
nologies for future applications. Promising candidates for implementation in novel
devices are GNRs because they can be fabricated in many different shapes with
high precision. This allows to tailor their electronic properties like their band gap.
Thanks to advances in solution chemistry, a manifold of different GNR structures is
achievable. Many studies on the fabrication of new types of GNRs are carried out
and some of them are also tested with regard to their transport properties.
While transport through GNRs is mainly researched on mesoscopic length scales,
one has to keep in mind that modifications on the atomic scale can have an enor-
mous influence on their electronic properties.
This thesis tried to connect the perspective of macroscopic transport characteri-
zations with modifications on the atomic scale. In the preceding pages, different
approaches of describing the electronic properties of GNRs were discussed. On the
one hand, cGNRs synthesized in vitro were deposited on an insulating substrate
and their transport properties were examined by contacting the cGNRs with metal
leads. On the other hand, 7-aGNRs were grown from precursor molecules on a
Au(111) substrate in an STM chamber. Single Co atoms were added and the ef-
fects of these adatoms on the electronic structure of the 7-aGNRs were studied.
Finally, the current-induced diffusion of Co atoms adsorbed on the 7-aGNRs was
investigated.

In order to deposit the polymerized cGNRs onto a substrate, they had to be brought
into dispersion first. THF and chlorobenzene were found to be suitable solvents for
this task. Upon drop-casting the dispersion onto hBN, the formation of ordered
cGNR domains was observed by means of AFM. Taking advantage of the parallel
cGNR orientation within the domains, contacts were prepared by employing EBL
and metalization. The I-V -characteristics of 4- and 6-cGNR devices were measured
and found to be dominated by Schottky barriers that form at the cGNR–metal in-
terfaces. With the help of the thermionic field emission model, the Schottky barrier
heights were estimated.
In an attempt to improve the contacts and protect the cGNRs from environmen-
tal influences, the ribbons were encapsulated with a second hBN flake and zero-
dimensional contacts were fabricated. The reliability of this type of contact still
needs to be improved, though, since the contacts failed after only few measurement
cycles. One option to tackle this problem is to remove residues from the fabrication
process that possibly persist at the cGNR–metal interface with an additional oxygen
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etching step.
Despite the persisting issues in the fabrication of reliable contacts, the sample prepa-
ration method employed in this thesis shows that it is possible to deposit domains of
parallel GNRs on an insulating substrate. This facilitates contacting a larger num-
ber of GNRs at once which is helpful for applications in electronic devices because
it acts like a fail safe from single defective GNRs.

Addressing atomistic aspects, GNRs were grown on a Au(111) substrate in an STM
chamber under UHV conditions by means of on-surface synthesis. Using DBBA pre-
cursor molecules, 7-aGNRs of high quality and purity resulted. After adding single
Co atoms to the surface, two sets of experiments were performed.
In the first set, the Co atoms were manipulated underneath the 7-aGNRs with the
help of an STM tip. Differential tunneling spectra taken at the intercalation sites
revealed a peak whose shape was dependent on the Co intercalation position. Co
atoms buried at the middle of the armchair edge displayed a narrow peak which
was assigned to a Kondo resonance. Co atoms at the corners of the 7-aGNRs ex-
hibited a slightly broader peak which presumably stems from a hybridization of Co
atom states with the end state present at the zigzag termini of the 7-aGNRs. When
placing the Co atom at an intermediate position (three carbon rings away from the
zigzag edge), no signs of a Kondo resonance could be detected. Instead, the 7-aGNR
end state seemed to be extended along the armchair edge up to the intercalation site.
Kondo temperatures were extracted by manually fitting the differential conductance
spectra.
Density functional theory and tight-binding calculations suggest different coupling
scenarios between Co atom states and 7-aGNR end state for the different intercala-
tion sites.
To further investigate the Kondo properties of the system, temperature and mag-
netic field dependent measurements are necessary.

In the second set of experiments on UHV-synthesized 7-aGNRs with Co adatoms,
the current-induced diffusion of Co atoms that adsorbed on top of the 7-aGNRs was
studied. To initiate the diffusion process, the 7-aGNR was contacted with an STM
tip and current was injected into the sample. Due to Joule heating, the Co atoms
started to diffuse. Interestingly, the displacement of the Co atoms took place mostly
along the 7-aGNR. This one-dimensional motion was rationalized by the presence
of an energy barrier at the 7-aGNR edges.
The diffusion of Co atoms on the Au(111) surface was tested for comparison and
found to be much lower than the one of Co atoms adsorbed on the 7-aGNRs. By
testing the Co displacement at different temperatures, the diffusion rates were esti-
mated.
No preferential direction of the Co motion (towards or away from the tip) could be
detected. The observation of electromigration forces might be possible by lifting up
the 7-aGNRs with an STM tip or by using GNRs with lower band gaps.

There is still a long way ahead to fully understand how modifications on the atomic
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scale change the transport properties on the mesoscopic scale and to combine the
atomistic and mesoscopic worlds. Nonetheless, the versatility of GNRs and the
feasibility of tailoring their electronic states by introducing adatoms to the GNRs
are promising prospects for the future application of GNRs in novel devices.
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A. Fitting of the Kondo temperature

Co on Au(111) Co-(1)-GNR

Co-(4)-GNR

(a) (b)

(c)

Figure A.1.: Fano fits to experimental data. Fano fits (red line) after Eq. 4.3
to the experimental dI/dV curves (blue dots) of (a) Co on Au(111), (b) a Co-(1)-
GNR-complex and (c) a Co-(4)-GNR-complex.

Fig. A.1 shows the dI/dV spectra (blue dots) of (a) a Co atom on Au(111) (from
Fig. 4.25), (b) a Co-(1)-GNR-complex (from Fig. 4.18) and (c) a Co-(4)-GNR-
complex (from Fig. 4.14). The red curve is a non-linear least square fit of Eq. 4.3
to the experimental data.

panel configuration fitting range TK q EK

(a) Co on Au(111) ±20mV (106 ± 10)K 0.089 0.4mV
(b) Co-(1)-GNR-complex ±20mV (200 ± 7)K 57.1 0.6mV
(c) Co-(4)-GNR-complex ±40mV (78 ± 4)K 8.4 0.2mV

Table A.1.: Fitting parameters for Fig. A.1
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B. Measurement setups

Here, the different setups used for the sample characterization are described.

Ambient condition AFM

The formation of cGNR domains on hBN flakes was investigated with the Dimension
Icon ambient condition AFM from Veeco Instruments employing the tapping mode.
The setup is depicted in Fig. B.1. Samples were placed on a motorized stage. A
coated Si cantilever served as AFM tip. It was driven by a piezo actuator and a
laser was focused on the cantilever via an objective lens. The reflection of the laser
signal was detected by a position sensitive photo sensor. Thus, the deflection of the
AFM tip due to tip-sample interactions could be detected.

0.6m

SPM head

objective lense

laser
diode

stage

Figure B.1.: Ambient condition AFM. Schematics for the ambient conditions
AFM setup used to identify cGNR domains on hBN. After [260].
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optical microscope

sample table needles for 
contacting

Figure B.2.: Probe station. Setup used for the transport characterization of the
cGNR devices.

Probe station

After adding metal leads to the cGNRs, the I-V -characteristics of the devices were
measured using a probe station (see Fig. B.2). The samples were placed on the
movable sample table. Sharp metallic needles were lowered onto the metal leads to
establish contact. The needles could be positioned with micrometer screws and were
connected to the measurement devices.
A Yokogawa 7651 power supply was used to apply the source-drain voltage. The
drain current was recorded using an Ithaco 1211 current preamplifier and an Agilent
34410 digital multimeter. The back gate voltage was applied with a Yokogawa GS200
voltage source.

Ultra high vacuum low temperature STM/AFM

Synthesis of 7-aGNRs and the corresponding experiments were performed in an ultra
high vacuum low temperature combined STM/AFM. The setup follows the design
from SPS-CreaTec and is depicted in Fig. B.3 (a). The entire vacuum system is
placed on pneumatic dampers and consists of three chambers that are interconnected
via gate valves. Samples are introduced to the machine via the load-lock which is
pumped by a turbomolecular and a roughening pump. Single metal crystals are used
as a substrate for 7-aGNR growth. They are placed on a sample holder (see panel
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(a) (b)

(c)

oven for heating

metal single crystal

Figure B.3.: UHV LT STM/AFM. (a) Schematic drawing of the ultra high vac-
uum low temperature combined STM/AFM apparatus. (b) Picture of a mounted
qPlus sensor. (c) Sample holder with metal single crystal. Images (a) and (b) from
[261].

(c)) and can be heated by an oven. With a transfer arm, the sample holder can be
brought into the preparation chamber where it is attached to the manipulator. Here,
the samples are sputtered and annealed, the precursor sublimation and 7-aGNR
growth takes place and NaCl islands are deposited. After sample preparation, the
sample holder is transferred into the SPM chamber where the scan head is attached
to a 5K bath cryostat. Preparation chamber and SPM chamber are pumped by
ion-getter and Ti-sublimation pumps yielding typical pressures below 10−10 mbar.
Panel (b) shows a picture of a qPlus sensor (tuning fork with Pt/Ir tip) that is glued
with one prong to a substrate. The sensor is driven by an excitation piezo. The
mechanical oscillation of the sensor translates into an electrical signal because the
tuning fork is composed of piezoelectric material.
The bias voltage in STM measurements is applied to the sample while the tip is
kept grounded.
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C. Experimental methods

Here, some details are added to the description of the sample preparation in the
main text.

C.1. Fabrication of cGNR devices

Standard-contacted cGNR devices

Preparation of hBN samples First, a 4.5× 4.5mm2 chip cut from a Si/SiO2 sub-
strate was cleaned by sonication in acetone, washing with isopropanol and plasma
ashing in forming gas atmosphere at a pressure of 1.7mbar for 4min (at 40% plasma
asher power). Afterwards, hBN crystals (mostly provided by Taniguchi and Watan-
abe) were mechanically exfoliated onto the chip using an adhesive tape (Nitto ELP
BT-150-ECM from Nitto Denko). Suitable hBN flakes were identified with the help
of an optical microscope. Here, the height of the hBN flakes could be estimated by
the color of the flake in the microscope image.

Preparation of cGNR dispersion As described in the main text, tetrahydrofuran
(THF) was used as solvent for the 4-cGNRs and chlorobenzene for the 6-cGNRs. A
tweezers tip full of cGNR powder was put into a beaker glas half-filled with warm
(60◦C) solvent. The mixture was sonicated for at least one hour until it turned
violet for the 4-cGNRs and gray for the 6-cGNRs.

Deposition of cGNR dispersion cGNRs were brought onto the hBN flakes by
using two methods. One was drop-casting of the cGNR dispersion onto the sample
(Si/SiO2 chip with exfoliated hBN flake) lying on a 60◦C hot plate. About 5 drops
were dripped onto the sample using a glass pipette, waiting for the previous drop to
evaporate before adding the next one. The second method was dipping the sample
into the cGNR dispersion for 1min and subsequently putting it on a 60◦C hot plate
for 5min. In both cases, the sample chip was slightly tilted to keep residues from
the evaporation process of the solvent at the edges of the sample chip.
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Identification of cGNR domains The hBN flakes were investigated by means of
AFM to check the success of the cGNR deposition. Hereby, also the orientation of
the cGNR domains was determined.

Spin coating of e-beam resist E-beam resist was spin coated onto the samples
with 3000 rpm for 5 s (step 1) and 6000 rpm for 60 s (step 2) with subsequent baking
of the resist on a 150◦C hot plate for 1min. CSAR 62 4% and CSAR 62 9% were used
as resists resulting in resist thicknesses of 80–110 nm and 200–240 nm, respectively.

Electron beam lithography The contact structures were patterned using EBL.
For the fine contact fingers, the 30µm aperture was used with a working distance
of 10mm and an area dose of 80–110µC/cm2. Fine and coarse wiring were struc-
tured with the 30µm aperture, a working distance of 10mm and an area dose of
110µC/cm2. The contact pads were patterned with the 120µm aperture, a working
distance of 10mm and an area dose of 120µC/cm2.

The samples were developed by dipping them in the developer AR-600-546 for 60 s
and subsequently two times in isopropanol for 30 s each.

Evaporation of contacts For metalization, most samples were put in the Univex
B evaporator where the different metals are evaporated by e-beam at a pressure
of 10−7–10−6 mbar. Only the NiCr/Au contacts were evaporated thermally in the
Univex A. The thickness of the contacts varied between 15–50 nm, depending on the
thickness of the hBN flake used.

Lift-off For lift-off, the samples were put in warm AR 600-71 and placed onto the
60◦C hot plate for 10–60min.

I-V -characterization The transport properties of the cGNR devices were mea-
sured at a probe station. A Yokogawa 7651 power supply was used to apply the
source-drain voltage across the cGNRs and a 10 kΩ resistor to protect the cGNRs
from high currents. The drain current was recorded using an Ithaco 1211 current
preamplifier and an Agilent 34410 digital multimeter for readout. The back gate
voltage was applied with a Yokogawa GS200 voltage source.

Encapsulated cGNR devices

The preparation of the hBN bottom flake, the deposition of the cGNR dispersion
and the identification of cGNR domains were identical to the standard-contacted
cGNR devices described above.
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Subsequently, the cGNRs were encapsulated with a second hBN flake with the help
of the stacking process which is described in detail in the PhD thesis of Martin
Drienovsky [119].

After encapsulation, the sample was covered with the e-beam resist CSAR 62 9%
by spin coating, contacts were patterned by EBL and the contacts were developed.
All this was done with the same parameters as for the standard contacts.

Next, the sample was placed into a reactive ion etching (RIE) chamber. An etching
step was performed with a mixture of 40 sccm CHF3 and 6 sccm O2 at a pressure of
55mTorr and a power of 35W for 70 s.

Afterwards, Cr/Au was deposited as a contact material by e-beam evaporation in
the Univex B evaporator and the lift off was performed.

The samples were measured at a probe station with the same setup as described
above.

C.2. Growth of 7-aGNRs on Au(111)

Preparation of Au(111) single crystals for molecule evaporation The Au(111)
single crystal used as catalytic substrate was cleaned by repeated cycles of Ne+

bombardment with an energy of 1 keV at a partial pressure of 10−5 mbar followed by
annealing to 550◦C. After the last sputtering sequence, the sputter gas was removed
from the preparation chamber and the sample was annealed to 500◦C at a pressure
in the range of 10−10 mbar.

Sublimation of precursor molecules The sublimation of the precursor molecules
took place in the STM preparation chamber using the load lock evaporator. DBBA
(10,10´-dibromo-9,9´-bianthryl) molecules were put into a glass crucible and placed
in the evaporator. The temperature of the crucible was monitored with a ther-
mocouple. By slowly increasing the heating current, sublimation of the precursor
molecules set in, which was monitored with a quartz micro balance (QMB). The
final heating current was kept for at least an hour to ensure thermal equilibrium of
the evaporator and a stable evaporation rate. Evaporating DBBA for 6 s at a rate
of 13mHz/s (equaling a total frequency shift of the QMB of ≈ 70mHz) yielded the
coverage shown in Fig. 4.7. The Au(111) sample was kept at 70◦C during DBBA
deposition.

Polymerization of the 7-aGNRs To form 7-aGNRs out of single DBBA precursor
molecules, the sample was annealed—as described in the main text. The first anneal-
ing step at 200◦C leading to a cleavage of the Br atoms from the DBBA molecules
and to the formation of linear molecule chains lasted for 2min. During the second
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annealing step which was introduced for cyclodehydrogenation, the temperature was
kept at 400◦C for 4min.

Growth of NaCl islands and deposition of CO molecules To facilitate the pick-
up of CO molecules with the STM tip, thin NaCl islands were grown on the Au(111)
surface. Since NaCl desorbs at the temperatures needed for 7-aGNR polymerization,
the NaCl islands were grown after the 7-aGNRs. The NaCl deposition was done
in the preparation chamber of the STM. The evaporation rate is monitored with a
QMB. An amount of NaCl corresponding to a frequency shift of the QMB of 0.35Hz
was evaporated during which the sample was kept at 30◦C.

Co evaporation Single Co atoms were added to the sample surface. For this
purpose, an e-beam evaporator was used. The addition of Co atoms to the sample
surface takes place through a pinhole shutter while the sample is resting in the STM
chamber at a temperature of approximately 10K. For Co evaporation, a heating
current of 1.73A and a high voltage of 2.0 kV were used. The evaporation times
varied between 3 s and 10 s, depending on the desired Co atom coverage.

As a last step, CO molecules were added to the sample surface via the load lock
after the sample was transferred into the STM chamber and cooled down to roughly
12K.

C.3. Temperature dependent measurements

For the temperature dependent measurements, the entire STM scan head was warmed
up by a heating diode. One has to note, that the piezo constant changes at higher
temperatures and has to be adapted in the STM software for data evaluation. As
a method for calibration, the dimensions of known structures (like the Herringbone
reconstruction) can be measured.
Due to differently fast thermal expansion of sensor and sample, care has to be taken
that tip and sample do not crash into each other before the thermal equilibrium is
reached.
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